
GRAVITY MADE SIMPLEBy: Cli� ClintonReferene: www.gravityms.omThe world has long searhed for the underlying auses of gravity. It is simple to say that gravityis simply urved spae time and leave the interpretation of that to eah individual. Gravityextends throughout the universe making it a funtion of the universe not just simply the forethat holds us to the ground. When we attempt to desribe gravity we are in essene desribingmuh of what goes on in the universe and any interpretation of what gravity is must inlude theuniverse as a whole if we are to truly understand its nature. This artile, Gravity Made Simple,is my interpretation, thoughts and ideas about gravity. I try to interpret existing knowledge andplae it in a framework whih looks at that information from a di�erent perspetive. Curvedspae time an be visualized from di�erent viewpoints and I attempt to show gravity and theuniverse in that manner.The universe is like a magi show on a stage. You know that the magiian is triking youbut you just do not understand how, even though the magiian is performing right before youreyes. So now let us see how the universe has so leverly been hiding its serets.Setion 1 Is an attempt to look at gravity from a di�erent perspetive, one not as an attrationor a push. It puts time, spae and motion into perspetive.Setion 2 A look at spae in a way you have never looked at it before. It is a look at whatelse the spae time fabri might be doing and how it may be playing a role of whih we areunaware.Setion 3 A look at partiles, time, and gravity ontrol. Can we build a devie to ontrolgravity? To hange gravity we must be able to hange time. Can this be done? What is amagneti �eld and way is matter solid'Setion 4 How does gravity produe motion? Is it a partile or wave? The alternative to thebig bang. Was there really one? Can all the things we see in spae that leads us to the big bangtheory happen without a big bang?Setion 5 Is gravity the same in the mirosopi world as it is in the larger universe? Is thestrong fore and gravity one and the same thing? If so, how ould we onnet the two? Canstring theory explain anti-matter and the expanding universe? This Setion will hallenge agreat deal of known physis and your imagination.1 Gravity Made SimpleGravity is one of the simplest things in our lives. It holds the earth, sun and the universetogether. Without it we ould not exist. We grew up with it. We think little about what itdoes in our lives until we fall and hurt ourselves, but even then we think little of it. Gravityhas been with us from the day we were born so there has been little reason to question what itis. For millions of years little thought was given to why we an stand on the earth and neverfall o� or to the fat that the moon just stays there leisurely hanging in the sky and not falling.While most people do not think of these things some do. Einstein believed the universe to besimple and rejeted theories that did not meet this priniple. I agree with him. It is easy toover-ompliate the simplest of things. Therefore, I developed this desription of gravity alongthose lines. I hope you will enjoy it.In my explanation I use the Superstring theory beause it �ts my idea of how the universeis put together. It also explains the beginning of the universe and some of its internal workings.I also do not start out with explaining gravity diretly beause gravity is a produt of severalphysial laws and understanding them is as important as gravity itself. The Big Bang is whereit all began so I refer to it throughout this artile.In our universe there are a few basi laws whih we must keep in mind at all times. First,the speed of light is a onstant in your personal referene frame. Seond, the onservation of1



energy and mass is paramount. Third, energy is always in motion and fourth, energy an onlybe hanged in form but never eliminated or destroyed.1.1 HeatWhat does heat have to do with gravity? First of all, heat has a great deal to do with alot of things. We live in an environment where 10 degrees Celsius freezes water and abso-lute zero is minus 273.18 degrees Celsius. All living things that we know about live in avery small temperature segment of the total temperature range whih we believe to be around10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.0 degrees Kelvin to zero or there about. You mightsay it is the temperature from the Big Bang to absolute zero. A mere hundred degrees out ofthis temperature range makes us pretty speial.Heat is desribed to us as a form of radiation, muh like light but at a di�erent frequeny.This radiation alled infrared is absorbed by objets ausing them to vibrate. This vibrationontinues until the heat is re-radiated away from the objet. When all heat is removed from anobjet it will be at the temperature alled absolute zero. Now when an objet is heated to thetemperature of the big bang, the objet is torn into eletrons, protons and neutrons and theninto quarks and strings, (to some people quarks and strings are the same thing.) that is if weonsider strings the smallest possible partiles. You might ask why heat does this and I an'tgive you that answer. And no one else an either. But whatever heat is it e�ets all mass, allpartiles and all things no matter what state they are in, from blak holes to empty spae. Heatannot be loked out and will e�et the stability of mass lear down to its smallest level.If we lower the temperature of an objet to absolute zero, the eletrons orbiting the nuleus ofthe atom still ontinue to orbit the nuleus. The eletrons do not stop and fall into the nuleus.Freezing only takes a form of energy away from an objet; it does not stop its motion. Therefore,no matter what we do to the atom it still has a �xed energy level and heating only adds to thatlevel. This all really means that the basi energy of the atom is never lost. You might say thatthe atom at absolute zero is in a �at spae, a spae with no urvature or distortions, so theatom behaves without bothering its neighbors. You might onlude that when heat is addedto a partile the partile reats by distorting the spae the partile oupies ausing it to moveerratially.The exat mehanism is not important here; it is the fat that if you add heat energy to anypartile in free spae it will pull itself around in di�erent diretions ausing it to wobble. Whatis important is that the heat is ausing the imbalane.If you were to bottle up heat in a perfetly insulated ontainer the heat would remain thereforever. Here the energy in the string beomes important beause this basi energy is onstantand has a sphere of in�uene well beyond the string itself and one heat is added to it, it willremain with the string inde�nitely. One of the spheres of in�uene (aused by the presene ofmass) is the spae distortion or gravity whih extends out into the universe. When these spheresare put under pressure from other strings they �ght bak with a repulsive fore. In a way thesame thing happens when atoms are pushed together. The result is heat but what we all heatmight really be something else. These are fores built into our basi struture.1.2 FabriMost all theory of gravity employs the notions of warped or urved spae and time whihgenerally ould be alled the fabri of spae. This implies that indeed there is suh a fabri. Inother words, in the spae we are in, something exists. Either it was there before the Big Bangor it was reated at the Big Bang. I believe in the former. So how did the energy get into thisfabri of spae to form our universe in the �rst plae? It is believed that a ten dimensional spae,whih must have had a great deal of energy holding it together, broke apart releasing tremendousamounts of energy thus reating strings or ausing existing strings to vibrate, reating mass andforming our universe. 2



Whatever the ase may be, the energy manifested itself all at one and as far as we areonerned instantly. If it had manifested itself in our universe at the speed of light or slower, itwould simply have dissipated not forming mass. When the energy was released into our universe,it found that there was nothing holding it bak. It would be like instantly removing gravity froma blak hole. All hell would break loose.We know that a stik of dynamite ontains pent-up energy. But as we hold it in our hand,we have nothing more than a piee of wrapped up old material. All of its energy is held inhek by other fores. We do not see the other fores but we know they are there beause thedynamite does not explode or ause any harm. We also know that if we trigger the dynamite itwill explode. Is spae or the fabri made up of suh a material that when triggered it will releasevast amounts of energy, but in its basi form it is virtually harmless and the fores holding it inhek are undetetable'This makes us the produt of the energy whih was released into our universe, not thesubstane of the fabri of spae where it might have ome from. In my explanation you will seethat gravity is a produt of energy (mass), motion and time and not a separate entity by itself.You will see how this omes about as you read on.We do know that one the energy was released into our universe its sole desire was to �llspae. Why we do not know. We do not know if strings were formed by the energy released intoour universe or if the strings were already in the fabri and just absorbed the energy muh likeadding heat to an objet. It is believed the string itself has not mass and when energy is putinto the string it vibrates and this vibration arries with it a number of properties and theseproperties started to manifest themselves as the expansion and ooling of the Big Bang tookplae ausing the formation of mass, atoms and moleules. As mass formed it interated withthe fabri ausing it to distort or hange density. This oupling by the energy to the fabri wasmet with a resistane. Any fore that auses an ation in another fore meets a resistane anduses energy while doing so.A hain of events took plae when mass was formed. Mass was brought about by thevibration of the string's whih distorted spae. The distortion itself moved outward at the speedof light leaving the mass behind. From then on mass formed partiles, atoms, and moleulesfrom the other fores whih ame about. This you ould all a separate hain of events fromgravity. It was the mass energy itself that urved spae ausing gravity, not what the massformed afterward.There are some things at this point whih seem to stand out. One is that all the energy of theuniverse was reated at this time, and to us that is a lot of energy. Another is that one energywas reated it an never be destroyed; you an only hange its form, not its substane. This issomething you have to remember beause it governs everything that happens in our universe.Nothing ould move, nothing ould exist, no star ould form, no planet ould be reated, no lifeould exist. The onservation of energy is paramount to our existene. It ditates why gravityitself exists. Whatever strings are they harbor energy. They are the arriers of energy, andthis energy is forever as far as we're onerned, but it might not be forever as far as matter isonerned.You ould say that the energy inside the strings is separate from the string, like heat isseparate from the atom. But in this ase the basi string's energy annot be easily removed likeheat to an atom's energy an be added and taken away. But this energy in the string an easilyget transferred from one string to another when work is done or mass is put into motion. It isthis energy in the string that maintains the substane we all mass. Motion is aused by addedenergy or hanging time and is not the basi energy that keeps the string vibrating.There is another fat that we really think little about and that is that every bit of energyreated by the Big Bang is still in the universe. No matter what events took plae after the BigBang the energy released never left the universe. It just was onverted to other forms leavingall the energy still with us. Nothing leaves the universe. When matter and antimatter ometogether they release energy but the energy is not destroyed.Our universe is an expanding bubble of energy into some unknown spae. We are a bubble3



30 to 40 billion light years in diameter. No radiation or gravity exeeds the bubble's edge. Alsothis edge is not the present loation of the main body of mass where our galaxies and stars areloated. Remember, we are moving slowly away from the enter of the Big Bang ompared tothe speed of light whih radiation and gravity travel at.1.3 TimeTime is a very elusive thing. It sounds so simple. Just look at a lok, a simple devie to besure. But what is time'Time is a part of all life and a phenomenon taken for granted by all living things. Everythingis judged and determined by its passage. It is used to alulate just about everything thathappens in our life. It was thought of as a strit onstant whih never varied until Einsteindetermined that it was not a onstant at all but a variable. It is now onsidered the fourthdimension and there are many questions about time and many illusions presented by time. Itwas determined that time varies whenever one is in motion or in a gravitational �eld, but is theresomething else that ould vary time? See Setion 2. Basially these are the only two knownthings that hange the durations of time. You might ask why do these two things a�et time.Is there a onnetion between the two? But what ould possibly onnet motion and gravity'Time to us, living things, is a series of events measured by our brains in small inrementsmuh like a movie �lm is made up of a series of piture segments that are �ashed on a sreen inrapid suession. These segments produe the e�et of time and motion.When we go to sleep at night we have no onsious measurement of time. We ould haveslept only a few minutes or many years and we would not know how muh time had passeduntil we woke up. Time had stopped as far as our onsious mind was onerned. Time isalso an arbitrary thing. What we onsider a minute, hour or year has meaning only to those ofus who live on this planet. To someone on another planet their year would be whatever theydetermined it to be. Our loks and time standards are based on a number we have piked andnothing more. We deided that a year was the time taken for the planet Earth to go around thesun one. We deided that the day was the time it takes Earth to rotate one on its axis. Wedeided that the hour was one 24th of the day and the minute was one 60th of an hour. Theseinrements are wholly based on our own desire to desribe time and build a standard with whihwe need to desribe events and reord history. The number we asribe to the speed of light onlyhas meaning to us on this planet and only to eah individual's personal referene frame.Time is relative in our minds as it is relative in spae, but eah is di�erent. The time lokin our minds is based on the ation and interplay of the atoms and moleules that make up ourbrain. This ation is also determined by motion and the density of the fabri and by gravity.Somehow gravity and motion hange the inside workings of matter and ause matter energyfuntion to run at di�erent rates. It is these rates that we use to measure time. The trouble iswe annot observe these hanges. No matter what veloity we are at or what gravitational �eldswe are in, we would not know that time had hanged.Time to matter is a di�erent thing. Matter has its own lok and matter ould are less ifwe are around or not. It simply goes about its business without a are in the world. If you tooka rok and left it on the ground it would still be a rok one million years from now and it wouldnot know the di�erene nor would it are. Take the same rok and aelerate it to the speed oflight and it would still be a rok and would not are if a billion years went by or not. The rok iswholly oblivious to anything we do to it. Why? Beause it has no memory. It takes somethingwith a memory to pereive time and that's where living things are di�erent.At the speed of light time stops, that is time as we know it, but obviously time for the objetthat is traveling at or near the speed of light does not stop. Time also stops at the event horizonof a blak hole due to the immense gravitational �eld density at that point in spae. Does allthis sound onfusing? Well, it should, beause time is onfusing. It just does not seem that wayuntil you really look at it. 4



1.4 Cloks and TimeTo help desribe time let us use a lok, the same thing you hang on the wall to tell time by.Does a lok know when it is at some veloity or in a gravitational �eld? The answer is no, butunder these onditions it slows down anyway. When we aelerate a lok how does it know toslow down? You ould say that it felt the aeleration. Is that what slowed the lok down? No,beause when the lok stops aelerating it still will run slow ompared to those that were notaelerated. But the real question is how does the lok know that it is traveling at all? Anddoes it know the di�erene between veloity and a gravitational �eld for it slows down in both.It is explained to us that it makes no di�erene whih diretion the lok is sent away fromus. It will always slow down. This is relativity at its best. But this annot be true if you ouldfollow the lok. If I send a lok from the earth out into spae it speeds up beause it left theearth's gravity �eld, then as I inrease its veloity it slows down again. When I bring it bak itspeeds up to exatly the right speed to math the running speed of all the other loks on earth.It only has lost time but it knows just how fast to run when it omes home. How did it knowhow to do this? Did it have some form of memory? No, but it does know its relative speed inthe fabri of spae.The lok has to know somehow that if its veloity slows in spae in the reverse diretionfrom whih it was traveling, its atoms? interation inreases, it loses energy of motion and timespeeds up. If it did not know what its motion was in spae it ould not ompensate by slowingdown or speeding up and in whih diretion to do it in. There has to be some onstant in spaethat supplies a referene. If there was not, the lok would not and ould not run at the speedof the other loks on the earth when it was brought bak.If I send a lok out from the earth does it know in whih diretion it is traveling? Wean say that the lok does know what diretion it is traveling beause all energy travels in astraight line. One an objet is started in one diretion it ontinues in that diretion, for tohange diretion some other energy must be imposed. Now to really mess you up. Diretion inspae is relative but �xed to us. Send a lok out from the earth and at a right angle to thediretion whih the earth is traveling, then stop its outward travel so it will math the earth'smotions. The lok will have slowed down while going out, then it speeds bak up when youstop it. If you hek the lok's speed you would �nd that it is running at the same rate asthose on the earth. It would be the same as having two loks in the same room on the earth,exept for the earth's gravity of ourse. Now let's say you are in a roket ship and aelerating.You have two loks, one in eah hand. Both loks are running at the same speed. Now if youdrop one of the loks and then measure both loks? speed you would �nd that the one in yourhand is running slower than the one falling to the �oor. That one would have stopped slowingdown and would run at a onstant speed. So there is a diretion in spae whih is relative to us.It is the absolute speed in the fabri that determines time. In the fabri any lok that movesat the same speed as the earth, relative to the fabri and in any diretion, will run at the samespeed as the earth's. Confused? You should be.Of ourse this is all relative to you and the objet, for we have no way of deteting the fabriof spae to use as a referene. Nevertheless matter an and does know how to referene itselfwhen moving through the fabri. I ould go on with this time thing forever. What you want toremember is that veloity and gravity hanges time by muking with the way energy behaves inthe fabri. You will see later that time has a major role in how gravity omes about.1.5 Gravity/VeloityIt is known that when you aelerate an objet to some veloity it gains energy and whenan objet is put in a gravitational �eld it also gains energy. This energy is in the form ofmotion. After all, a gravitational �eld is an aeleration, but obviously it is not the same kindof aeleration we are talking about. A gravitational �eld does not aelerate an objet in thesame manner as we aelerate something. Well, that is true, but the results are the same. Time5



slows in both, and in both energy of motion is gained. The question is why would they both atthe same? Also, when we aelerate an objet to a high veloity, one lose to the speed of light(whih is onsidered a onstant), things get �attened in the diretion of motion and time slowsway down. When the speed of light is reahed time stops and you might as well be looking at avibrating one-dimensional objet. How a one-dimensional objet an vibrate I do not know.The �attening of an objet is seen by the observer and is not seen by those doing the traveling.These are two di�erent views of the same thing. For instane, if we put the maximum speed,say at 100 miles per hour instead of the speed of light, and you are in a ar traveling just underthat speed, beause matter an never reah or exeed light speed, the ar, to someone wathingit going down the street, would appear �at in the diretion of its motion. But when the aromes to a stop at the orner it would suddenly expand bak to its original size and all wouldbe normal. The funny part is, those in the ar would not have notied anything di�erent at all,that is unless they looked outside, but inside the ar all would be normal. How an that possiblybe? Is it an illusion by the observer or is matter really squeezing itself together and the objetbeing squeezed does not know or feel the e�et'Is a light ray nothing more than some objet �attened in its diretion of travel forming aone-dimensional objet? And if that piee of �at energy was ever to slow down, would it expandto its normal depth, whatever that would be, or would it beome a photon? Obviously it wouldnot be a very dense objet for light has very little mass. And some believe that light has no massat all but only energy. (Energy and mass and energy with no mass are things I will disuseslater in Setion 2.) Here we have a lassi example of energy being hanged from one form toanother, the media of transfer being the ray of light. Light ould be more than what we thinkit is.Why does an objet in a gravitational �eld get aelerated and time slows down? Why doesit at like an aeleration that goes nowhere? Gravity is a fore reated by the presene of mass.No mass ... no gravity. It all omes bak to the presene of mass energy. Large amounts ofenergy make up matter; large amounts of matter make up our universe. Every piee of mass,no matter how small, distorts spae, even down to the smallest piee of mass. But it takes alot of strings to distort spae for us to observe it as gravity, but what the devil is the preseneof mass energy doing to distort spae? Or for that matter, what is spae in the �rst plae tobe distorted by the presene of mass energy? And why does distorted spae hange time as weknow it'1.6 Fabri and DensityThis all omes down to two things: Amass� and the fabri of spae. Let's look at an old idea,one that has been disproved but is in a way oming bak, just in a di�erent form. That is thedreaded word ether, thought to be the thing that permits light to travel through empty spae.This was disproved by many experiments, but sine then we have learned that the experimentsthat were performed ould not work beause of the harateristi of spae/time being relative.Now instead of ether it is alled the fabri of spae or spae/time, but if you think about it, itreally means that there is something out there, but we just do not understand what. And thatlight does need something to propagate through. I am going to all what light travels throughA The Free Strings in the fabri,� strings whih are not vibrating but are part of the strutureof the fabri. When strings absorb energy they vibrate and e�et the fabri whih forms massand reates the spae distortion we all gravity. You will see what this means later.Now let's get real. For loks to hange their time when aelerated and return to theiroriginal running speed when brought bak, there must be a onstant somewhere that governsthat ation. There must be a set of laws that all energy follows to make these things happen.Everything is governed by something that sets the parameters that all mass and energy follow.If there was not suh a thing the universe would fall apart. I said before there are two onstantswe are aware of. One is the speed of light and the other is the onservation of energy and mass.How do these onstants a�et time' 6



Let's start with the string. There are two forms: an open string and a losed string. Thelosed string is said to ause gravity. Now what is a string? In the urrent theory A TheSuperstrings Theory� a string is a very small vibrating thing. It is said to be a vibrating bodysmaller than Plank's onstant, an objet 10-33 m small. It is said that vibrating strings produemass whih produes gravity.Strings are what one thinks they are, a vibrating piee of string muh like a violin string.It is the vibration in the string that ontains the energy we all mass. Also, this energy annever be lost. It is in motion forever, to us that is. If strings are vibrating objets and theyare vibrating at the speed of light, then the vibration must be propagating down or around thestring at the speed of light. The string is said to be the smallest objet we an observe. Thestring is also under tremendous tension in order for it to vibrate as it does. Would you believesomething like 10 to the 38 tons of tension? This means it an hold a lot of energy. So whatis the string made of and what fores keep it under this tension? That is a question with noanswer. But the string size is believed to be the smallest possible thing we an ever detet. Thestring an only vibrate in ertain patterns alled Calabi-Yau shapes. Very little, if nothing, isknown about the �elds that may extend out from the string and how they inter-reat with otherstring �elds or the fabri. It is believed that the string surrounds itself with an atmosphere ofvirtual partiles or spaial distortion far beyond the atual string itself. This means that thevibrations in the string are having a pronouned e�et on the fabri whih then produes theother fores we are aware of.I have proposed a non-vibrating string whih annot be observed beause we are an energyuniverse or you might say we are the vibration of the string not the string. More on that later.Does the fabri have something to do with the string vibration? Yes. When a string is in�at spae and not aelerating or in motion through the fabri, the string's frequeny of thevibration is uniform throughout the string. But when in urved spae or under aeleration ormotion within the fabri, the frequeny of vibration annot be uniform beause of the fabri'sinterferene. Common sense . You must remember that the fabri has a response time whih isonstrained to the speed of light.When a string is in urved spae or in motion, time at one side of the string is slower thanat the other. This means that energy at one end of the string is greater than the other. Curvedspae and aeleration would demand that.What happens to time at the enter of the earth? Spae at the enter of the earth is uniformbut onentrated, or you ould say the fabri there has a uniform density that is greater than itssurrounding spae. You may �oat around as if you were in a spae ship but time will still runslower at the enter of the earth. The same is true after an objet's aeleration has stopped.At this point everything sounded good until I gave it some more thought and ame up witha major ontradition. Here's what I mean. The string makes up mass and its internal vibrationis moving at the speed of light. If the speed of light is the maximum, how an you move massat all if it is internally already moving at the speed of light'Let's review a little of what I have said or implied. Energy ame into the universe and eitherformed strings or energized them. The string's energy vibration distorts spae. The string isvibrating internally at the speed of light and this vibration is uniform aross the string when thestring is in a �at spae and not in motion through the fabri. Non-vibrating strings �ll spaeand it is these strings that an transfer other energies at the speed of light. It is the losed loopstrings whih make up mass whih distorts the fabri whih gives rise to a gravity �eld we andetet. Got all that'Now here is the ath. If you put matter into motion you have a fundamental on�it withinthe string itself beause internally the string is already vibrating and the vibration is propagatingdown the string or around the loop string at the speed of light. This would break the law statingthat the speed of light is maximum. You an not aelerate an objet to any veloity faster thanthat of light and sine the energy in the string is already internally propagating at the speed oflight you would break that law. Here you an see something must give; there is one thing thatmust happen. The propagation of the wave in the string must slow down.7



Also, while the energy in the string is in motion within the fabri the wave propagation inthe string beomes non-linear. Time at one side of the string is slower than the other due tothe higher density of the fabri in the diretion of travel. The propagation of the vibration isno longer that of the speed of light but is less by the amount of the new veloity of the string'smotion. When this happens the frequeny of the wave inreases beause the length of the stringappears longer due to the delaying e�et of the fabri's higher density in the diretion of travelbrought about by the spae distortion's speed of light limitation.The string's frequeny inreases beause the distane to time parameters in the fabri hashanged. The string's frequeny will inrease in disreet jumps beause the vibration annotour in anything less than disreet multiples of the fundamental frequeny. To the string thefrequeny has not hanged but it has just added more yles due to the longer travel time. Thisalso means that an aeleration is not smooth but arues in disreet steps. This really getsonfusing so look at it in this way. When a light ray travels through a glass pane the light slowsdown. There is a delay from one side of the glass to the other. Outside the glass the light'sfrequeny is lower. Inside the glass the light's frequeny is higher and its energy appears higher.The apparent energy inrease ompensates for the slower propagation in the glass, or in otherwords, it is in the glass for a longer period of time. In e�et you have onentrated its energyand slowed its time. When the light omes out its frequeny deeases and the extra energy isput bak into the propagation rate. The onservation of energy is maintained by the hange oftime with veloity.It is a well-known fat that when there is an inrease in frequeny you have an inrease ofenergy, but in this ase time hanges and the total energy inside and outside the pane of glassis the same. Confused'Now this gets more onfusing. If you aelerate an objet to one half the speed of lightthe string does not shorten by half and time does not slow down by half but the frequeny ofthe vibration doubles inreasing the string's energy due to the propagation time being twie aslong over almost the same distane. The string still thinks it is vibrating at the same frequenyrelative to itself but in fat it has doubled as far as the fabri is onerned. Thus the energy iskept in a storage situation like the energy in the glass is held there by the glass's delay properties.The resistane to the aeleration is aused by the hange of the string's propagation lengthforing more yles per that length thus inreasing the string's energy. It is in the frequenyhange and time hange that the energy of motion is stored and the resistane to the aelerationis what inreases or dereases that frequeny. Sine the speed of light is onstant, the propagatingwave in the string must slow down or speed up to keep that law in plae and preserve the lawof onservation of energy and mass. The string in e�et is storing the aeleration energy. Tothe string though, the speed of light is not violated beause it sees its veloity and the vibrationveloity as one that equals the speed of light. This whole operation preserves the laws of nature.What happens to the vibration of the string when the objet is traveling near the speed oflight? Its frequeny must have inreased to some ungodly number (note: The frequeny is thesame but the number of yles per the given time, our time, has inreased. Thus the objetviewing itself sees no hange and the substane it is made of does not hange.), its energy hasgone through the roof and it has now shortened to nothing in the diretion of travel. Of ourseit did not really shorten to nothing. If it did you would see nothing. Remember we only seewhat the energy in the string is doing, not what the string or the fabri is up to. Also, the stringis still vibrating at the speed of light (the string's internal vibrating propagation speed plus theobjet's veloity) but it is on�ned to a very short area and the energy of the mass beomes Cx C or C2.Why does the time slow and the string shorten with veloity? Time, shortening and energygain all ome about at the same time. They are not a liner funtion with veloity but follow alog urve. Time, shortening and energy start out very slowly as you inrease veloity and peakat the speed of light. This an only be aused by the ability of the fabri to respond. The fabrialso has a light speed limit. So as the energy inreases in the string due to veloity, the fabri'sreatane inreases. It is the rate of energy interhange between the fabri and the objet that8



we experiene as time.To me gravity is a variation in the density of spae. A uniform density in the fabri does notprodue gravity. However the density itself does hange time. The variation of spae density isgenerally alled urved spae or spae/time.1.7 GravityAre you still wondering if I am going to tell you what gravity is? Well it's oming up, butgravity, veloity, time and urved spae are all tied together. They are the produts of what thefabri of spae is doing to the energy that is running around in it.But �rst let's look at how gravity is explained by those who use the fore partile to explainit. The partile is alled a graviton; it is said to have no mass but arries the fore of gravity.The graviton is supposed to arry the fore of gravity from one atom to the other and bak.First a graviton is sent out from an atom. The graviton goes to another atom and tells it thatthere is another atom lose by and it must be attrated to it. This other atom sends bak agraviton telling the �rst that, yes I agree you are there and I will push myself toward you alittle, but you will have to push yourself toward me a little. Partials telling other partials whatto do are a total mystery to me without the use of �elds.So how does the graviton know what to tell the other atom and what generates the gravitonsin the �rst plae and does it know how muh it needs to be pushed in its diretion? Do gravitonshave some form of memory? Now one the atom reeives this information from the graviton,what is it going to push against in the �rst plae to reate the desired attration? Maybe oneould �gure this out but not me.Now think about this. Every atom in the earth has to send out gravitons to every otheratom in the earth to keep the earth together, therefore eah and every atom in the earth isommuniating with eah other. That's a lot of gravitons running around. But that's not all.Every atom in the earth is also sending out a graviton to every atom in the sun and every atomin the sun is sending a graviton to the earth to keep it in orbit around the sun. Then there isthe moon and then the galaxy and lear out into the entire universe. It also says that eah andevery graviton has to know where to go, they just an't go out at random. They also have toknow how far they have traveled to get there in order to tell the other atoms how muh foreto attrat eah other with and this has to happen to every atom or some might not get themessage letting some atoms go o� into spae. Now to transfer energy from one plae to anotheryou must reate a fore, the graviton, by some means. This takes energy even if you onvert itinto a partile with no mass. This means that atoms would slowly evaporate over time beausethey are ontinuously sending out gravitons. We do not see that.Well, you get the point why I have misgivings about fore partiles, though I really believethey have their plae in math to explain exhanges of energy in matter.This partile explanation bothers me so muh that I ould not aept it so I am giving youmy own explanation. Why? Well, I thought about gravity for so long I just had to write downmy ideas.The e�et of gravity is felt throughout the entire universe, mainly beause gravity originatedwhen mass was reated in the Big Bang. Mass distorts the fabri of spae ausing gravity thatslows down time. With mass you get an inrease of energy. All this keeps your feet planted onthe ground. Gravity also ats like an aeleration but you do not feel the aeleration.An example of this is a person in an aelerating roket ship that has no windows. If theship is aelerating at 1g, being the same fore that holds us down on earth, the person ouldwalk around in the ship just like on the earth. They ould drop things whih would fall. Theperson in the ship ould not tell if they were on the earth or not. If the ship were to stop itsaeleration the person would soon realize he was either falling or not be on the earth at all.In this ase the ship is overtaking all the objets in it, giving the elusion of gravity. All thishappens beause mass has a resistane to aelerating motion. When the ship is aelerating itis in the proess of onstantly inreasing its speed. If you were to drop an objet in the ship the9



objet would stop inreasing its speed and the ship would overtake it until it hit the �oor. Toyou the objet would look like it fell to the �oor.From our disussion of veloity one gets the idea that gravity and veloity ould be one andthe same thing. You get all the e�ets of gravity when you aelerate an objet. Time slowsdown and you are held to the �oor of your ship and all objets fall at the same rate. Withoutlooking out of your ship you ould not tell the di�erene. In fat you ould run all the tests andexperiments in your ship on gravity and get the same results that you would get doing themon the earth. But in this ase your ship would run out of steam as you approahed the speedof light, but gravity goes on forever having no limits on how long you will be held down to theground. Why'Gravity is a very weak fore but it permeates throughout the entire universe. It is believedthat gravity an be pulled around by large massive bodies. The earth is said to drag gravityaround with it as it rotates in spae. The e�et is muh more pronouned when viewing arotating blak hole. Curved spae auses gravity and urved spae is a density distortion in thefabri of spae. This means that a massive body an manipulate the fabri of spae. This givesthe fabri of spae a substane, something that an be hanged, something real.At the beginning of time or the Big Bang, a tremendous amount of energy was thrust intoour spae. It entered our universe in an area as small as a proton. That is a lot of energy ina small area. It would well exeed the energy neessary to reate a blak hole or a worm hole,yet it exploded anyway. Why did it still explode? That beomes lear when one gives it somethought.Gravity did not materialize to us until mass was formed a very short time into the BigBang. When the mass was formed it started to urve the fabri of spae around it but thatannot happen faster than the speed of light. The gravity that we have today did not existat that moment of reation. The tremendous urvature that dominates the universe today wasreated over time and its reation took plae at the speed of light. So the urving of spae is notan instantaneous thing. Therefore as the urvature of spae was forming it had a tremendousamount of mass and energy right behind it and ould not hold the explosion in hek.To visualize this e�et of an expanding urved fabri of spae let us use an old and well-wornexample: the rubber sheet.Let's make the rubber sheet huge, like thousands of miles aross, and streth it so it has theharateristis of the fabri of spae. It would be a very thin sheet but very strong and ouldstreth without breaking. And let's say that any disturbane in the sheet an only propagateaross the sheet at the speed of sound.Now that we have all this stu� put together let's run an experiment. I am going to �re aheavy bullet into the sheet and wath what happens. The bullet represents the Big Bang whereenergy is introdued into our spae fabri. The bullet, when it hits the sheet, is traveling veryfast, in fat let's say at the speed of sound. The bullet fores itself into the sheet reating alarge deep depression. As soon as the bullet meets the sheet it enounters resistane from thesheet and starts to slow down and lose energy until it omes to a stop somewhere deep insidethe sheet.Now let's stop time and look at that piture. The bullet has reated a very deep hole inthe sheet whih represents its total energy and mass. But it happened so fast that the sheetdid not have time to respond, sine the sheet annot reat faster than the speed of sound. Thisleaves the rest of the sheet unaware of the presene of the depression. Let's start time again. Atthe point at whih the bullet entered the sheet we �nd a hole not muh bigger than the bulletitself but now the hole starts expanding at the speed of sound ausing a depression whih travelsoutward in all diretions. In other words, the sheet is taking up the strain aused by the bulletand distributing it throughout the sheet.At some time the sheet's resistane will equal the strain put on it by the bullet and theoutward expansion of the depression will ome to a halt. The distane outward from the entryof the bullet to where the expansion stops depends up on the energy the bullet had and theharateristis of the sheet's resistane. Sine the sheet has very little resistane the distane is10



exeedingly great.If you believe I am going to say that the fabri of spae ats like this rubber sheet you wouldbe right. Here most people will throw this explanation out the window, but read on. Whenenergy was introdued into our universe it aused the fabri to distort. The ation of urvingspae takes energy whih means that there is a resistane to that ation. It is not muh, but itis there. The fabri of spae was being distorted and was taking up the strain put on it by theBig Bang.There have been many disussions about the universe being an open one or a losed one.An open universe means that the universe will expand forever and turn old. A losed universemeans that it will expand to some point at whih gravity will take hold and bring it all bakto a hot ending or another Big Bang. Here I have hosen the losed universe beause I believethat the fabri of spae will at some point take up the strain aused by the energy put into itat the time of the Big Bang and stop the expansion. Of ourse we will not see this beause itis happening at the edge of our universe. Simply speaking, the more energy brought into theuniverse the larger the overall universe and hene a balaning at of fores. (More energy bringsabout a larger gravitational expansion thus not permitting the energy in the universe to esape:less energy, less expansion.)I mentioned free strings? It takes a great deal of energy to vibrate a string and the frequenyof vibration is high but what happens to the lower frequeny energy? I believe the free stringsarry this energy. They also arry the fore of eletromagneti radiation, magnetism, and otherthings like virtual partiles and partiles with no mass. Remember, if strings gain enough energythey will turn into partiles with mass and these partiles will be real and live on until somethingdestroys them. Virtual partiles ome into existene from nowhere and then vanish. This is whathappens when energy peaks within the free strings.Now you do know that we are not at the edge of our universe. In fat far from it beause theexpansion of mass in the universe is far slower than the gravity or radiation wave whih movedout from the Big Bang at the speed of light. We are muh loser to where the Big Bang startedthan you think. It's also quite possible that the expansion of the universe has already stopped.This of ourse ould be determined if one knew the harateristis of the fabri of spae and theamount of energy that ame into the universe.Up to this point I have tried to onnet a lot of things together, but what do they have to dowith gravity? Well, as you an see I hinge a lot of things against the fabri of spae. Time andenergy vary when you move through spae. But we do not move through gravity and we do notfeel an aeleration in free fall so why does time and energy vary just beause we are standingon the earth? Remember we also do not feel motion no matter how fast we are moving.Let's go bak a little. We feel an aeleration when we are aelerated beause something ispushing us from the outside ausing all the atoms in our body to push against eah other whileresisting this motion. They do so beause they are individually separate and eah resists theaeleration. This is true lear down to the string itself. This type of aeleration our body andetet and tells us what is going on. When standing on the earth we an feel this aelerationbeause the earth is stopping us. But what would happen if every atom (or every string) in ourbody was aelerated at the same time and rate? Like in free fall. It would appear to us that wewere in a uniform spae �eld beause we ould not tell that we were being aelerated, until wehit the ground, that is. We would be �oating as if in free spae. This happens to all partilesat the same time in free fall, hene we feel no aeleration but in fat we are being aelerated.Now what is gravity? The density of the fabri of spae is distorted forming a gravitational�eld. Strings make up mass and a string is vibrating at the speed of light and the vibration ispropagating in the string at the speed of light. This propagation is uniform in �at spae but isnot uniform in urved spae. This is the key. In urved spae the balane of energy aross thestring is not equal. Time at one side of the string is slower than time at the other side ausinga di�erene in frequeny from one side of the string to the other, thus there is a di�erene inenergy from one side to the other. To maintain the onservation of energy the string tries tomigrate or inrease its motion in one diretion to balane out the non-uniformity of the string's11



energy and to reate equal time aross the string.Here the time di�erene in the string aused by the gravitational �eld is traded for motion.When you are in free fall in a gravitational �eld time aross the string is equal beause it isompensated for by motion in order to maintain a uniform string. When you hit the groundmotion is stopped and time aross the string beomes unequal beause its spae in now non-uniform. This di�erene, or this thing that holds you down to the ground, is the motion thestring needs to balane out the di�erene in time. This is all due to the onservation of energy.And that is what gravity is.The e�et is no more than how a balloon �lled with helium goes to the eiling when youlet it go. The balloon is attempting to ompensate for the di�erene of pressure between thebottom and top of itself thereby making it rise. If a million balloons were let go at the sametime they would all rise at the same rate not bothering eah other, so they ould not tell if theywere rising or not but when they hit the eiling reating a fore against eah other they thenwould feel the e�et like we do gravity when standing on the earth. These balloons will staythere forever if they had their way just as we will stay on the ground forever.I an guess that your next thought is that a string is too small to have a time di�ereneaross it to ause that kind of motion. This made me think too. Then I realized that the stringwhih makes up mass arries with it a distortion �eld that extends far beyond the string size,just like the earth's gravitational �eld extends way beyond the earth's diameter. These �eldsome into play and may even be the de�ning property that auses the motion that holds usdown to the earth. By ontrolling the extended distortions aused by an objet you an ontrolthe objet's motion.Why does mass shorten at high veloities and in a gravitational �eld? Shorting is a mysteryto most people and I understand why. What in hek is going on in an objet to ause it toshorten or �atten in the �rst plae and how was that e�et disovered? I do not know if the�attening e�et has been proven but it is a logial outome of my desription of the fabri. Weare a wave funtion moving within a substane (the fabri) therefore are subjet to the lawswhih guide these funtions. When energy (us) travels at high veloity time slows and massinreases and the propagation of energy within us slows by the speed of light minus our veloity.This e�et shows up as a delay of the objet in the fabri. To show this more learly let's lookat our pane of glass, but in this ase let's make the pane very thik. In fat, let's do betterthan that. Let's use a rystal at absolute zero. This rystal has the e�et of delaying a pulseof light, let's say for �ve seonds in a �ve-inh rystal. Now let us diret a pulse of light at therystal whih is one seond in duration, or 286,000 miles long. Now when the pulse enters therystal its propagation is slowed so that the entire pulse is now only taking up one inh of therystal. Here we have shrunk a 286,000 mile long light pulse to one inh and it will take fourmore seonds for the light pulse to ome out of the rystal where it will one again return bakto its 286,000 mile length.When we inrease our veloity in the fabri the fabri appears to us as getting denser. Thefaster we go the denser the fabri, thus a longer delay and the shorter we appear. The shorteningis real to the observer as is the pulse of light in the rystal but beause of time hanges it isnot observed by the objet or the person doing the traveling. Remember we are a wave ofenergy traveling within the fabri. The faster we travel in the fabri the greater the reatane,the longer the delay, and the shorter we beome. This is all due to the fat that the spaialdistortion in front of the objet is ondensing beause of the �xed rate of its travel suh as theglass getting thiker the faster you go.Does gravity shorten objets like veloity does? In my explanation it must. But this is notobserved beause of the elongation aused by the thikness of the objets we observe. It mustbe observed at the string level.Einstein is right. The universe is simple so why do we make it so ompliated'12



1.8 SoundUp to this point I have desribed time, veloity, energy and gravity, and what they have inommon. I said that the fabri of spae is the main soure of their ommonality but an wevisualize how we ould exist in suh a senario? How an this fabri of spae be there and wenot know of it? Yet we are free to travel through it untethered. To understand this better Ihave made up a little story.This story is about a sound universe. Let us take a three-dimensional blok of material. Thismaterial is like the rubber sheet talked about earlier. It is �exible; it an be strethed and pulledand deformed. The blok is big, extending for billions of sound years in all diretions. Sine thisblok is only a little part of some other struture it is uniform in the area whih we are talkingabout and the struture of the sheet is very small ompared to that of a sound wavelength.One sound day a osmi partile, while passing through the blok, hits part of the blok'sstruture and explodes releasing a tremendous amount of sound energy. There was so muhenergy that the struture of rubber ould not absorb it all. A great deal of sound energy alledsound waves spread out at the speed of sound. But a great deal of sound energy, beauseof its high intensity, wound up trapped by the fabri and urled up making sound mass. Thissound mass distorted the fabri of the blok ausing other sound masses to ome together forminglarger sound partiles. These sound partiles aused more distortion ausing larger sound atoms.Eventually enough sound masses formed reating sound planets, and in some ases sound massesformed sound stars whih emitted sound light. Time passed leaving the sound universe to roamthroughout the fabri of sound spae. Millions of sound years later sound life sprung up on oneof the sound planets. Millions of sound years after that sound life beame intelligent and deidedit wanted to travel to the distant sound stars. But their sientists had disovered that the speedof sound was the fastest speed at whih their roket ships ould travel and they did not knowwhy. Being made of sound they ould not see the fabri that permitted them to exist and allthe sound energy they put into their pratial aelerators was not enough to understand theirfabri of spae.Later, reason prevailed and one of the sientists realized that if you were made up of on-densed sound you ould not travel faster than sound so this sientist, being a maverik, set outto perform an experiment. He thought that if he ould push himself against the fabri of soundhe ould use it in spae travel. In his garage he made a devie that ould onnet him diretly tothe sound fabri. Well, this sientist was luky; he lived through the event. He also disoveredthat unless you hange what you are made up of, sound is as fast as you an go.In this little story you may see what I mean. Sound people in an objet annot observe theobjet. Sound is energy in the objet, not the objet itself. The objet is just a medium for thesound energy to travel through, nothing more. The key here is energy that may have nothingto do with what it is traveling through or harbored within. Light and matter is nothing morethan energy being onveyed around in the fabri of spae making the speed of light maximum.Now that I have desribed gravity not as an attration or push but a migration of masstoward a plae in spae where time is slower. I am going to really mess up your mind. Mass is athe denser area in the fabri. It is not a hole or well. The fabri is atually ontaining the energy.The energy (appears) as a tremendous pressure point trying to esape. It is pushing againstthe fabri foring the fabri to take up the strain reating a pressure gradient away from thatenergy point. The pressure shows up to us as a slower time area in spae. This is what we seeas urved spae. Unlike the rubber sheet whih strethes and pulls the fabri to form a gravity�eld, the reverse is true. It appears that the fabri an only hold bak energy that is ompateddown to a ertain size and frequeny of vibration but when that frequeny reahes some lowerpoint the fabri an no longer retain it. It then rushes out into our universe as radiation, or youmight say it explodes. (Pressure is a good way to visualize mass distorting the fabri.)Wine is motion and gravity similar? When we inrease the veloity of an objet in the fabriwe reate a denser area of spae in front of the objet and less of one in the bak. Sine thegravity distortion waves travel at the speed of light, the distane from the end of the distortion13



wave preeding an objet to the objet is shorter than the wave behind the objet. In otherwords, an objet traveling through the fabri is not in the middle of the gravity density �eldwhih surrounds it. The gravity �eld in front of the objet is denser and time runs slower. Nearthe speed of light there is very little distane from the objet to the end of the gravity �eld,beause the gravity wave veloity is �xed and the objet's speed is not. This reates a verydense area in spae where time runs slower and the objet shortens beause of the delayinge�et. The objet sees this distortion just like it sees a gravity �eld where either time or motionmust hange to preserve the onservation of energy.Every objet arries with it a distortion �eld. As you walk down the street this �eld followsyou. It reahes out from your body at the speed of light. One seond from you it is 286,000miles away and still moving. If you ould add up all the area your �eld is distorting you oulddetermine how muh mass your body had. You an believe this are not but the entire earth isatually responding to your motion. Can we really detet a gravitational distortion or wave? Athought for another time (Setion 2).Let's over one more point. The onservation of energy. This is really the real reason whygravity exists at all and it is why all events are subjet to the laws of nature. It also says thatthere is an anti-partile for every partile. Spae must be totally balaned in energy. So how didI ome to this? Let's look at it this way. Let's make spae perfetly uniform. Make this a �xedlaw. Spae an not be anything but uniform, period. No exeption. But obviously that an'tbe beause spae is urved and distorted and energy is running all over spae ausing havo.Spae though has an out. If you hange me (spae) by adding energy to me I will hange you(energy) by hanging your time or motion. Thus I will keep all thing in balane. By doing this,spae is always kept uniform. At least it thinks it is uniform. This e�et on energy and massin spae is what governs all things inluding gravity. Objets moving in spae think they aretraveling in a straight line, always and in a uniform spae. Just beause we see things urvingin gravity is relative.1.9 ConlusionsI have tried to explain what gravity is and how it works. Mixed in with that is time, motion,energy, momentum, spae and the fabri of spae.Can we use the fabri to push against? To drive a ship in spae? Maybe. This ould bepossible but one must be areful when dealing with the fabri, beause like the sound sientistfound out . . .. Oh, I forget to tell you what happened, didn't I? Well, he found out the hardway.The fabri ould be onsidered a �xed objet and we are moving in this �xed objet, likesound waves in a solid objet. In our ase everything in our body is vibrating and propagatingat the speed of light less that speed at whih we are moving in spae. Now if I were to make adevie that ould onnet to the fabri diretly, what would happen? First, the earth is movingthrough spae at some speed, let's say at 600 miles per seond. This means our devie is movingthrough the fabri at the same speed. Now onnet your devie to the fabri and wath out.First of all, the devie will ome to a dead stop in spae and you will travel on at 600 miles perseond. It would be like running your devie into a brik wall at that speed. Just hope you arenot lose when it does so.This of ourse is all onjeture on my part beause the fabri may not be the substane Ienvision it to be. The fabri ould very well be like air or water. It ould be under the laws ofthe other six dimensions talked about in the superstring theory, but it still dominates us.I have expressed that energy is a separate entity in our universe. It may be trapped herebut it is separate. 14



1.10 Food for thoughtIs it possible that the strings and the fabri of spae existed in our universe before they wereenergized with the introdution of energy, bringing them to life and forming the universe as weknow it? This would mean that there is a duality of our existene. How did I ome to suha seemingly ridiulous onlusion like this? Is there something in our universe that ould beating in the same manner? YES!This is hard to explain, but do you really know what we really are? Yes, you would say.I am a person, a �esh and blood living being. So what does that have to do with the dualityfuntion of spae? Let me explain. First of all, say you have a omputer, right? Well, look atit. It is a box full of eletroni omponents, resistors, apaitors, indutors, transistors, and aproessor all onneted together with wires. You turn it on and it works. Why? Beause youenergized its iruits with eletrial impulses. The impulses run all over the thing guided bythe proessor and deliver the results to the sreen where you read them. So what? Well, let uslook at the omputer from the point of view of the eletrial impulses. Let's say you were theimpulses and had no idea what you were doing. You simply follow the path given to you. Yourknowledge of why you had to stay in those paths was unknown. You were just energy movingaround through spae as far as you ould tell but sine you had some knowledge of spae yourealized that for some reason you were on�ned to ertain areas. Here you are, just energy, andyou have no oneption of why you exist at all.Now let us take another look at your omputer through a devie that �lters out all matterand lets you see only the eletrial impulses traveling around inside it. Here you would see thatall the work being done by the omputer is being done by the impulses within it, a ompletelyseparate entity inside your omputer. This energy in e�et is being introdued from outside andused by your mahine. The impulses are the mahine; the other stu� is just there to guide them.Let us look at one more example. Us. We are a �esh and blood living being. We have billionsof nerves sending eletrial impulses all over our body. We have trillions of neurons in our brainkeeping trak of all our body funtions. We see by onverting light to eletrial impulses andsending them to our brain. We hear, smell, touh and think the same way. Our onsious mindprodues thought by using eletrial impulses. If you ould strip away all your �esh and only seethese impulses you would see a ompletely separate person inside yourself. You would see thereal you, the thing that is autely produing everything that happens in your body. Your bodywould be like the fabri of spae and the impulses would be the energy that makes it run. Noenergy, no life. The eletrial impulses in your body are you; your �esh and blood just arriesyou around. You are in essene two beings, just like our universe ould be two beings.The spae the universe is in ould very well have been omplete in every way and it onlyneeded the energy from somewhere to form mass and bring it to life. Energy is something addedto things. The things only use it to do work. And yes, I do not know what energy is other thanin our universe it is a vibration, but without it nothing happens.The questions always asked are: Will we ever go faster than light? Will we ever travel tothe stars? I believe the answer to these questions is a de�nite yes. Will we defeat gravity? Yes,and it will be done long before we defeat the speed of light. I have dreamed all my life aboutgravity and will ontinue to do so but I just had to get this down on paper.2 A look at spae in a way you have never looked at it beforeAs I have expressed earlier, spae is really more than we think it is. The ability for mass todeform spae ausing gravity means that there is something present in spae to be deformed inthe �rst plae. As an example, if there was no air in the room you ould not hange its pressureor have sound waves pass through the room.My de�nition of gravity is the density di�erene of the uniform gravity density of spae attwo di�erent plaes in spae. You ould all this urved spae time. The stu� that is deformedto produe gravity I am alling the UGD. This in e�et is saying that uniform gravity is like15



a substane. I will use uniform gravity density, or UGD for lak of a better name, for thesubstane.But before I get into the meat of all this it will help if I give you some visual aids. I will dothis by giving you two examples of how things might at in spae if the UGD hanges.My �rst example is like the pane of glass with laser light pulses traveling through it whihI depited in Setion 1. Here I reate a magi rystal whih an delay a light pulse so that ittakes many seonds for that pulse to travel through the rystal.Let's make this rystal large enough so it takes a 1 seond light pulse 30 seonds to passthrough the rystal and ome out the other side. Now let's �re a laser pulse that is 1 seondlong or 286,000 miles in length at my rystal. When the rystal reeives the pulse it shrinks toa length of 1 inh and travels aross the inside of the rystal at a rate of 1 inh per seond. Ifthe rystal is 30 inhes long the light pulse will take 30 seonds to transverse the rystal andthen resume to its normal 286,000 mile length when leaving.This is what I all a delaying rystal. The light does not are or know the di�erene in itstravel through the rystal. It does not know or realize that it is the density of the rystal thatdelayed its travel. If a person were riding the pulse when it went through the rystal they wouldnot know that they passed through the rystal, if of ourse one ould do this.Mass in every sense is like the light pulse but moves muh slower, although it is neverthelessa vibrating wave subjet to the same restritions as the light pulse when traveling through theuniform gravity density of spae. If there is a denser area in the fabri of spae and mass movedthrough it, it would be delayed just as the light pulse was when traveling through the rystal.For my seond hypothetial example let's build a rystal that has a varying density. Thisrystal is in the shape of a sphere. I'm going to inrease the density of the rystal sphere as wemove toward its enter and make it look like the gravitational urve when approahing a planet.Let's say the sphere is very large but at its enter, let's say a few inhes in diameter, the rystalgets very, very dense, approahing that of a neutron star.Now let's aim a laser pulse of one seond duration at the rystal sphere and follow the pulseas it passes through the varying density of the rystal. First, the light pulse will see very littlehange in its length beause the rystal has very little density as the pulse enters the outerarea of the sphere. But as it progresses inward it will experiene an ever inreasing density andstart to derease its length beause of the delay of its propagation aused by the rystal's higherdensity. The one seond light pulse whih began at a length of 286,000 miles now shortens asit approahes the enter portion of the sphere. If the enter portion density of the sphere issu�ient the light pulse will shrink to nothing more than a line. If the sphere does not presentany resistane to the pulse the pulse will ontinue on into the sphere's enter. Here we will �ndthat the light pulse, even though being nothing but a thin line, will be highly delayed in itstravel and, depending on the density of the enter of the sphere, will take a very long time topass through the enter but will eventually emerge out the other side and resume its full lengthone again.2.1 Referene FrameIn viewing these two hypothetial examples let's onsider us as a referene frame. Beause weare individuals, eah of us has our own personal referene frame. When I observe something I amalways using my own personal referene frame. When someone observes me they are using theirown personal referene frame whih ould give them di�erent results when taking measurementsand reording events. So in most of this part of the artile I will refer to my referene frameor your referene frame beause you must separate the two in order to understand eah other'sobservation.In the two examples given I am using my referene frame to observe the pulse of light travelingthrough di�erent densities of material. What I'm going to do now is to equate the density of thematerial whih the light passes through to a hange in the density of the fabri, or the UGD.But in this senario mass, being a vibration, not only hanges its length but its time and size16



as well.Mass usually is moving slowly but the inter-vibrations of its strings are moving near thespeed of light in random diretions. Therefore the dealing e�et is in all diretions ausing themass to shrink in size from my referene frame. This of ourse is not seen when we pass ourlight pulse through the rystal, for there we only see the shortening and the delaying propertiesof the material.When I am wathing the light pulses go through the rystal sphere I am determining itspassage by the distane and time loks of my referene frame for this is the only way I andetermine the time it takes the pulse to transverse the sphere. My time and your time are alwaysthe same, it is the di�erene between us that makes our times relative.2.2 Blak HoleA blak hole in spae is made by the ollapse of a star whih has su�ient mass to reate agravitational �eld so strong that no light or anything else that we know of an esape from it.The event horizon is the outer portion of a blak hole where the gravity density is su�ientto prevent light from esaping. It is at this point and inward that very little is known abouta blak hole. Inside a blak hole is mostly a mystery although it is believed that the gravity�eld ontinues to inrease until something alled a singularity is formed. All the properties ofthe inside of the blak hole are determined by mathematis beause of ourse no one an makemeasurements or observe anything pass the event horizon of the blak hole.When we observe events around a blak hole we see some very strange things happening. Solet's look at a blak hole for a few minutes. Let's take two people, you and me. I'm going totake you and put you in a roket ship and launh the ship into a blak hole while I wath froma distane. It is believed that the ship will travel up to the event horizon of the blak hole andthen right on through to the enter where the ship and you will be rushed. This is the exatview that you and the ship will in fat observe. But I, wathing your ship, will not get this viewbeause I will see the ship approah the event horizon, slow down, and freeze in spae e�etivelyat the event horizon and your ship will stay there forever as far as I am onerned. This is theview from my referene frame and it is not the view from your referene frame. We both arelooking at exatly the same thing but with ompletely di�erent outlooks.From your outlook it is this senario that makes us believe that your ship simply wentright straight through the event horizon and was rushed. From your referene frame that isexatly what happens. From my referene frame I know that the light emitted from the shipwhen entering the event horizon is slowed by the gravitational �eld surrounding the blak hole.Beause I know this I an aount for the disrepanies in my observation.Now let's look at this from a di�erent view, one very similar to our rystal sphere mentionedabove. Here we will make our rystal large enough so your ship an travel in it just as easily asour light pulse does. Now I'm going to sit outside the rystal and wath your ship pass throughthe sphere and observe what happens to you and your ship. When entering the outer portionof the sphere your ship will shorten and shrink. Elongation will also our but that is ausedby the severity of the gravitational urve the ship is entering. If the ship was su�iently smallthis ould be ignored so let's say our ship is no bigger than that of a partile.As you get loser to the enter of the sphere your ship will ontinue to shrink and due tothe delaying e�et of the density of the sphere you will also slow your travel (my view). At theheart of the sphere the density will be so great that it ould take you years, or millions of years,to ross the sphere's enter and emerge out the other side. This all depends on how intense thedensity of the enter of the sphere is. This is what I see from my referene frame. It is what oneshould experiene when passing very lose to the dense gravitational �eld. This is very muhthe same e�et you would get if your ship was traveling near the speed of light, but in doing thisyour ship will shrink in the diretion of travel only. Of ourse from your point of view you hadtraveled through the sphere and ome out the other side in only, let's say, a few minutes, just tohave a number. However in my view you took 1,000 years to ross the rystal. The surprise of17



ourse will be yours beause you will return 1,000 years in my future and this all omes aboutbeause time slows when mass is traveling through a denser spae time or fabri. In other words,your loks on your ship were all running slow ompared to mine.So what does this do to your ship in my view when it enters the event horizon of the blakhole'In my opinion the ship will shrink in size and slow in motion to a point whih will virtuallyfreeze it in spae at the event horizon. You, of ourse, will not observe this beomes your timehas virtually slowed down to nothing, making your trip into the blak hole seem no di�erentthan it was outside the blak hole. Beause of the tremendous delay at the event horizon it willtake you millions if not billions of years in my referene frame for you to so muh as ross theevent horizon muh less enter the enter part of the blak hole.In my view all mass and energy that is suked into the blak hole's event horizon is in fatstill in the event horizon slowly but surely moving inwards due to the fat that time at this pointin spae is almost at zero and the delay is in�nite. Here you an see that traveling at the speedof light where time will be zero is virtually the same as far as my referene frame is onernedas sitting in the event horizon of the blak hole. In both ases one is losed out of our universe.Here we are trading distane for time, and traveling at the speed of light we are trading timefor distane.So what does this make a blak hole? Well, to me it is only a great big energy delay objetin spae. This of ourse means that if there is no enter or solid substane inside a blak holethe energy drawn in will eventually pass through and emerge out the other side and the masswhih reated the blak hole in the �rst plae will emerge and regain the veloity that aused itto shrink and form the hole. One must realize that the veloity or motion of mass is never lost.It an be onverted to other motions or to the fore we all gravity by relinquishing its time butthat energy is never lost. When matter enters a blak hole the blak hole is pulled toward thematter. It is hard to imagine when you go upstairs in your house the earth is atually movingaway from you under your feet. Not muh of ourse, but it is de�nitely moving. As explainedearlier it is the time di�erene aross mass that produes gravity or the aeleration that holdsus to the ground. One is always trading time for motion.But there is another trap here, for when you have zero time you have maximum veloity so themass that is suked into the blak hole is aelerated to the speed of light and the aeleration istoward the enter of the hole but sine time is zero the mass appears frozen at the event horizon.This of ourse makes it virtually impossible for the mass or energy to reemerge. This leaves uswith two ontraditory terms. One is that the mass thinks it is moving at the speed of light butin reality it would be frozen in spae at zero time.This ould give us some idea of how a small blak hole ould evaporate overtime. Thereis also onjeture that energy an leave a blak hole by the proess alled tunneling. No oneknows how tunneling really works but it is believed that partiles an simply transfer themselvesfrom one plae to another and do it aross boundaries at faster than the speed of light. It isbelieved that this proess takes energy from the blak hole to outside the blak hole ausing theblak hole to lose energy and evaporate or go below its ritial mass and explode. I will go intotunneling a little later and show you how that proess may work and how possibly the speed oflight ould be breahed.2.3 Gravity ReversedLet's look at something else, and that is the gravity gradient or hange of strength of gravityaround a star or planet. Is there a maximum on suh a gradient? Let's look at the earth foran example. If we ould drill a large hole ompletely through the earth and be able to enter it,what would we experiene'First of all, if we went to the earth's enter we would �nd that we would �oat around atthe enter just as we would �oat around in a spae raft whih is irling the earth. There isno gravity at the enter of the earth. There is a UGD but we annot detet uniformly dense18



spae time. Gravity is the di�erene in density between two points of spae. No matter whatthe uniform density of spae is, it has no gravity. Gravity itself is the only thing that presentsus with a lue that the UGD is present.If we are at the enter of the earth and go to the surfae of the earth where gravity is 1 gwe will only have to go about 4,000 miles. This is not very far to have to go, but this limb willnot go without e�ort beause as you go to the surfae of the earth you will �nd that it takesmore energy to limb out the further you get away from the enter. This is the reverse of whathappens when you leave the surfae and go into spae. If you have separate objets at the enterof the earth you will �nd that the farther apart you move the objets from eah other, wherethey were just �oating around next to eah other, the more energy it will take to separate themand the more they will want to go bak to the enter. More on this later.Now let us take a blak hole. If you ould get to the enter of a blak hole you one againwould �nd that there is no gravity, a lot of pressure but no gravity, as you tried to leave theenter and go to the surfae or event horizon you would �nd the task impossible, energy wisethat is. Blak holes an be very small and very large. A small blak hole then would have a hugegravity gradient from its enter to its surfae over a small distane and still have no detetablegravity at its enter where a small area of spae would just be very dense.What I am getting at is how dense an gravity get? How sharp an the gravity urve beomebefore it annot get any sharper and is there a maximum density that spae time an withstandor does it have a threshold level? Is the event horizon at this threshold? And what is the UGDof spae time that the earth may be in at this moment? It is obvious that we are urving spaefrom something but we just do not know what this something is or how dense it is. This anput a ompletely di�erent outlook on how we observe things in spae, one we never have givenmuh though about or onsidered.2.4 Uniform Spae DensityIn our �rst example the light pulse was passed through a rystal that remained uniform indensity all the way aross it. This ould be thought of as a uniform gravity density. Now in mylaboratory I am going to make that uniform rystal very large but dense enough to inorporateour own solar system. Here I am going to assume that mass shrinks, is delayed, and time slowsdown in spae that is denser than the one we are in.To save spae in my lab I build a rystal that is 100 feet by 100 feet with a density that willslow light to a travel time of 1 inh per seond. Now I am going to plae the sun at the enter ofmy rystal and the earth at a distane of about 40 feet so it takes a light pulse about 8 minutesto travel from the sun to the earth. This is about what light takes to travel from our sun to theearth in our real world or my referene frame.If you in your referene frame were on the earth, whih I have plaed in the rystal, it wouldtake light to travel from the sun to earth in about 8 minutes your time. It would also takes 8minutes in my time but obviously the light in my time only travels about 40 feet, not the 90million miles in your time. The di�erene of ourse is the time di�erene in eah of our refereneframes. Here there is obviously a great deal of di�erene to our observations when it omes tothe speed of light. In my referene frame light travels at 286,000 miles per seond and I observeyour light speed at 1 inh per seond, but in your world in the rystal light travels at 286,000miles per seond like it always has. This is beause your time has slowed to ompensate thedi�erene in distane.2.5 Faster Than LightIf I use this example of the earth and the sun I �nd that I ould travel from the earth to thesun in mere seonds beause I only have to travel 40 feet, not 90 million miles, and better yet, ifI travel at the speed of light I ould reah the sun in about .000000005 seonds or around that19



time. This in your referene frame would be onsiderably faster than the speed of light but inmy referene frame I would not have violated any physial laws.So is this how I ould travel faster than the speed of light. Well, not quite. If your ideawould be to take a ship, transform it into a lower density spae like my referene frame, thenmove it from the earth to the sun in mere seonds and transform it bak to your referene frameor the denser spae you ame from, you ould say that you then traveled faster than the speedof light. This sounds good, but think about it losely. First of all, when you left earth andwent into a less dense spae your time speeded up in relation to the earth you left, then whenyou made your trip to the sun in mere seonds and returned to your normal density your timeslowed again. In this proess you will have found when you returned that you were older by agreat deal of time ompared with those of earth whih you left. Therefore, thinking you savedtime, whih you may have, in fat you aged faster therefore did not save any time at all.2.6 ConfusingWhat you did in reality by going to a less dense spae was speed up your time, in e�et slowingtheirs down. If you ould be observed by those on the earth you left, they would see you speedup and age faster. The e�et would be just the opposite if you were to leave earth and travelnear the speed of light, in whih ase you would slow down and earth would speed up in realtime so here when you returned to earth after being gone a very short time you would �nd earththousands or millions of years older than you. If you move to a less dense spae you would �ndthat you aged thousands or millions of years while earth hardly hanged at all. This would meanthat your trip atually took you longer than you expeted.So moving aross spae in this manner is self-defeating. If you're a good siene �tion fanand build a spae ship that has a hamber in whih you ould lower the density of spae insidethat hamber as your ship travels, you ould in essene neutralize the slowing of time in thathamber and therefore travel near the speed of light at earth's normal time. With traveling toa star 1 light year away and traveling at the speed of light, you, in the hamber, would onlyexperiene 1 year of travel. In other words, you would be one year older instead of only a fewminutes older when you reahed the star.2.7 Gravity in the CrystalBut there's more, for I have hanged many parameters with the earth and the sun in my magirystal and I know by my measurements that physially they are only 40 feet apart by myreferene frame. But by doing this I did not hange the mass of the earth or the sun, whihmeans I did not hange their gravitational �elds.So what I observe when looking at my reation is strange. I see that the earth does not movearound the sun at the proper speed. It moves too slow and should fall into the sun. It shouldhave inreased its orbital speed. All laws of physis demand that. The earth should fall into thesun or inrease its speed. So what has gone wrong'Those on the earth of ourse sense no hange. The earth is still its normal distane awayfrom the sun and the earth still goes around the sun in one year and gravity remains the same.Did gravity hange? Is my observation of the earth to sun relationship wrong? If the overallmass of the sun did not hange and gravity in e�et did not hange, then why does the earth,whih is now moving too slowly around the sun, not fall into the sun? Is the e�et that I amseeing an illusion stritly beause my observation of it is from a di�erent referene frame'2.8 Mass of an ObjetThe mass of an objet is a measure of its resistane to aeleration. This one sentene meansa lot more than you think. When an objet is moving near the speed of light its mass hasinreased requiring more energy to make it go faster. But in reality the mass of the objet has20



not inreased but only the energy to inrease its motion has inreased. If this is the ase thenwhy does it take an inreasing amount of energy to keep aelerating the objet'The answers to this are simpler than you think if you �gure time into the events. If youdetermine the amount of energy to inrease the speed of an objet whih is moving near thespeed of light it is tremendous beause the objet appears to be extremely massive and in fatit takes that amount of energy to inrease the objet's speed further.Now let us look at the objet from a di�erent view. Let's make the objet a spae ship whihstarts aelerating to a onstant inrease of 1 g when it leaves earth. For the ship to inrease itsspeed it has to �re its rokets and expel material out the bak of the ship. When it does this thematerial leaving the ship an only go away from the ship at ertain rates of speed. When theship reahes 90 perent of the speed of light the material leaving out the bak of the ship anonly be expelled at 10 perent the speed of light. In this example I am assuming that the driveof the ship is expelling material out at the speed of light when the ship �rst started its journey.Here it is obvious, in my referene frame, that the ship has to inrease the amount of materialor energy to maintain its inrease of speed. The energy leaving the ship is in reality just droppingout the bak of the ship. To the ship of ourse this is not the ase beause the ship's time hasslowed down and those in the ship do not realize this. This would mean that if the ship measuredits inrease in speed it would �nd that it is still inreasing at the same rate as it started. To theobserver this is not the ase beause the amount of energy neessary to inrease the ship's speeddue to its inrease of mass ould not keep the ship inreasing at the speed at whih it startedor the 1 g.Time in this ase is the problem and the inrease of energy to drive the ship is only due tothe fat that the energy leaving the ship is slowed giving it less of a push. At 99 perent thespeed of light the energy leaving the ship has virtually added no speed to the ship's motion thusrequiring more energy to drive the ship giving it the illusion of having more mass. It is the waywe determine mass that is inorret beause there is no inrease of mass, only motion.Again the ulprit here is time. The person inside the ship traveling near the speed of lightthinks he is still aelerating at 1 g beause he is trading the slowing of time with motion. It isnot known to him that his inrease in speed is not taking more energy to keep aeleration at 1g but in reality is taking more time, even years or thousands of years depending on how lose heis traveling to the speed of light. In this ase he has to travel a huge distane to reate the same1 g fore on his ship ompared to when he started the trip. Beause of the longer time he hasto expel energy to maintain the 1 g fore, this energy is pereived as an inrease of the ship'smass by those outside making the observation. Here he has to move a longer distane throughspae with a ontinued use of energy.There is another thing about mass and motion. If two objets were traveling near the speedof light next to eah other their observation of eah other would show no hange in mass or timeand between the two they would have no energy of motion, for energy of motion is only observedwhen an objet is moving at a di�erent speed ompared to yours. Observations of moving thingsin spae are misleading and very deeiving.2.9 Movement through SpaeI have talked about movement through spae in di�erent ways. But movement through spaeis di�ult to desribe. For instane, if a blak hole is so dense and everything in it is travelingat the speed of light and is at zero time, how does the blak hole move through spae? Or howdoes mass itself move through spae without the slightest hindrane in its motion'I have desribed mass as a vibration of energy supported by the fabri. If the speed of lightis the fastest the fabri an sustain energy, how an this energy exist and still move at the speedof light within itself? This of ourse brings up two parameters whih seem to oexist together,and those are veloity and time. But we have not been treating time as a parameter but asevents after events, but in reality time must be onsidered a parameter. It is the word that isonfusing beause it is the word we use to desribe events. Time to mass is the slowing of the21



internal movement of the partiles while time to us is event after event of that movement. Butslowing in mass then must have a referene. Then what is that referene? Here I an only thinkof one and that is the UGD.The other word we use quite often is gravity. It too has a double meaning. Gravity by de�-nition is the di�erene between two urved spae times in spae and has a simple mathematialrepresentation. A uniform spae time, or as I all it UGD, has no gravity. A gravity wave is a�utuation either in urved spae or uniform spae density. It is a wave that has no referenebeause it itself varies time and motion and it is time and motion that we measure things by.Gravity as far as we know exists only in relation to mass and energy. If there was no mass inspae, spae would have no gravity. Here it is obvious that we need a di�erent word to expressthe uniform gravity omponents of the fabri.I am poking at the idea here that UGD in the fabri is in fat what mass is made of andthat the uniform gravity omponents of the fabri is how mass moves so freely within the fabri.Here I am tying the omponent uniform gravity to mass for mass is the omponent that ausesgravity itself.Gravity waves are misleading and it is not known if gravity waves exist. It is obvious thatgravity �utuations exist simply due to the fat that an objet moving in relation to us willprodue a weaker or stronger gravity pull upon us, just like the moon does to the earth. If themoon was vibrated bak and forth rapidly, loser and further from the earth, the earth wouldbe pulled bak and forth, however if the moon's vibration was too fast the earth, having tooverome its inertia resistane to motion, ould no longer follow the vibrations of the moon. AllI am saying is that mass does not respond instantly to a gravitational hange, it is not sayingthat the mass does not respond instantaneously to the time hange that the gravity hangeauses.This of ourse does not give us any lue as to the speed of the gravity waves. Sine gravity�utuations move with any energy burst, suh as the energy released by an a exploding star,the gravity waves obviously travel with that energy. Therefore the wave appears to travel at thespeed of light.I do not know how gravity radiation ould take away energy from an objet or how it ouldbe radiated independently from mass suh as light is. Our sun ould inrease in size or dereasein size but if its total energy mass did not hange its gravity would not hange. Its surfaegravity would but its total gravity would not as long as you stayed at the same distane fromthe sun. The sun's gravity should only hange when the energy or mass of its outpouring passesthe orbit of earth. At least this is my present understanding.2.10 Size of our UniverseIs our universe really the size we think it is and is there something disguising its real dimensions'If I ould take our solar system and plae it in a uniformly dense spae as I did in the exampleabove with our sun and earth, is there something that ould tell us how far apart the stars are?Sine our observations of our existene are very stringently ontrolled by the limitations of oursenses and the relativity of our measurements we are at present unable to breah this dilemmaunless we have a better understanding of what spae is doing to our observations.Our universe ould in fat be very small and the stars whih are millions of light years awayould in fat be just aross the room as my mythial rystal in my laboratory has demonstrated.But this is an observation from a separate referene platform, for if I was to enter that samerystal I would �nd that the universe would immediately expand to its orret size. Furthermore,all physial laws that were violated from my observation would be bak in plae and normal.This of ourse is beause the two referene frames beame one.Here I am saying that the uniform gravity density of spae is governing us, for it is atingas a referene that orrets time and motion. Without this orretion the universe would be ina haoti state. In this respet you ould all the gravity density of spae a referene in whihwe pivot about keeping everything in its proper order.22



In this ase UGD plays a distint role in the funtions of mass in whih we derive time, anddistane, and the speed of light, all of whih now beome variables hinged around the uniformgravity density of spae.2.11 Faster than LightI mentioned earlier something alled tunneling. This is more like siene �tion stu� where oneould travel faster than light through blak holes, wormholes and folded spae. Could thesethings be real'This is all �tion of ourse, but let's take another look at uniform gravity density of spae.If I were to take my magi rystal, the one in my laboratory in whih I have plaed our solarsystem, and with another bit of magi am able to vary the density of this rystal to any numberI wished, what would I observe when doing this? Starting with my basi observation in whihthe earth is only 40 feet away from the sun I would be observing that the orbits of the earthand the other planets were not moving orretly.But now I turn the knob and start dereasing the density of rystal. Here I will observe thesize of the solar system inreasing, the earth will start moving further from the sun, and thespeed of its orbit will inrease. If I ontinue this proess until the uniform gravity density inthe rystal is the same as the uniform gravity density of my laboratory I would �nd that thedistane from the earth to the sun in your solar system is the same distane as the earth tothe sun in my solar system. Both will measure around 90 million miles away, not the 40 feetaway before I started this proess. Is this what happens when we observe objets in a di�erentuniform gravity density than we are in? In this situation I would also �nd that the loks inyour earth will be running the same speed as my loks.Now let's take this a little further. Let's derease the density of your solar system evenfurther. In this ase the earth will move even further away from the sun and time on your earthshould speed up. Here we would now be in the reverse situation than from whih we startedwhere you would be looking at my solar system getting smaller as if I was the one inside therystal. Here my time would be running slower than yours and my solar system would no longerappear to be obeying the laws of physis.So what does all this have to do with tunneling or wormholes in spae? Well, what it meansis that the uniform gravity density of spae sets the real distane between all the bodies in spae.And the distane we measure in our experiments is relative to the real distane of objets inspae. It also means that if one somehow ould use the properties of the uniform gravity totravel through spae they would be going the real distane between planets, not the pereiveddistane we are loked into. If you ould travel this path like in our rystal where the earth wasonly 40 feet from the sun, one ould get from the earth to the sun faster than the speed of lightand not break any physial laws.There are experiments whih had been performed here on earth that seem to violate thespeed of light. The experiments may be breahing the uniform gravity barrier somehow, for ifthe universe is in a very dense uniform gravity the real distane between objets here on earth arefar loser than we pereive and if you ould transmit information through this uniform gravitydensity at the speed of light you would �nd that instead of the miles you expeted it to travelin the media you would only be traveling a few feet, thus getting there before you expeted. Toour observation this would be something traveling faster than the speed of light but in reality itis only traveling a shorter distane thus keeping well within the laws of physis.2.12 Deteting Gravity WavesGravity �utuations always travel with the movement of mass or energy. If a burst of lightis observed from a supernova a gravity �utuation should also be observed moving with theenergy. This would mean that the gravity wave was traveling at the speed of light whih wouldbe inorret beause it is merely moving with the energy.23



Deteting a gravity wave �utuation is quite di�ult beause of the inherent gravity bak-ground noise. Detetors to detet the gravity wave are being built at this present time. Butany detetor has an inherent problem of deteting the gravity �utuations of every star, planet,or galaxy in the entire universe. This is true beause we annot di�erentiate diretion fromwhih a wave is oming from (It is believed that a gravity wave ontains a polarization propertylike a radio wave but this has not been on�rmed. It is also believed that the impinging wavediretion an be determined by how the wave rosses the detetor; this is only true if you assumethe wave travels like that of light. Also, time hanges in the detetor when a wave passes itausing possible misunderstanding of the results.) nor an our detetors fous suh waves toamplify them, meaning that our detetors will observe all the gravity waves at the same time.It beomes obvious that they will reeive signals very muh like the signals we reeived from thebakground radiation or just a onstant bakground gravity noise.To fous gravity through some form of lens would be helpful but it is virtually impossibleto fous something that is not moving. Here you are hanging the property or density of theUGD and this does not lend itself to detetion in the normal sense, whih is taking energy outof the propagation and onverting it to eletrial impulses whih we an use. Sine gravity inmost ases is stati and not moving you annot fous it. If you had a funnel in whih you heldup in front of a fan you ould fous the air passing through it but if the air was not moving thisbeomes impossible unless you move the funnel through the air instead.Now going bak to the speed of light. It is quite obvious that the speed of light in my magirystal varies with the density of the rystal. If the uniform gravity density in our universe variesthen the speed of light in our universe also varies. But beause time also hanges with uniformgravity density the speed of light as we observe it stays onstant. Our referene platform. Hereit is only the observer that sees the hange.But here is the real meaning of what I am trying to say. When I put the sun and the earthin my magi rystal their masses did not hange. The earth and sun may have hanged in sizeand the distane between them has hanged and their time slowed down but their gravity stayedonstant. In this irumstane if I were to alulate the mass of the sun by using the distanefrom the sun to the earth and the orbital speed of the earth I would �nd that the mass of thesun would be far di�erent than the mass I alulated before I plae them in the rystal. In otherwords, beause I am observing the system from a di�erent referene frame I am misalulating.In this sense my overall judgment and determination of the mass in the universe is inorret.It is quite possible that the speed of a gravity wave is a onstant and the speed of light isrelative. But when we observe gravity from a platform of a variable we would believe that thegravity is a variable and not the speed of light. The earth does not fall into the sun in my rystalbeause time is traded for motion making gravity to the earth look the same.2.13 UniverseHere I am saying that the speed of light is only valid within our present uniform gravity densityno matter what the density is. But on the other hand, gravity has a di�erent veloity than whatwe use for light. So the only way the gravity wave's veloity and the speed of light's veloity arethe same is when the uniform gravity density is su�iently small so the two veloities math.One is the energy movement. The other is merely the determining fator on how the energymoves. One ould say that light and mass arry energy while gravity waves make hanges tothat energy. Also, when you have a hange of density in spae you also have an inherent gravitydi�erene.If you arry this out further our entire universe ould very well be in a very dense uniformgravity whih would mean the distant stars may be only a stone's throw away as far as thegravity wave is onerned. If you equate the gravity wave veloity to the speed of light, ourspeed of light, and use the gravity veloity to reah the stars you ould get there easily. If wehave a star that is 1 million light years away, our speed of light, it may be only 1 light year atthe gravity wave veloity simply beause it is muh loser in reality by the UGD standard.24



Tunneling may in fat be gravity wave transfer of mass from one point to the another. Itis our environment that onstraints us from seeing the true nature of the universe and why somany strange phenomena ome out of our theories suh as folded spae and wormholes whihpredit the phenomenon of utting aross spae.This also ould aount for some of the strange things we see in the osmos. For instane,we see that the stars in a faraway spiral galaxy do not rotate as they should but all move atthe same speed, in whih ase some should fall into the enter of the galaxy and some should�y away from the enter of the galaxy. These galaxies whih we are observing are very far awayand the uniform gravity density may be greater there beause they are loser to the enter ofthe big bang by millions or billions of years. It ould be that their inreased UGD is distortingour observation in whih we are inorretly determining the galaxy's mass and the veloity ofthe stars traveling within them, just like my observation of the planets in my magi rystal.It is also oming to light that our universe is expanding faster instead of slower, whih wouldnot be the ase if gravity is slowing down the expansion as �rst thought. This inrease wasdetermined by measuring the hange in the veloity of some supernova explosions some 9 billionlight years away. But something 9 billion light years away is also 9 billion years loser to the bigbang, or about half the radius that we are at present from the big bang and 9 billion years in thepast. At that point in spae the overall gravity density is far greater than what we are in at themoment. It is like me in my laboratory looking at my magi rystal but not quite as extreme. Isit possible that the stars that were measured are moving from a higher density spae to a lowerdensity spae giving us the impression that they are in e�et speeding up due to the fat thatwhen one moves from a higher density spae to lower density spae one gets an expansion of thestar and its motion, like when I dereased the density of my magi rystal. Time speeds up anddistane between the sun and the earth inreases. Sine all stars in our universe are visions ofour past and the further away the stars and galaxies are the loser they are to the big bang andhene live in a thiker overall gravity density �eld, thus skewing and distorting our observations.Another point here is, it is not known if there is any mass left at the enter of the big bang.If all the stars and galaxies are expanding as if on the surfae of a balloon being blown up, itis quite possible that there is no mass, thus no gravity, at the enter of the big bang. This willonly leave the gravity between the stars and galaxies at the surfae of the balloon to hold theexpanding universe together. It is postulated that the universe's inrease in its expansion rateould be due to something alled dark energy whih no one has the slightest idea of what itmight be. But is it our observations that are inorret instead? If this inrease we see is due tothe derease of the UGD working against the gravity reated by the mass we ome pretty loseto a balaned system.2.14 An Obsure ThoughtAt the beginning of these artiles I have used the big bang for a starting point, but how ould allthis happen if there was no big bang? Let's say that there was no big bang but the universe wasreated more subtly, like raindrops forming around partiles of dust drawing moisture from theair, in this ase the uniform gravity density. Thus a universe was reated from more of a oldstart than a hot one and that there at one point was some atalyst whih has sine vanished.But if this was the ase how does one explain the movement of all the stars and galaxies inthe universe for they are all moving away from us? This is on�rmed by measuring the red shiftof the light oming from the stars and galaxies.For thought only, I am going to reate a senario whih ould explain what we observe inthe heavens and not ontribute it to a big bang. I have hinted that the UGD is like a substaneand that all mass omes from that substane. So let's say when the reation of mass takes plaeit dereases the UGD of spae. As the overall density of spae dereases by the amount of massreated, time speeds up and the size of the universe inreases just like in my magi rystal. Sowhen I observe the universe I am observing it getting larger and sine the ratio between the sizeinrease of objets to the distane between the objets is quite high we will see a orrespondingly25



red shift of light just like the one I would see if the universe started from the big bang.In this ase I would not have to manufature dark energy to explain why the universe isexpanding faster or need the big bang at its starting point. The whole proess of the expansionwould be determined by how fast the UGD would be dereasing and how muh matter was beingreated to ontinue the derease. The two fores would be well balaned eliminating the needto reate some hidden partile or fore to ause the phenomenon.Another point. It is believed that spae an be urve or pulled around by a large massivebody when it rotates. The planets and stars and blak holes are said to draw their spaearound with them. Is this true? In my explanation of what gravity is the observation of thatphenomenon would be true, but in reality spae is not urved or drawn around when a massivebody rotates. When I explained gravity I said that a gravitational �eld follows you around. Ifyou walk down the street your �eld moves with you. This is apparently true with all mass. Thespae distortion is inherently linked to mass ausing it to move with it, so when any mass isput into motion that spae distortion follows that partiular mass. The speed of rotation of theearth is greatest at the equator. The mass at the surfae of the earth is moving around 1,000mph so that mass is e�etively moving through spae bringing with it its spae distortion.If you take my example of the spherial magi rystal and rotate it and pass a light pulse intoit you would get a better piture of what I am trying to say. With the magi rystal rotating,the light pulse will still endeavor to pass straight through the rystal beause it has its ownforward momentum. But due to the fat the rystal is moving, it will have a tendeny to dragthe pulse with it. It is not hard to see that when you transmit energy through the media whihis arrying it, that media will hange the horus of that energy. So when we say that mass isurving or drawing spae around it, it is really inorret beause the movement of mass throughspae is merely dragging the light we are using as the detetor ausing it to urve making usbelieve that the spae itself is being urved when in fat it is simply in motion.As I said, far-out thinking. And maybe too far-out, but it is somewhat of a logial outomeif you think of spae as I have envisioned it.2.15 ConlusionsI have thought about gravity for over 40 years but it is only in the last two or three that thispiture of what I have given you has ome to light in my mind. I have always thought that wehave been looking for what gravity is, a simple thing, and that we have been looking right at itall this time and not seeing what it is. It did not our to me that gravity itself was the lueto what I was looking for, for without the earth's gravity we would not have a lue that thereould be uniform gravity in the universe beause we annot detet uniform gravity. So the lueto its existene is the stu� that has been holding us to the ground all this time. And here urvedspae time only turns out to be a variation of what I all the uniform gravity density.Some of the most di�ult things to see are those that you an look at and beause of theirsimpliity and plainness elude our senses. I ould kik myself for not seeing this years ago. Inthese artiles you may have notied that I have not gotten into how gravity ould be defeatedwhih is why I got into this in the �rst plae. This is beause all my thoughts on ontrollinggravity and how to make an anti-gravity devie have failed. This led me to the realization thatI did not have a good understanding of what gravity might be. So I turned to that end. Theseartiles were the results of that endeavor.Can we build an anti-gravity devie? What are we doing right now to defeat gravity? Whatare partiles doing to ause tunneling and what are partiles and the other three fores in relationto gravity? In reality, I believe that gravity is what guides their existene. See Setion 3.3 Properties of UniversesThe harateristis of the universe are produed by the partiles that make up the universe givingit many distint qualities. The partiles and their fores reate a great number of guidelines26



that the universe must adhere to. The smallest partiles we now know of are the strings. Thesepartiles seem to have a maximum size and a limited set of vibrations. For some reason the fabridoes not permit stable basi partiles beyond ertain sizes. There is apparently a set of lawsor a ontrolling window that permits only string vibrations of a ertain type whih govern thestring's harateristis and beyond this window the string beomes unstable and annot exist asa partile. However the fabri does permit these basi partiles to get together and form largerpartiles. The most ommon larger partiles we all protons, neutrons and eletrons. And thenof ourse there are a host of other types.But then there is another window in the fabri whih omes into play beause these threebasi partiles form the basi atom and these atoms are limited in size as well. If we look atthe periodi table of elements we �nd that there is a maximum size of the basi elements in theuniverse. Above this maximum size the atoms beome unstable and an no longer hold together.This of ourse is due to the underlying fores whih are holding the three basi partiles together,and these are the four major fores that we have identi�ed in our universe. These fores aregravity, the strong fore, the weak fore, and the eletromagneti fore. The strong and eletro-weak fores rapidly drop-o� in strength from the partile they are assoiated with, thereforelimiting their e�etiveness over distane and giving the partiles many other harateristis.The next level in our universe's makeup is a moleule whih is made up of a ombinationof atoms. These moleules also have a size limitation but they an be ombined to form largerstrutures. Next of ourse ome the planets, suns and galaxies, all of whih seem to have no sizelimitation, although in fat they do. A star an only grow to a ertain size before it ollapses orexplodes.Eah step in the reation of our universe seems to have its own limitations, eah of whih arebased on the basi harateristis of the string and its �elds of in�uene. All fores materializefrom the string level and an be traked up to the universe's sale.3.1 Gravity ControlIs it possible to ontrol gravity? That is a simple question but with no simple answer. But let'sgive that some more thought. We indeed an ontrol gravity and in fat we are at this verymoment ontrolling gravity. It is just not the type of ontrol we're looking for.The type of ontrol we are looking for is that of a devie that will make our ar hover a fewfeet o� the ground with no propellers, wings or roket jets. We would just like to have it quietlysit there until we need it. We would also like arti�ial gravity in our spae ships and spaestations. Others would like to use some form of gravity devie to drive their spae ships far outinto spae. Others think that ontrolling gravity will give them free energy thus relieving theworld of relying upon its natural resoures. And there are a host of other things people believean be aomplished with some type of gravity ontrol.But I am a realist. Gravity is only another fore that will take energy to manipulate. It isnot a mirale ure for our energy woes and will not do all the things we wish it to do.At this very moment we are reating anti-gravitational fores. If we limb the steps in ourhouse we are in fat overoming gravity. If we drive our ar up a hill we are overoming gravity.If we �y an airplane we are overoming gravity. In fat all methods that move us farther fromthe enter of the earth are in fat overoming gravity and all these methods are very e�ient.When we limb the steps in our house we move upward a few feet but the earth moves downwarda smidgen. All fores that push against the earth in any way, shape or form move the earth.All these methods aomplish their task by liberating energy. This energy, no matter where itomes from, generates heat whih is then vented to its surroundings. This all omes about fromthe breakdown of higher forms of energy to lower forms of energy. Sientists all this an inreasein entropy.If we throw a rok into the air we are liberating heat to produe the motion to throw therok. The rok takes on motion and slows its time. When the rok falls bak to the earth itgives up its motion and speeds up its time to where it was before it was thrown. But the rok27



laying on the ground is atually still in motion for the onservation of energy is never lost.All these ations an happen only beause there is an equal and opposite reation fore.It is this type of fore that drives our roket ships into spae. These ships are given forwardmotion by spewing out material at high veloities in the opposite diretion of travel. Underthese irumstanes the ships do not push diretly against the earth to gain their motion butthe motion of the ships does in fat hange the motion of the earth as the ships go out intospae.When a ship or objet goes into orbit around the earth that orbit is sustained by the ship'sveloity. In a stable orbit the ship is in a steady state of falling but never reahes the earth.The ship you ould say is in a steady time zone, meaning that the time variants aross the shipprovide the neessary aeleration of the ship towards the earth in relationship to its veloity sothat the ship ontinues to fall at a rate whih keeps it at a onstant distane from the earth. Ifthe ship were to slow down, the time variant aross the ship would hange and the ship wouldorret its orbit aordingly.To aomplish all these things takes energy: to throw a rok, to put a ship into orbit, orto limb a hill. This is all the energy neessary if you're e�ient when you move an objetabove the surfae of the earth. So you ould say that if I ould produe a ounter gravity foree�iently I would need no more energy than it would take to lift an objet o� the ground, otherthan the fat that you would have to ontinuously supply that energy. So if we ould produe aounter gravity fore e�iently I would in fat have su�ient energy suppliers to aomplish thetask. But the problem is how do we onvert energy to a gravitational ontrol system. Of ourseno one on earth has done suh a thing and that is beause mass is always ompensating itselfby always trading motion and time to maintain a onstant energy reating a perfet balane inthe uniform gravity density (UGD).In ontrolling gravity, the end produt that we are looking for is a form of gravity ontrolwithout using the equal and opposite reation fore. This is no simple task for we do notunderstand gravity enough to onvert any known energy soure to hange gravity at all. I'mgoing to explore some hypothetial ideas on what we might be able to aomplish in this endeavorand how we might possibly aomplish it.First I'm going to explore what we an and annot do with some type of gravitational ontrolsystem. A gravitational devie will have limits on what it an or annot do. Let's look intosome of those limits.3.2 The Gravity BoxI have said that gravity will not give us free energy. It will not. When used as a spaeship drive,it will not be able to push our spaeships e�etively over large distanes in spae. If we reatesome form of anti-gravity its major use will be loal or near the surfae of the planet or in anyother heavily urved spae time. This is beause the gravity we experiene is only produed byurved spae time or a di�erene in the density of the universal UGD between two points ofspae.If a balloon �lled with helium was let loose in a room �lled with air and that room was inorbit, whih reates a uniform air pressure throughout the room, the balloon will just sit there.If an anti-gravity devie was built it would be e�etive only where gravity exists. Any uniformstate of gravity would give our gravity devie nothing to work against. It would be like theballoon in a uniform air pressure. As I have mentioned we an detet no gravity in a uniformgravity dense �eld, therefore there is no way to produe an anti-gravity devie if there is nogravity.What an we expet this devie to do if we ould build one? Let's build a hypothetialgravity ontrol devie. Let's say I have developed a method that allows me to reate a urvedspae time �eld between two parallel plates. I plae one plate above the other alling it the topplate and the one on the bottom the bottom plate, and I have left su�ient room between thetwo plates to plae objets. These two plates are mounted on a platform that rests on a sale in28



whih I an measure the overall weight of the apparatus. I'm assuming that my devie is fairlye�ient, therefore not taking an exessive amount of energy to operate.Now let's see what might happen if I operate my anti-gravity devie. First of all the hangeof gravity, or the hange of the gradient of the uniform gravity density in the devie, is on�nedto the inside of the devie sine I have envisioned no method yet that ould extend a gravityhange outside a ontrolled environment. I have installed a ontrol knob whih allows me tovary the density of the universal UGD from the bottom of the devie to the top of the devie orvie versa. This is the same as varying time between the top and the bottom of the devie.Now I turn on the power and adjust my ontrol so the UGD between the two plates isuniform. That means there is no gravity variation or time variation between the two plates ofthe devie, therefore I have anelled out the earth's spae time urvature between the plates. Todo this takes a ertain amount of energy whih would have to be supplied ontinuously beauseunlike an orbiting spaeship the devie is not in motion. The e�et would be like a heliopterhovering above the ground; it needs a ontinuous supply of energy to keep it in the air. Thistype of gravity ontrol su�ers the same restraints as the heliopter. We do not get somethingfor nothing.Now that I have neutralized the gravity within the devie one would assume that if I plaedan objet between the two plates that objet would simply �oat around. It would, but only afterforing me to inrease the energy I am supplying the devie to maintain its neutrality. This isbeause the objet would have to shed the motion of the earth's gravity that it was using tohold it to the ground. If I plaed a 10 pound objet between the plates I would have to inreasethe energy input to my devie until the objet beame weightless. The amount of energy inputneessary to do this would be equivalent to the amount of energy needed to lift this 10 poundobjet into a self-sustaining orbit around the earth providing the e�ieny of both systems wasequal. The real di�erene here is that the energy needed to produe a zero gravity environmentfor this 10 pounds will have to be ontinually supplied to maintain this ondition while theenergy needed to put the 10 pounds in orbit is the only energy needed beause the 10 poundshas gained motion. The devie is produing relative motion by hanging time.Now what happens to the weight of our devie when all this is going on? If I plae the 10pound weight in the devie and the devie was o�, the devie would beome 10 pounds heavier.But what happens when I turn the devie on and neutralize the objet? Will the devie beome10 pounds lighter? This is what you want to happen. But no, the devie will not beome 10pounds lighter. This may be very disouraging but you'll see why as you read on. But if theweight is just �oating in the devie how an that be? The weight when neutralized would ine�et be aelerating itself upward at the same rate the earth would be aelerating the weightdownward, thus produing the same e�et as the weight would see in orbit. Here the overallweight of the devie and what is inside it is stritly a loal ondition and any loal ondition isstill subjet to gravity. We are not, with this type of devie, pushing against the earth's gravity.How would I reate a devie that will lift objets o� the surfae of the earth? The �rstthought that omes to mind is that if I set my ontrols so the weight inside the devie is pushedup against the top of the devie that weight should lift the devie o� the ground. But if youtried this experiment you'd �nd that not to be the ase. What you would �nd is that the topof the box and the weight are being pressed together very tightly but the overall weight of thedevie has not hanged. This is beause you're dealing with a loal losed loop system.This type of devie, if one ould build one, would be quite useful in produing an arti�ialgravity in a spae ship beause the e�et of the system would only our between the twoplates. When we use this devie to hange time diretly aross an objet we are reating a loalgravity environment. A seond idea would be that if you ould hange the time di�erene arossindividual partiles thus nullifying the gravitational time referene of those partials you ouldreate the same anti-gravity e�et.At present the only method we urrently have of hanging time is with the use of motion ora gravitational �eld. To reate a zero gravity state at the surfae of the earth using gravity youhave to have another earth of equal mass just above you. This of ourse is not quite pratial29



so is there another way to hange time aross mass other than using another massive objet'We have an extreme advantage of dealing with gravity in a losed system but when itomes to dealing with the gravity of the earth we have a ompletely di�erent problem. Earth'sgravitational �eld ould be onsidered a losed system but the problem is we only have one-halfthe system. For us to do produtive work we need a losed energy system beause without onewe have nothing to work against. That is why the only method we have at this present time toontrol gravity uses the equal and opposite fores we have at our disposal. Does gravity have anopposite fore? And if so, where is it and how an we ontrol it to produe an anti-gravitationalfore to lift us o� the earth'3.3 Traveling through SpaeThere are theories that would use the spae fabri or the UGD as a means of propulsion. Thisis done by simply reating a vauum in front of you and pressure behind you thus reating aforward motion. Changing time in spae is the same thing the earth is doing but as you an seeit does not give the earth any motion. When in uniform spae the gravity urvature around anobjet is perfetly balaned and will not produe an aeleration.The e�et of reating a vauum in front and a pressure behind us in spae already exists innature. When mass is set in motion it reates a slower time in its diretion of travel and a fastertime behind it. As explained earlier, mass migrates toward a slower time or a denser UGD.This means that mass itself is falling into its own distortion keeping the objet in motion. Thisdistortion is not produed by the energy within the objet but by the energy given to it by thefores that reated its motion.To do all of this of ourse means that one must be able to use energy to hange time. Nowit's hard enough to think of how gravity works muh less how time works. In fat hanging timewould seem more di�ult than hanging gravity. I only know of two things that hange timeand they are motion and a gravitational �eld. Is there any possibility of hanging time anddoing it with some energy soure? Is there something in nature that gives us a lue of how to dothis, and if so, where is it hiding and why have we not observed it? Or like many things, havewe been looking at it all the time and beause of our nature have not realized that it is starringus in the fae at this moment'3.4 PartilesStrings, quarks, protons, neutrons, eletrons, plus the hundreds of other partiles and all theiranti-partiles of the partiles build the moleules and substanes that make up our universe. Itis learly reognized that mass and energy are equivalent but energy by itself does not reate agravitational urvature like mass does. Is this possible or is the energy just too feeble to reatea urvature of spae we ould possibly measure? However it is quite lear that energy has aonnetion to mass.I start this Setion by asking a few basi questions. I do this beause if I am to try and visu-alize something I need something to visualize. Visualizing a string as a vibrating objet bringsup more questions than answers, suh as for something to vibrate, by simple logi, somethinghas to be there to vibrate in the �rst plae.If a string vibrates, what is the omposition of the string that promotes the vibration? Inother words what holds this vibration together to form the string? The only answer we have atthis point is that the string vibrates beause energy auses it to vibrate. It is possible that astring is held together by the same mehanism that holds the eletromagneti waves together?Is it some form of a self-imposed fore �eld? Or ould it be just the four basi fores that weknow of in the universe that are keeping the string intat.What keeps the vibration from deaying? Partiles seem to last forever. The internal stringvibrations are virtually inaessible to us in this universe. The basi energy of strings stritlyobeys the laws of onservation of time, energy and motion. You annot destroy that energy.30



The strong fore; where did it ome from? The strong fore is presented to us as a foreonveying partiles alled the gluons, and these gluons are said to have a harge whih anprodue a magneti �eld muh like an eletron. It is onfusing enough trying to understand whyan eletron, when moving through a ondutor, produes a magneti �eld, and when stationaryor free simply has a harge. What is the eletron doing to its environment to produe a magneti�eld? As of now we have not the slightest idea what a magneti �eld is. We an determine howa magneti �eld is reated and all of its parameters and harateristis, but not how it atsthrough the so-alled empty spae to e�et other objets.It appears that the more questions you ask the more you begin to wonder about partilesand how they were formed by the big bang. The big bang at its beginning produed more thana soup bowl of single strings; it produed a multitude of di�erent strings and possibly otherpartiles. Apparently there were some strings vibrating at low frequenies and some at higherfrequenies. The lowest string vibration is said to produe the gravitational urvature. If this isthe ase it is this string whih produes what we all mass. This would mean that this partiularvibrating string must be ontained in the main struture of all mass. Or does a single stringthat is vibrating at some frequeny have harmonis or sub-harmonis whih produe or reatethe gravitational urvature'It is known that the proton has three quarks at its enter and these three quarks only harborabout two perent of the proton's mass. The rest of the proton is omposed of gluons whihsurround the outer portion of the quarks and a loud of virtual partile pairs hovers at the outerportion of the gluon loud. If gluons and virtual partiles have no mass, where does the rest ofthe mass of the proton ome from? If the quarks have so little in�uene inside the proton howdo they hold or maintain the surrounding gluons? Are the gluons somehow an integral part ofthe quarks? If you ould get a quark by itself, would it have a loud of gluons around it? As Ihave said before, using a fore bearing partile to aount for gravity, the strong fore, the weakfore, or the eletromagneti fore bewilders me. My mind seems to be stuk on ontinuous�elds. But we have something alled duality and that is a partile ating as a wave or a waveating as a partile. A thought I will explore later.As you an see I am asking questions that have no answers other than highly spei�edonjeture produed by mathematial equations. It beomes quite obvious that we know a greatdeal of how partiles at and respond and very little of the atual nature of their makeup.Theory says that it was in the proess of ooling after the big bang that higher order partileswere formed, suh as the protons, eletrons and neutrons. These were aused by the manifes-tation of the four known fores. These partiles formed through phase transitions somethinglike steam turning to water when it is ooled. The strings formed quarks and the strong forepulled together the quarks forming protons, neutrons and eletrons. Shortly after that theyformed nulei and later as more ooling took plae the nulei attrated eletrons produing ourbasi atoms. All this took plae as the universe started to ool from the big bang temperature.Then over time and more ooling, the gravitational �eld beame more dominant and produedthe larger objets whih eventually produed enough heat and pressure to ause the formationof moleules. Elements suh as gold, platinum and lead ould not have been produed by thesimple ooling after the big bang but were produed in stars and neutron stars by an intensegravity.There are also many theories whih are gaining prominene that the big bang was not howthe universe was formed. In Setion 4 I will present a ompletely di�erent piture of how thisould have happened and still explain many of the phenomena we observe that lead us to a bigbang onlusion.Now we know protons repel eah other and eletrons repel eah other and neutrons don'tseem to are. For some reason protons and neutrons will ome and stik to eah other formingthe nuleus of our atoms but even neutrons will only approah eah other to a ertain degree.There is a repelling fore that prevents them from getting any loser to eah other even thoughthe same strong fore is holding both of the partiles together. There is a distintive barrierbetween all stable partiles. Some partiles repel eah other, others attrat eah other, but31



never, unless under extreme onditions, will these partiles merge together. They simply willstand apart and ome no loser unless fored to do so. A neutron star is made up of pureneutrons, but even with the strength of gravity of that star you annot get those neutrons toome together any loser than simply touhing eah other.Why does the weak fore oppose a weak fore and the strong fore oppose a strong fore onethese fores are established, yet the same fores hold the partiles together? What is stoppingthese partiles from merging'This does not happen in the larger universe with gravity. In the larger universe if one galaxyor planet is drawn to another by gravity the galaxies or planets will ollide and intermix formingone objet. This is not so with partiles; they will not intermix voluntarily.It seems like a straightforward thing to say that the big bang reated all the existing partilesunder some laws provided by a ten-dimensional system. At exatly what point gravity wasreated I guess would depend upon at what point mass was reated. However strings are said tohave no mass, therefore where did mass ome from? I am not the only one asking these questions.String theory has many unanswered questions and strings are said to be two-dimensional beausethey are a point with length but the universe is three-dimensional and should be explained inthat ontext.Why do partiles have barriers around them making them stable and preventing intrusionfrom other partiles? Is this what the major di�erene is between what happens in spae andwhat happens at the sub-atomi level? Is this where the separation of quantum mehanisand relativity takes plae? What is the barrier? There are apparently several barriers. Onesurrounds the partiles that make up the nuleus or the strong fore, and one surrounds thenuleus and holds the eletrons or the weak fore. In ertain atoms the eletrons an movefairly freely in and out of the barrier while in other atoms the eletrons are held quite tightlypreventing easy movement. Sientists have onneted together the strong fore, the weak foreand the eletromagneti fore, showing that they are di�erent manifestations of the same fore.In other words, all three fores are eletrial in nature but appear to us in di�erent forms.Now let us stop asking questions and see if we an put some answers in plae to make somesense in what is happening in our universe.Life is a produt of our environment. We are looking at our environment from within alosed system. It is the only referene we have and it severely inhibits our observations. Itis only beause of the ability for life to reason that we an look beyond our environment andthen understand how it is onstruted. So I am going to now take a look at something in ourenvironment that is so ommonplae that it might astound you to believe that it is somethingdi�erent than what it seems.3.5 Time, Heat and GravityNow, don't get exited, for there is no evidene that heat has anything to do with gravity. Anyobjet an be hot or old and these onditions will not ause the objet to get heavier or lighteror move through spae. So what is heat? Heat is one of the most ommon things in naturehowever I believe that we have misunderstood what the nature of heat is. Although you might�nd this outlandish it makes some kind of ommon sense. Heat has always intrigued me beauseof what it an do to matter, but simply saying things get hot beause we add energy to themleaves a lot to be desired. So I'm going to give you a di�erent look at heat, one that mighttotally surprise you and make you think di�erently of the universe.In the beginning of my artile I brought up the subjet of heat and hinted that in some wayit may be distorting the spae the atoms are in. Heat has fasinated me in its ability to virtuallydestroy moleules and atoms and its ability to tear them and everything else apart down to thestring level when it reahes the temperature of the big bang. Heat e�ets virtually everything.Most de�nitions of heat are presented as energy that is distributed randomly throughouta system. This energy is de�ned as radiation, photons, or just plain energy. Why this energydistorts the atoms or partiles of the universe is unlear. It is simply stated that things get32



hot and vibrate erratially. The amount of heat in a system an determine the stability of thesystem. There appears to be nothing that an esape the e�ets of heat. But gravity does notare about heat. You an have an objet on the earth as hot as the big bang but it will still fallto the ground.But heat does expand things. A hot-air moleule oupies more spae, therefore appearslighter and will rise upward in a room. There is a vast amount of information onerningwhat temperatures an do to materials but very little information about how heat atually doesdestroy atoms other than they just vibrate themselves to piees and somehow equalize the foresof nature bringing about a higher symmetry. Almost all of the e�ets of heat an be linked toeletrial properties whih make up the three basi fores. Heat an be produed by a numberof means suh as frition, hemial reation, eletrial resistane, the breakdown of atoms andmoleules, and the deay of atoms. It takes the generation of heat to ause an explosion or todo work of any sort. Most heat is liberated in the form of radiation and a great deal by infraredbeause it is the predominant harateristi frequeny of eletrons jumping orbits. Energy isreleased in the form of heat when an atom is broken down; when the weak fore or the strongfore is broken energy is released from the struture.All objets move beause of the liberation of heat. When energy is liberated between twoobjets the energy travels outward at the speed of light virtually pushing the objets apart. Atleast that is the result we observe, but it may not be an expansion or push that auses theobjets to separate. When energy is released it is attempting to �ll the universe and return toits original symmetry. But beause the UGD density has inreased it is held bak from doingjust that and manifests itself as an energy wave. We all this wave eletromagneti radiation.When I use the word radiation I mean eletromagneti radiation at all frequenies.I desribed a hypothetial magi rystal in Setion 2 in whih I ould vary the uniform gravitydensity of that rystal to a point of plaing our solar system in it. I showed that when I inreasethe rystal's density, time and motion slows down beause of the higher delay properties of therystal thus ausing the solar system to shrink to a smaller and smaller size. Beause we are ina di�erent frame of referene from the rystal we an observe these hanges. If we were in therystal or in its referene frame we ould not observe the hanges taking plae.I'm going to equate the shrinking of the solar system to that of the ooling of an atom. I'mgoing to say that the atom has a loalized uniform gravity density whih is separate from usjust like my magi rystal is separate from me in my laboratory and that there is a barrier thatkeeps the density surrounding the atom intat. In this ase the atom is at the same temperaturethat we are.But it is obvious that the density of the loal UGD that the solar system is in is quitedi�erent from that of my laboratory. And I'm going to equate a hange of temperature to thehange of the size of my magi rystal in whih the solar system is on�ned.Here the barrier between me and my magi rystal keeps the density of the magi rystalon�ned thus not ausing a gravitational di�erene between me and my lab and the rystal.But my lab still sees the gravity produed by the mass inside the rystal. This is mostly todemonstrate what temperature may be doing. I will elaborate on the on�nement barrier andits nature later and why it does not hange or ause a gravity di�erential. As I have shownbefore, if I plae the magi rystal on a sale and measure its weight I would get some numberin whih I ould refer to as mass. If I vary the density of the rystal I would �nd that theoverall mass of the rystal ontaining the solar system would not hange, hene its gravitywould not hange even though the internal parts of the solar system in the rystal would in fatbe hanging. When I inrease the rystal's density the planets move slower and loser togetherand everything basially shrinks. When I derease the rystal's density the planets move fasterand farther apart but gravity or the mass of the rystal remains the same.Now let us relate this to an atom and say that the atom is surrounded by a fore �eldreated by its energy that maintains a very dense loal UGD around itself. When I apply heatto the atom the e�et is that the loal UGD dereases, speeding up time and ausing the atomto expand in relation to its surroundings. In this instane the atom is no longer at the same33



temperature with the surrounding atoms and it is now demanding more spae. If I inrease itsdensity it will get older. This is what I would observe for my referene frame.Here you might think that by hanging the atom's density there should be a uniform hangein distane of the orbit of the eletrons from the nuleus of the atom. Like in my rystal, theplanets in the solar system would move outward in proportion to the lessening of the density ofthe rystal. But in the atom we do not see this. Eletrons do not move uniformly outward fromthe nuleus when we heat it or lessen its density.This is beause there are other fores involved and the freedom of movement of the partileswithin the atom have limitations. The eletrial fores, or the weak fore holding the eletronsin orbit about the nuleus, are extremely strong ompared to gravity in whih our solar system isbound together. In the atom's ase, when I lessen its density the eletrons speed up their motioninstead of moving outward beause they are still held by the weak fore their present orbit orshell. But as I derease the density even more by adding heat, the eletrons inrease speedeventually overoming the eletrial properties holding the eletrons in plae and the eletronsthen jump to a higher orbit. If I were to inrease the heat even more, lessening the density ofthe loal UGD, the eletrons will again inrease their veloity until they again an overome theeletrial properties holding them there.If heating would ontinue, eventually all the eletrons would gain su�ient energy by theirinrease in veloity to overome their eletrial properties and �y away from the nuleus. Evenmore heating would do the same to the nuleus of the atom tearing apart the protons andneutrons, and so forth. By the addition of energy the partiles are simply returning to theiroriginal state on their own. It is our referene that says they are being taken apart. All this ofourse we say is done by heating, but the reality is heating is only a manifestation aused by ourreferene frame. The real ulprit here is the hange of time and motion aused by the hange ofdensity of the loal UGD. Heating, or the hange of density, has the properties to take a partileand return it to a higher symmetry. This proess in e�et is bringing the four fores holding theatom together towards an equal strength or a higher symmetry.So what we observed as heat or di�erene of temperature by our standards is nothing morethan a time and motion hange aused by the varying of the loal uniform gravity density whihis a part of all partiles. This ation onserves the partiles? energy.There has been a great deal of speulation on why quantum theory, the theory of the sub-atomi level, does not work well with the theory of the osmos. This may be beause ourobservations of partiles is distorted thus foring us to produe wrong onlusions. It's liketaking my magi rystal and reduing the size of our solar system to that of a marble and thentrying to observe the ations of the solar system from my laboratory's frame of referene. I willnot get the same results that I get from going outside and observing the planets? movementsaround our sun.The loal UGD around our partiles or atoms an vary in density drastially from the univer-sal UGD of the universe. When partiles were formed reating mass they also reated a barrierbetween the universal UGD and their own. The strong and weak fores ontain only a portionof the universe's UGD whih shows up as mass. When I give energy to an atom or heat it Iuniformly hange the overall UGD of that atom whih in e�et hanges, in di�erent proportions,all the fores that hold the atom together.When the string was formed it ontained all four fores and they only manifested themselveswhen time and motion slowed. Here you ould say that time hanges reate the symmetrybreaking whih auses the phase transitions we observe in nature. The only time hanges wehave been able to observe are in the larger sale of the universe and that is in a gravitational�eld or an objet put into motion and these hanges an only be seen in referene to our frameof referene. But we know that heating and ooling does in fat hange time. If you heat alok it runs faster; if you heat an osillating rystal its frequeny inreases. To make highlyaurate measurements of time we must use loks that are held under highly stable temperatureonditions. So now we have added heat as another method of hanging time.34



3.6 Bak to PartilesIf we look at partiles from a prospetive that they are bound up in time shells and eah timeshell has a distint loal uniform gravity density number, we an think of atoms in a di�erentmanner. The energy ontained in eah of the time shells an be vast. The strong fore whihholds the quarks together an be onsidered a very dense time zone or loalized UGD areareated by the partiles themselves. The weak fores extending out from the nuleus of atomsan be onsidered less dense and for some reason dereases outward from the nuleus in disreetlayers. If a partile attempts to enter or leave a denser loal time zone it will have to gain orlose energy to ompensate for the time hange when trying to do so.3.7 How were Barriers Created'Let us go bak to the basi partile one more. Let's say it is a single loop string and it isvibrating and it is at the temperature of the big bang. I am going to make some rather wildassumptions here, and that is for the string to vibrate and simply not fall apart and to notradiate its energy into spae it has to have something on�ning that energy. Here I am going tosay that the four fores whih are at their highest symmetry are ating together to maintain thestring vibration or its energy. Also that the density of the uniform gravity density is near zeroat the big bang temperature. I am stating here that the four fores are the glue that holds thevibrating string together and these four fores must remain intat to keep the string's identityno matter what the string's temperature is.When at the temperature of the big bang the strong fore has just as muh distane in�uenethat gravity has. Hene the string's vibration overs a huge amount of spae in omparison tothe vibration we see today in our universe where the string is at an extremely small size. Ifwe put this ondition as the ondition of the beginning of the universe we an visualize how apartile or atom is formed and why it has di�erent fores in its struture.Now let's inrease the density of the universe's UGD and follow what happens to our originalstring partile. I'm only using one partile as a referene even though there was a large mix ofdi�erent partiles in the universe to begin with. When the UGD starts to inrease, the foreswithin the partile whih hold it together do not reat equally. When the derease in densitystarts, the strong fore reats drastially to the hange of time and rapidly hanges to maintainthe energy within the vibration. This preserves the partile's identity. But with any hange intime or motion there is a hange in all fores exept gravity beause the partile's mass does nothange.Sine the partile already exists as a wave, its mass has been predetermined hene there isno real hange in gravity other than being ondensed to a smaller area or volume. It is still andalways will be onneted to the entire universe. As the density of the UGD ontinues to inreaseand time slows even more, the strong fore intensi�es around the base partile or vibration whihis now shrinking rapidly in size.All the hanges that take plae are what we all phase transitions. These hanges are forthe expliit purpose of preserving all the harateristis of the original partile wave so thatwhen you heat the partile bak up it will return to its original beginning symmetry. This isthe onservation of energy. The strong fore and the weak fore are generated for that spei�purpose. Without the preservation of this information held within these fores the base partileould not go bak to its original form at the temperature of the big bang.3.8 Partile Identities . . . and what keeps them apart.Let's make a partile in my laboratory. Let's say I take a proton and make it the size of a marblein my laboratory by using my magi rystal. The atual time di�erene between the marble-sizeproton and me is quite large and when there is a di�erene of time you have a di�erene ofenergy and motion. If I were now to approah my marble-size proton and try to enter its surfaeI would �nd an extreme amount of resistane. Here the time di�erene between my lab and the35



marble's frame of referene sets the amount of energy neessary for either one of us to imposeoupying the same spae with the other.The barriers that hold partiles apart are loalized time barriers and eah have their ownprivate referene frame and eah have their own motion and energy. If I were to try andtake a partile out of the proton's referene frame its time and motion would have to inreasedrastially to preserve the onservation of energy that the universe demands when entering orleaving di�erent time zones. So when the partile tries to leave my marble-size proton its UGDhas to derease ausing its time and motion to speed up to math my referene frame, in e�etreleasing energy that had reated the denser loal UGD in the �rst plae. In other words, toget a partile out of a time zone you must add energy to the partile. The onservation ofenergy will not permit the movement of partiles between time zones without readjusting theproportions between all the existing fores. The dominant fores here are the strong, the weakand the eletromagneti, while gravity is only hanged when energy is gained or lost from thesystem.This makes the universal UGD a time zone of its own and must itself obey the onservationof energy. Beause the loalized UGD density is fully ompensated for by the fores and energywithin the partile itself the universal uniform gravity density is not e�eted, therefore notausing a urved spae region between the partile and the universe. Loalized time zones arelosed systems and losed systems do not e�et gravity.The eletri �eld and the magneti �eld both represent a very strong fore ompared togravity. Here I �rmly believe that the strong fore and the weak fore are in fat very extremetime hanges in the universal UGD. By saying this I am implying that any objet entering oneof these loalized gravity density �elds will experiene the gravitational e�et. But we know byexperiment that a magneti �eld, for instane, does not produe the gravitational a�et. If thiswere the ase any objet plaed into a magneti �eld of a permanent magnet would be drawnto the polls of that magnet. As it turns out, only objets with similar properties of the magnetare in fat e�eted by the magneti �eld.If all fores were indeed reated from a single fore and the strong fore and the weak forewere reated out of the universal UGD to preserve the harateristis of the original partile,then why does this hange of loal density not e�et all partiles like the overall universe'suniform gravity density does'This is a dilemma that I have looked at and thought about for a long time. The thoughts Ihave here are a onlusion I reahed whih may be entirely wrong but have some logi to them.The three major fores were reated from a ondition of the uniform gravity density. Theurvature of gravity is aused by the total sum of the energy within eah partile no matterwhat that energy represents to us. This means that the three fores are integral parts of eahand every base partile but do not reat the same under density hanges of the UGD. Beausethey do not appear to us in the form of the original partile means nothing to the partile'soriginal mass. That mass stritly onserves the law of the universe whih stritly adheres to theonservation of energy. It is this law that preipitates the three basi fores we observe today.The UGD ould be onsidered the energy all partiles are made up of.The original harateristis of the original partile are stored in the three basi fores andwhen the proper onditions exist will return the partile to its original higher symmetry fromwhih it started from. It is the loal UGD that stores this information or energy. All this istied up in how strings maintain their vibrations. Sine all partiles degenerate into radiationone an only assume that the original vibrations are eletrial and are muh like the way lightosillates. There is a magneti and an eletro-stati �eld whih are held together by the foresreated between them thus produing a positive and negative osillation. So what is happeningwhen we take a huge vibration that spans the universe and shrink it to the size of a string? Thisin e�et ondenses energy. It does not inrease energy so it does not hange gravity. It simplytakes an energy that is spread through a huge volume and puts that same energy into a muhsmaller volume.To do this without hanging gravity these di�erent energies must be symmetrial. They36



must produe a positive and negative ondition in time whih anels out the overall e�et ofthe universal UGD thus remaining neutral to the UGD as a whole. Thus the time barriers arenot an outward fore but looped fores in whih the time arrows or the time di�erene in theUGD are in a path around or within the partile. If this looped path is a magneti �eld thenthe time di�erene would be either from the positive to the negative or negative to the positivebut would not be radiated. But then one ould say that if I plaed a non-magneti objet inthat �eld it should migrate to one of the magneti polls but this does not happen. This does nothappen beause the objet is only experiening one-half of the time distortion. For gravity to bee�eted and ause a time di�erene that auses motion, that objet must see an asymmetrialtime hange. Furthermore, the three fores only produe an asymmetrial time hange as awhole. A magneti �eld has two properties. One is the lines of fore between the north andthe south pole of the magnet, and the seond is the �eld at right angles to those lines of fore.Hene a magneti �eld is split. Any non-magneti material plaed in the magneti �eld will onlyexperiene half of that �eld. If another objet an produe the other half of the time distortion(suh as another magnet or a material that an produe a magneti �eld) it will align itself withthe time distortion. It also will align itself in the opposite polarity mimiking the other half ofthe distortion, thus produing a loalized gravitational a�et whih we all magnetism.Yes, a magneti �eld is a very intense loalized gravitational distortion or time distortion inthe universal UGD. It in e�et is a time shell, although a weak one. The time shells of atoms areenergy shells and any time you enter or leave a time shell the fores that drive the objet doingso must be su�ient to overome the loal shell. These orretions take energy and if there isinsu�ient energy in the movement of the objet against a shell the objet will run against thetime shell it is trying to enter and will not be able to penetrate it. Hene we get what we allsolid matter whih gives us the ability to push against things.These time zones whih keep partiles apart reate a host of other interesting phenomena.These are the ability for atoms to form and for these atoms to form moleules and these moleulesto form strutures. These time zones produe the magnetism and the eletromagneti energy�elds we use in our everyday life.When atoms are onneted to atoms they appear to be onneted by the eletrons. But inreality it is not the eletrons themselves that are the binding fore that holds atoms together.It is the intermixing of time shells that surround eah atom whih is ausing the atual bindingfore. The eletron interhange ours only beause they are moving in the same time shells ofeah atom giving the appearane that it is the eletron doing the binding. To separate atomsyou must overome the energy of the time shell to break the atoms apart. In other words, youmust hange the UGD or neutralize the time between the two atoms. To do this you must giveenergy to the atoms themselves or raise their temperature or speed up their time.A quark annot be removed from the proton's gluons beause the gluons are part of thequark. The gluons are the neessary energy held by the vibration that it has to have to returnthe quark to its original symmetry. It is what is maintaining the partile's original energy.When you try to remove the quark the gluons merge bak into the vibration and simply formthe original quark pair that the quark ame from. The strong fore is a very dense struturedtime zone loop.3.9 Magnetism and the Magneti FieldThis may seem like a stupid question to those who read this artile and �nd it interesting, buthave you ever wondered what the magneti �eld is and why it exists'The eletron has an eletri �eld assoiated with it. But when these eletrons are not inmotion, not onsidering the motion of the eletron around the nuleus at this moment, theysimply have an eletri harge. Free eletrons in a ondutor do not produe a magneti �eldaround the ondutor unless the ondutor is within a iruit and the eletrons are fored throughthe ondutor.In a iruit the eletrons must move from one atom to another atom and in the proess of37



doing this the eletron must enter a time shell of one atom then leave that time shell and thenenter another one in order to travel along the ondutor. An eletron has its own eletri �eldor time zone but this eletri �eld is aneled by the proton when the eletron is in the atom'stime shell.This proess means that the eletri �eld or the loal UGD �eld assoiated with the eletronmust hange its energy level in order to ompensate for the time di�erene when hanging timezones. This has to happen in order to preserve the onservation of energy. Here motion hangestime.Let's again use my magi rystal in my lab to try and illustrate this. If I all my magirystal an atom and make it the size of a basketball and then onnet many of the basketballstogether forming a hain whih represents a ondutor in a iruit, we an visualize what mightbe happening to the eletron.Now let us move the eletrons along the ondutor. For the eletrons in the atom's shellto move to the next atom they must leave the atom's outer shell and enter into my laboratoryand then bak into the next atom in line. When the eletron is in the atom itself the eletron'sproperties or mixture of its fore properties are di�erent than they are outside the atom's timeshells. So when the eletron leaves an atom's time shell and enters my referene frame it orretsits fore properties aordingly, or to a higher time and motion ondition, thus expanding itsown loal UGD energy shell. This is only a momentary expansion but we see it as a magnetie�et beause we are foribly hanging the eletri �eld of the partile. So what we get is a time�utuation in the loal UGD. This �utuation is using the universal UGD but it is onstrainedto a loop. The eletron's movement is not only hanging the eletri �eld of the eletron it isalso hanging the eletri �eld of the atom when it moves in and out of a time zone. The energyI applied to the system is onverted to the generation of the magneti �eld whih is a loal timezone �eld and when these �elds hange they an onvey energy.Beause there are literally thousands or millions of these events ourring simultaneously wesee the e�et as a ontinuous �eld. The lines of fore we observe are merely the aumulatione�et of the multitudes of individual eletrons hanging time zones for eah eletron will produeits own individual line of fore.Now what about a permanent magnet? Permanent magnet �elds our in only ertain typesof material alled ferri materials, suh as iron. They also are ondutive. It is the rystallinestruture of these materials that maintain atoms in alignment to form the magneti �eld. If itwas not for this the individual atoms within the material would be in random alignment andthe total e�et of the magneti �eld would not be observed. The struture of the basi materialis so that the outer eletrons of its atoms ross time shell barriers reating individual monopolemagnets. When these atoms are aligned properly in one diretion then the external magneti�eld an be observed and measured.It is either the eletron's orbital harateristis or the sharing of eletrons between atomsthat bring the eletron in and out of the time shell domains whih produe the magneti e�etor time energy shell. The magneti e�et is not radiated away beause energy is neither gainednor lost thus produing a steady state ondition. The magneti �eld we observe turns out tobe part of the eletron's balaning at between fores. The only way magneti energy an beradiated or separated from an atom is when that energy is exess energy or energy that wasadded to the system from some outside soure. The basi partile energy will always remainwith the basi partile.The plus and minus e�et of a magnet is due to the loalized UGD time variation along thelines of fore. In a sense the magneti �eld itself is a time domain struture whih is su�ientlystrong to e�et other loal UGD in the viinity of the �eld, providing the other struture's loalUGD has a similar time zone harateristi. The time di�erene between the plus and minus isquite strong ompared to the time di�erene of the entire objet to another objet. The foreof gravity ompletely disregards a loal time zone on�guration. Beause these loal time zonesexhibit a perfetly balaned ondition they anel out the e�et on the universal uniform gravitydensity. 38



A magneti needle like that of a ompass will align itself with the magneti lines of forebeause the time lines of eah of the magnets produe the neessary other half of the time gradientneeded to produe the gravitational time migration that produes the motion generated betweentwo magnets.3.10 ConlusionSine all partiles arry time shell barriers it means you must expand energy to ross them andthat is why matter appears solid even though we know there are huge amounts of spae betweenthe inner portions of atoms and partiles. It is why we do not fall through the earth or whyheat is neessary to bring atoms together and form moleules. The only way you an enter atime zone like the strong fore is by taking that fore bak to the partile's original symmetryand to do that you must expend energy. This is why atom smashers were built. They aeleratepartiles at high veloities arming them with su�ient energy to penetrate deep into the atom.This energy is needed to penetrate time shells to release the partiles held inside.These time shells were reated for the expliit purpose of preserving the original partile'son�guration and energy. This was all set forth by everything in the universe having to onformto the laws of onservation of energy.The quarks inside a proton are the vibrating nuggets of the proton and they hold the strongfore whih was reated for the purpose of preserving the original quark. The nuggets and thestrong fore are one and the same thing. You annot separate quarks from the strong fore thatholds it. The weak fore is also part of the quark and gravity is a ombination of the threefores and annot be separated any more than the strong fore an be separated from the littlevibrating nugget we all the quark. All this goes bak to the string's symmetry ondition at thetemperature of the big bang.4 Gravity and MotionHow does gravity produe motion? What is in the nature of gravity that makes an objet move?As I have explained earlier, the motion of an objet towards a gravitational distortion is ausedby the time di�erene aross the objet, thus the objet simply migrates in that diretion beauseof the onservation of energy. I have equated this to the di�erene in air pressure in a roomausing a balloon to rise to the eiling and stay there. But how does gravity or the di�erene intime in the universal UGD get the energy to reate the motion that brings objets together? Itis simple to reason how the di�erene in air pressure from the bottom of a room to the top of theroom auses the balloon to rise. However it is quite di�erent to reason how a di�erene of timebetween two points of spae auses an objet to move beause time is not a pressure. From theearlier partile disussion, any di�erene in time between any two points of spae represents adi�erene of energy, not neessarily a di�erene in gravity. Any objet's motion that is di�erentthan ours represents useable energy and an be used to do work. When two objets are totallyin the same referene frame and have no motion relative to eah other no useful work an bedone.Partiles should be thought of in their entirety. We have always onsidered the solid part ofa partile the partile's size but we should not look at it that way. The partile's size shouldbe governed and measured by the total partile's in�uene whih means it should inlude allthe �elds assoiated with the solid part we are familiar with. A graviton in�uenes the universetherefore that partile's size should be as big as the universe.I believe this motion, aused by gravity, is produed by the onservation of energy whihis the basi law of the universe. To explain how this works I am going to reate a �tionaluniverse. In this universe I am going to make spae �at, meaning that it has no distortionsand any objets moving in this universe will have a onstant veloity measured by time overdistane. This veloity of motion stritly adheres to the onservation of energy. Any hange inmotion or time will e�etively try and hange the objet's energy.39



Time. I have been somewhat intermixing two meanings of time. One is the time we useto tell time or the lok on the wall. This is an interval we have determined in our refereneframe and it is based on the bak and forth movement of objets in the earth's gravitationalreferene frame. The seond one is the hange of the bak and forth motion when mass is putinto motion or in a gravitational �eld. In the struture of mass, when time hanges the motionof that mass hanges both internally and externally. This means that time is ating as a fore.In this respet time beomes something more than just an interval between events that we usein our daily life. In our referene frame time and motion are not onstant but the speed of lightis used as a onstant in order to provide a basis for our referene frame.In this example I have an objet moving in the universe at a onstant rate of speed and theuniverse says it must obey its law of energy.Now I introdue a mass into this universe whih distorts the �atness of spae. I now makemy objet that is moving through the universe pass very lose to this mass. When my movingobjet enters this spae distortion my moving objet says to the universe, "For some reason mytime is slowing down."But the universe says, "You annot hange your time beause it will hange your energy.You must maintain the veloity you have and over the same distane you have been overingto maintain a �xed energy."But the objet says to the universe, "I have no hoie. I annot do that beause my time isslowing and therefore I am overing a longer distane over the same period of time beause mylok is running slower. Therefore if hanging time is against the law and my time is hanging,then I must hange something else to maintain a onstant energy."The universe says you only have one option sine energy is �xed and you annot help hangingyour time; you must ompensate by hanging your motion whih will give you bak the energyyou're losing.So my objet says, "Thank you, universe, for telling me how to obey the law and keep myenergy onstant, I therefore will inrease my motion."So my objet inreases its veloity to ompensate for the slower time to maintain a onstantenergy. Thus my objet speeds up its veloity whih appears to us as an aeleration towardsthe mass that is distorting the spae whih my objet is passing.Here you ould say that the universe works on a di�erent time frame than the time framewe have developed in our world. To the universe a massive objet inreases the loal densityof spae. The universe sees this higher density area as just a larger expansion of the universein whih an objet has to travel through and for the objet to do this and maintain a onstantenergy it has to hange its motion. This hange of motion gives the objet either more or lessenergy by ompensating for the energy it gains or loses when time slows or speeds up. Henethe motion we see aused by gravity is simply the onservation of momentum based on energybeing a onstant. When you attempt to hange energy, time and motion hange aordingly.Whih one makes the hange depends on the irumstanes and onditions in whih the objetis subjeted.What happens when my objet hits a solid surfae and an no longer inrease its motion?At the surfae of the solid objet my objet annot inrease its motion so the time aross it isheld onstant therefore there is a di�erene of energy whih is not allowed and sine it an nolonger aelerate nor hange its time to ompensate, that energy is put into attempted motion.This attempted motion is what we experiene as the fore whih holds us to the ground.In a gravitational �eld energy is neither gained nor lost. It is in our referene frame thatgravity produes the gain or loss of energy, not the universe's referene frame. When objetshange in position with referene to us they are signifying that the universe's referene frame isdi�erent than ours in that the universe always sees spae as uniform. It is our referene thatbrings about the di�erent motions and times we experiene. In a broader sense this means thatthe entire universe is atually responding to all the individual motions within it. It is in realitythe equal and opposite reation fore that produes all motion. This may seem a bit muh toswallow but when you think about it, it is hard to believe that if you lift one atom o� the surfae40



of the earth the entire earth atually responds to that motion.But what did my objet push against to inrease its veloity? Believe it or not it pushedagainst the universe.4.1 Partile DualityPartiles have the unanny nature of presenting themselves as either partiles or waves, and forsome reason partiles an turn into waves and bak again. Is this possible? Is a partile a wavein disguise? Is a wave a partile in disguise'Physiists work mostly with partiles and they believe that all fores are aused by forebearing partiles. Could they be right? As I have mentioned earlier, I have a great deal oftrouble understanding how a fore like gravity ould be arried by a partile so I am going to giveyou a look at a strange phenomenon whih omes out of my interpretation of the onservationof energy.There are basially two modes of operation when we deal with energy. One is radiation whihmoves at the speed of light and the seond is the movement of mass whih is very slow. Youould say that mass and radiation are at the extreme opposite ends of eah other. You eithermove slowly or you move at the speed of light.When energy is released as radiation it is moving at the speed of light and you might askwhy. In my explanation of radiation I said that it is produed by partiles wanting to returnto their higher symmetries and to do this the four fores realign themselves to beome moreequal. But beause partiles are restrited by the UGD the partiles annot reah or obtaintheir original symmetry.So what happens to a partile if the balane between all its fores annot follow eah otherproperly? Sine a partile annot adjust its energy it must adjust either time or motion. Whenwe onsider a wave traveling at the speed of light, we onsider its time to be zero, so if its timeis zero, its veloity is maximum to maintain a onstant energy. If this is the ase, then the loaltime distortion of a partile is tremendously expanded beause the partile is trying to reah itsoriginal symmetry. This ation produes, in our referene frame, a wave funtion whih in fatis a partile distorted and moving at the speed of light. We see this as radiation.This means that radiation is made up of partiles. The eletromagneti wave is a loal timeondition and if its internal fores were readjusted to a proper balane and it has enough energythe eletromagneti wave would be seen by us as a partile. Partile forms depend on yourobservation whih depends on your referene frame.Hene a partile an turn into a wave whih moves at the speed of light and then when theproper onditions exist the wave an return to a partile.This e�et does not have to our from near zero motion to the speed of light but an beseen when we aelerate partiles in our laboratories. Beause we are aelerating them we arein e�et ausing the partiles? fores to readjust and this adjustment is made between time andmotion whih revolve around the loal UGD of the partiles. The faster we aelerate a partilethe greater the time shell expansion, the more a partile appears as a wave.In the proess of generating photons we are taking a partile of energy from an atom andturning it into a wave, then reapturing that energy. This makes a photon some sort of a sub-partile whih would be a partile in its wave form beause it would not have enough energyto be seen by us as a solid partile in our referene frame. So radiation really is partiles orvibrations that never quite made it to partile status but at as an energy transfer medium.When an atom reates a photon or a burst of radiation, that radiation, when striking anotheratom, is su�ient to reprodued the original photon of energy within the other atom. In thisase photons are sub-partiles inside the atom. They are idential but observed in two di�erentstates.The photon would not be the only sub-partile to produe these harateristis. In allfairness, all radiation at any frequeny or energy is in fat made up of sub-partiles and appearsto us as radiation beause radiation is at one end of an extreme ondition of time and motion.41



So in e�et when the universe ooled from the big bang temperature not all partiles formedsolid mass while many remained as radiation. But if you go bak to the big bang temperatureall partiles are radiation in disguise beause all partiles were formed from vibrations of energyin the �rst plae, in our referene frame that is. One would also have to say that at the big bangtemperature all partiles were vibrating waves moving at the speed of light.4.2 Partiles and Fore Bearing PartilesHere you an see that there must have been a very large mixture of partiles in existene in theuniverse when it was at the temperature of the big bang. Eah di�erent partile or vibration haddi�erent amounts of energy. A partile's energy is dependent upon the frequeny of vibration ofeah partile. These partiles would be the basi partiles that would eventually make up thelarge ombination of partiles we see today.As the UGD inreased many of these partiles ame together making what we all solidmatter, but many of these partiles did not have su�ient energy to do this so they existed asradiation. But then there is the mix of partiles that fall between the two extremes and anintermix with large radiation partiles and small solid partiles.If you move from radio frequeny emissions to radar frequeny emissions and on to lightfrequenies into gamma rays you will �nd that the energy being onentrated in this radiationis almost at the point of beoming a partile as you go beyond gamma rays. What this says isthat it takes a vast amount of energy ontained in the higher frequeny vibration to eventuallyform a solid partile. What beomes interesting here is that when the solid partile forms it isnot made up of a single partile vibration but literally many vibrations all working together toform the overall partile that we observe.This means that there are low-frequeny partiles mixed in with high-frequeny partiles andit is the ombination of these mixtures whih form the di�erent harateristis of our presentuniverse. It is why when we bombard mass in our aelerators we produe a wide variety ofextraneous partiles.The universe is a dynami entity and our plae in the universe puts everything in our view asrelative. Einstein's theory of relativity is far more reahing than we ould ever have imagined.Now what does all of this have to do with gravity and the fore onveying partile alled thegraviton? I have never been able to understand how this partile an transfer information of theexistene of mass in one plae of the universe to another and how it ould possibly manipulateand maintain this energy interhange in order to keep everything in its proper order.Well, looking at partiles as waves with expanded �elds gave me some seond thoughts.These are that I have been looking at the fore partiles as a small individual little entity goingbak and forth between partiles and urving spae ausing gravity. This is like two peoplethrowing a ball bak and forth and the ball transferring the fore information between them butthey never say how the ball hanges spae between the two people. If a graviton is a partileand that partile interats with every partile in the universe then the graviton is not a littlepartile onveying the fore information. The graviton in this ase is not a little partile at allbut a huge partile whih enompasses the entire universe and the Higgs partile is the foalpoint of the graviton, therefore the graviton beomes the distortion.This makes the graviton partile onsistent with my way of thinking. If the graviton is infat a partile as big as the universe then I fully an imagine how its in�uene ould e�et theentire universe for it does not have to travel bak and forth between all other partiles.This would also be true for the fore bearing partiles of the other fores but in their ase theyhave a limited in�uene beause of the harateristis of their vibration. It is believed the lowestvibration of the string is in fat what auses the gravitational in�uene or distortion of spae-time. The mass of a partile is assoiated with the Higgs partile. So if you think of partilesas waves, and in some ases the partiles are not little tiny things but are huge vibrations heldtogether at some foal point, I an see why sientists an refer to fores as partiles. It is just notquite the partile I originally envisioned. If you get your mind away from ategorizing partiles42



as little single entities and into the fat that they are made up of literally hundreds of di�erentvibration entities, and some of those entities are huge in nature, you an draw a muh betterunderstanding of how some of these fores work throughout the universe.All this implies that eah and every partile has something holding that partile's vibrationtogether. I mentioned that the four fores do that job, and they might, but there also appearsto be some internal foal point whih eah partile revolves around and keeps the partile in aoherent form. And this little nugget or foal point is in all partiles no matter how small orlarge and if this foal point is put into motion the entire partile is put into motion.This also means that the universe is �lled with huge numbers of partiles in radiation formthus reating a radiation density level throughout the universe. It is this density level that reatesthe phenomenon we all the vauum pressure. But spae ontains more than the radiationin�uene; it also ontains pure energy whih an be related to the universal gravity densitywhih also has an in�uene over what matter does and how it is formed and it is apparent it isthe guiding light reating the onservation of energy laws.Does gravity in�uene the entire universe'When the universal gravity density was inreasing, the distane in�uene of the three majorfores dereased. So it is oneivable that the partile reating the gravity distortion also de-reased to a ertain extent. This would mean that the gravity in�uene over mass does not overthe entire universe but does in fat have some limitations. It is only assumed by physiists thatgravity is ompletely universal in nature when in fat there is no proof of that. If this was trueit would bring a whole host of new thoughts and a multitude of senarios about our universe'smakeup.4.3 Thoughts OnlyI am not yet onvined that the �eld assoiated with the graviton's movement is subjet to thespeed of light. I say this beause, and you might �nd this a little far out, it is quite possible thatradiation does not have mass. It is not spei�ally said that mass and energy are the same thingbut only in that they are equivalent and therefore at as the same thing. In my explanation ofgravity a ray of light an be bent by a gravitational �eld simply beause of the varying timeaross that �eld. This means light does not have to have gravity to be bent. We bend lightevery day with lenses and lenses do not have a gravitational �eld su�iently strong to do thatjob.This implies that the vibration that reates mass within a partile is subdued when ertainenergies within the partiles are onverted to radiation partiles whih travel at the speed oflight. When this radiation is aptured by other partiles that partiular mass vibration re-emerges and mass re-appears. We do know that light produes a fore on objets and that lightan be used to aelerate things. This all goes bak to the equal and opposite reation forewhih is usually thought of as mass pushing against mass, but in fat it is energy hanging statesor from a slower time to a faster time that is ausing the e�et. When energy is released, timealways speeds up and objets always move from a faster time to a slower time area. This wouldbe the true fore that moves objets.In this ase when mass is onverted to radiation energy at the surfae of the sun, the mass ofthe sun is diminished at that instant, not in the eight or nine minutes later when that radiationpasses the earth. It has been alulated by many that if the gravitational wave is traveling fromthe sun to the earth at the speed of light the travel time would introdue a delaying propertywhih would ause the earth, over time, to lose its gravitational onnetion to the sun and �yo� into spae. In this irumstane one ould only assume the gravitational wave travels fasterthan the speed of light.It is quite apparent that all partiles with mass have basi strutures whih must inlude thestring vibration that brings about a spatial distortion. This beomes obvious when you separateout partiles from partiles in that the new partiles arry with them a ertain amount of mass.This means that the vibration that reates mass is retained no matter how many times you split43



the partile up. Therefore that portion of the partile's struture is inherent with all partilesand it is a basi harateristi of mass. Partiles ould not exist without that partiular set ofvibrations. It does not prelude that the vibration is inapable of hanging form.If you have radiation in a pure sine wave form, and you observed this radiation with aspetrum analyzer whih displays frequeny over time, you will see that the sine wave has asingle frequeny. But if you were to go from a perfet sine wave to a non-perfet wave at thatfrequeny, let's say a square wave pulse, and observed this pulse on your spetrum analyzer, youwould �nd that the pulse ontained hundreds, if not thousands, of other frequenies spread outbetween the fundamental frequeny of the pulse. The number of frequenies displayed dependson the rise and fall time of the pulse.If we use this analogy and equate it to the big bang temperature partile and to a solidpartile, of our referene frame, we ould say that the big bang temperature partile was aperfet sine wave and that the solid partile or mass is muh like a square wave pulse. Thiswould mean that a partile in our referene frame ontains a host or multitude of di�erentvibrations in its makeup. The fundamental vibrations onstituted the partile's mass and eahof the vibrations if separated out would onstitute a separate partile in our referene frame butstill maintain the fundamental frequeny or its mass. As more and more partiles are separatedout from the main partile the main partile beomes purer and will move more toward a purersine wave funtion hanging its overall harateristis and stability.Referene frames beome an extremely important part of our observation of the universeand must be inluded in our thoughts to fully understand what our universe is doing to ourobservations. If we ould travel with a light wave and still maintain our own time frame, thelight wave would look like a magneti �eld and not be traveling at the speed of light and youould not determine its true energy ontent beause we determine energy by relative motion.The time frame at the big bang.If there was a big bang as laimed and everything at that time was moving at the speed oflight then time in our referene frame would be near zero. Therefore, that event would essentiallylast for billions of years in the universe's referene frame but only a split seond in our presentreferene frame. If you tie time to something, you best do it with the proper referene frame.4.4 The Big Bang AlternativeI have read many artiles on how the universe was reated that disagree with the big bangtheory. The traditional thinking on how the universe was formed is based on the theory ofrelativity and information gained from the phenomenon alled the red shift. The observation ofstars and galaxies have shown that the universe is expanding in all diretions and in some asesexpanding faster than it should be based on the amount of mass in our visible universe. The redshift from the light given o� by far away stars tells us this. It says that the stars and galaxiesare moving away from us in all diretions and sine the big bang was an explosion at the enterof the universe it is a logial onlusion that an explosion aused this e�et. Many believe thisexplosion did indeed happen but many believe it did not.Could all of this have happened in some other way sine there are many questions leftunanswered? Does the breaking up of the 10 dimensions ause heat and form strings and reatematter? No one knows. What are the 10 dimensions? No one knows. How did all of the massin our universe ome into existene from a single in�nitely small point in spae? No one knows.In some ways all of this does not seem logial and there are many artiles written by physiiststhat say this senario of the big bang is inorret and that the universe is expanding but not inthe way presribed by the big bang theory. Most of these theories have trouble explaining theurvature of spae between stars and galaxies aused by the presene of mass. Other theoriesbelieve there is nothing in the spae between our stars and galaxies and give no explanation ofwhat urved spae time is other than spae time urving is what auses gravity.So what ould explain what we see in our universe and yet have some logi to the explanationand not use the big bang senario that is now prevalent in physis'44



Here I'm going to give you suh a senario. This idea is a ontinuation of thoughts from thebeginning Setion of my artile and seems to have some logial sense. To me that is. Explainingthe universe in this way was not my intention to begin with but it just happened to fall in plaeusing the train of logi I have adopted. I hope you'll �nd it interesting and thought provokingbut if you take it to heart and believe every word, I have a bridge I would like to sell you.Going bak to the magi rystal I used as an experiment in my laboratory in Setion 2 andthe disussion of heat in Setion 3 we an build a universe the same way the big bang produedthe universe but ompletely from a di�erent beginning. First of all, at the beginning of the bigbang everything was at an extremely high temperature and then ooled o� to form mass as weknow it. But why did it have to happen in a split seond and where did this extreme quantityof superstring partiles ome from? It is not so obvious but ould it be that a high temperaturesuperstring soup existed in its entirety before this universe we see today ame along? You ouldsay that the universe at the big bang temperature was really in its natural state and it is oururrent universe that is not in its natural state.If I take my magi rystal, the one I an vary the density of and the one that has the solarsystem tuked inside, and with my ontrol lessen the density of the UGD to almost zero, Iwould �nd that the solar system inside would expand to a point where it would no longer bevisible beause it would ome apart and dissolve into its basi partiles or strings. Beause ofmy referene frame it would have a temperature lose to that of the beginning of the big bang.As I have explained earlier, when we lessen the density of the uniform gravity density we aree�etively inreasing the temperature and speeding up time.This e�etively says that the universe's natural ondition was a soup of vibrating stringpartiles that �lled the entire universe. Beause strings are vibrating these strings arry energyand eah oupies a huge portion of the universe. So eah and every string in our universe, ifwe onsider the string a basi partile, existed before the reation of our present universe. Theuniverse must have looked like some dense fog, or possibly one huge partile, if one ould haveobserved it.I am going to all this universe the standard universe and a standard universe is what ourpresent universe was reated from. It is huge and stu�ed with vibrating partiles that are allvibrating at the speed of light. Let's assume here that eah partile is a basi string and thereare a ertain number or types of these basi strings and that the strings are held together bythe four basi fores whih are held together for some reason around some foal point. The fourfores are essentially of equal strength. This implies that their in�uene is equal throughout theuniverse.This is the ondition in whih our universe started. It did not start from an in�nitely smallpoint in spae and expand outward. It simply existed making the time omponent of the bigbang theory misleading. In the big bang, ooling is related to an expansion into spae whenin fat, in my ase, it is related to an inreasing density of the uniform gravity density or aontration of spae and slowing of time. When time runs fast to us it makes things appear tohappen in a hurry whih is misleading. At the temperature of the big bang, to us things wouldappear to be happening quite fast when in fat they are not. This is a referene frame problem.Now when the uniform gravity density shifts to a denser ondition it auses time and motionto slow, thus inreasing the energy density of partiles beause of the way the four fores at.Of the four fores, the strong fore apparently is more sensitive to the density hange andrapidly ontrats as the UGD gets slightly denser. The ontration forms a loalized UGD timeshell whih is the basis of the partiles we see today. Hene the strong fore started huge andrapidly ollapsed to a ondensed form.At this time the strong fore plays the most dominant role in the reation of our existingpartiles. This barrier or energy time shell is the partile's energy link bak to its originalsymmetry if it was again heated up to the big bang temperature by lessening UGD. But as thedensity of the UGD inreases the strong fore's distane in�uene over other partiles rapidlydereases. At the same time the shell of the eletro-weak fore starts to gain prominene. Herethe distane in�uene of the weak fore still greatly exeeds that of the strong fore but as the45



density inreases it also is shrinking.If we stop this proess just after the beginning of the inreasing density or the lessening oftemperature we see that the strong fore has shrunk drastially. The weak fores have shrunkin proportion to the strong fore and gravity or the �nal time shell has barely shrunk at all andstill maintains its hold on the entire universe. Now at this time all these fores are still exertingtheir in�uene on a vast amount of spae and sine this ation did not happen instantaneouslyas the big bang predits but over a long period of time, the individual partiles had time tointermix and form larger partiles. This is probably where the strings formed quarks and otherbasi partiles. The strong fore at this time was muh like the weak fore and had polaritiesand harateristis whih attrated or repelled other partiles but eventually stable groups ofpartiles produed our basi building blok partiles we see today. The protons, neutrons andeletrons whih are the workhorses of our existene were the outome of a slow and tediousproess.With more inrease in density the strong fore's distane in�uene quikly diminished toan extremely small area. With time ontinuously slowing and temperature dropping the timeshells intensi�ed making it impossible or almost impossible for other partiles to penetrate theirexistene. As disussed earlier, time shells are energy shells and energy must be hanged topenetrate them.At this point the universe has now shrunk into a mix of the basi partiles we see today.Further inrease in the UGD and the now more prevalent strong and weak eletrial foresbrought the protons, neutrons and eletrons together forming our basi atoms. Beause it takesenergy to breah time shells, either in or out of them, these partiles were loked together.Somewhere in this hain of events the weak fores ran out of steam and in�uene over largedistanes hene the atom beame independent and stable. The tighter the time shells the morestable the atom.The next fore that dominated the sene was that of gravity and its in�uene started togain dominane as the partiles ame together forming larger quantities of mass. For partilesto form into the stu� we see today there must be a ombination of di�erent vibrations. Theseombinations must ontain all the neessary harateristis of vibrations to remain stable.At this time the individual partiles and atoms did not have su�ient energy to produelarger strutures. So the universe was �lled with a host of light partiles and basi atoms andof ourse a host of others partiles, although they were not in the dominane. Here the strongand weak fores no longer ontrolled the vast amount of spae they used to and were on�nedto their loal environment. From here on atoms were brought together by gravity forming largemasses thus foring the light atoms even loser together forming the heavier atoms that we seein our periodi table. These intense gravitational �elds gave the individual partiles and atomssu�ient energy to breah time shells.Before the neutron star ategory of stellar bodies were reated in the universe the universehad bound together many atoms forming large moleules. Now the strong gravity seen in thesemassive stellar bodies started the proess of destroying these bonds. This tearing up of atomsby this ation released energy bak into the universe.All this of ourse did not happen in some big runh but happened throughout the universe inmultiple areas. Eah of these areas had its own loalized big runh whih reated the lumpinesswe see in spae today. Here the big runh was not a universal big runh but many loalizedones. The radiation released by this ation is mostly in the form of heat whih auses thelessening of the UGD whih in turn stops the big runh beause the big runh is aused by aninrease in the UGD.If we use our own galaxy as a single entity among billions in the universe as a demonstrationyou might get a better piture of what I am trying to say. If our galaxy were to ool downand shrink its gravitational �eld would intensify. But beause there is a huge amount of energystored in the makeup of all the partiles in the galaxy this energy would be released under thegravitational runh thus dereasing the UGD. When radiation is released it speeds up time.This proess by itself stops the ollapse. 46



Thus our galaxy would stop its ontration and re-expand. Beause there is a delay timein this proess you would get an overshoot. The galaxy would go beyond the shrink point andthen start to reemerge but beause of the exess of heat produed in the overshoot the galaxywould appear to be inreasing its rate of expansion as if there was some other fore outside thegalaxy drawing it to that soure. Eventually the prodution of heat aused by the runh willsubside and the galaxy will again start to ollapse as gravity one more takes ommand. Youould all this overall e�et ringing, muh like a bell will ring after being struk by a hammer.The intensity of the ring will slowly derease over time. It is quite possible that eah galaxy orstar luster throughout the universe goes through this proess.This proess of expanding and ontrating ould very easily aount for the thorough mixingthroughout our galaxy of the heavier atoms and moleules whih we �nd in plaes like the earththat ould not have produed these partiular elements.If we equate this ontration and expansion to the entire universe and are able to observe itover an extremely long period of time our observations would show the universe and all of itsparts oming loser together when the universe was ooling and moving away from eah otherwhen the universe was heating. Eah individual galaxy or lusters ould be onsidered loalevents and are a�eted by the overall UGD. When we observed a lessening of a universal UGDwe would see a blue shift in the light we saw oming from the distant stars. When the universere-expanded we would see a red shift in the stars? light. In between the two extremes you wouldget an extended period of aeleration in either diretion due to the over shot of the osillation.For a period of time in the expansion mode or ontration mode one would observe a onditionwhih would not math the gravity alulations we use to determine if the universe is expandingor ontrating. For instane, in an expansion yle the outward aeleration would exeedgravity's ability to stop the expansion. Here we would assume that the universe is expanding atan aelerating rate as if a ounter reating fore against gravity is pushing the stars outward.In fat this is exatly the ase but the ounter reating fore of gravity or anti-gravity is ausedby the heating or lessening of the universal UGD. But this ation will ease as soon as theprodution of heat was spent and again the universe will be under the ontrol of gravity onemore and again start ondensing and shrinking through another yle.If this is the ase we ould say that we �nd ourselves existing in the portion of the universalyle that is expanding after its most reent ontration and has not yet overome the exessheat of that ontration.This proess does not require the reation of a hidden fore of anti-gravity or the reationof dark matter or dark energy or some unknown and obsure partiles to reate the e�ets wesee in our universe. If neutrinos have mass and are evenly spaed throughout the universe theywill have no visible e�et on the motion of interstellar bodies. I �nd it nearly impossible forsomething in spae to exist that e�ets gravity but e�ets nothing else. If something e�etsgravity it will have an e�et on everything that gravity e�ets.4.5 Spiral GalaxiesI have mentioned earlier that the stars in a spiral galaxy do not move in aordane with ourbasi laws of gravity and I have hinted that beause of our observations of those galaxies, whihmay reside in a uniform gravity density denser than ours, we will not get proper informationbeause these galaxies are millions and billions of light-years away in our past. Under the bigbang theory they should be in a more dense UGD. But how would this idea work in the senarioof the universe that I just gave? If the galaxy we are observing in our long past did not emergefrom a single point, then the uniform gravity density of those galaxies will be more like our owngalaxy and we should not be seeing the inorret star rotation of these spiral galaxies. So nowwhat would ause this e�et'If you took any spiral galaxy, or at least the ones you ould see the spiral arms of, andmeasured the temperature of that galaxy starting from the enter outward, you ould determinethe galaxy's temperature pro�le. This pro�le would show that the enter part of the galaxy is47



extremely hot and the temperature dereases from the enter outward to the spiral arms. Thismeans that the inner portion of the galaxy has a less dense UGD thus ausing faster time andslower motion of the stars in that area. This e�etively gives us the piture that all the stars aremoving somewhat at the same speed and not obeying the laws of gravity. Most of this wouldbe an observational distortion aused by time, muh like the distortions you would see in mymagi rystal.In the larger universe heat ould play a very dominant role in our observations beause itdoes hange time and motion.How long did our universe take to mature? Creation of our universe from the standarduniverse did not have to happen in a split seond but in fat ould have taken billions if nothundreds of billions of years. For the universe to reate the original atoms and partiles bybringing together stray and wayward partiles took a vast amount of time. Partiles wereatually bound together slowly as the UGD slowly inreased giving ample time for our basipartiles to form before the three fores lost their in�uene over large amounts of spae. We anget some time referening by just observing the present expansion time of the universe. Again,time depends on your referene frame.4.6 One Sided GravityBelow are some wild thoughts that have ourred to me on oasions and are used to spur myimagination.There are three major fores that make up our partiles and it an be shown that they aremanifestations of the same fore but gravity has not yet been linked to these three fores. Thethree major fores are also loal fores. They eah have a plus and minus harateristi whihprodues a balaned energy �eld muh like a magnet has two poles. But gravity is distintivelydi�erent in that it does not have an opposite side, at least one we have not yet deteted. Or isit there and we have not realized what it is'If gravity is aused by the vibration of a string, it therefore should have an opposite side. Allradiation waves or light waves have a plus and minus harateristi and so do the three fores.Therefore where is the other half of gravity? Logi says there should be one. The other questionone would ask is, what auses the uniform gravity density to inrease or derease'These are questions I have asked myself for a longtime and the answers I have ome up withshould only be taken lightly and with a great deal of imagination. Einstein asked himself, whatwould a light wave look like if one ould travel with it and observe its ation? He disoveredlater that this would be impossible beause one annot observe the light waves in this fashiondue to the slowing of time of the observer. The observer will always see a light wave travelingat the speed of light no matter how fast the observer himself is traveling.For the moment let's say that our referene frame does not hange when we inrease ourveloity so that when we try and observe a light wave our time does not hange. So when weobserve the light wave as we travel with it what will we see? For all pratial purposes the onlything you're going to see is a steady-state magneti �eld not muh di�erent from the �eld of apermanent magnet or what we see in a standing wave. We would have no oneption that thismagneti �eld is traveling at the speed of light.So what does this have to do with gravity? I have mentioned earlier that it is possible thata gravitational wave does not travel with an energy wave or radiation, and that when massis onverted to energy that energy no longer e�ets the universe's gravity distortion. Beausegravity ties the universe together it does not seem logial that gravity ould do this if its e�etwas only transmitted at the speed of light. In this respet I believe that gravity does notpropagate or distort spae in the same way that the loal distortions of time does. For thisthought I'm going to assume that a gravitational wave distortion propagates at the square ofthe speed of light or greater. This makes the universe as far as a gravitational wave is onerneda lot smaller and the ation of the gravitational vibration more enompassing.To envision this let's say our entire universe is nothing more than an energy �utuation48



muh like a wave of light. And let's plae our entire universe inside the positive half of this�utuation and let's plae an alternate universe in the negative half of this �utuation. Nowlet's say that the �utuation is held together by the speial distortion we all gravity. So anytimea disturbane or a orretion of the spatial distortion ours on one side it is balaned out byan ation on the other side.This would keep the onservation of energy in its proper order for we know that the threefores maintain a balane in our energy system and are always fully ompensated. In our ase,with time and motion, it is logial to believe that the gravitational time distortion obeys thelaws of onservation of energy just as the other fores do. We should not try and dream upobsure fores or dimensions to aount for our lak of understanding.In this partiular senario it plaes our universe in one-half of one osillation or vibration.This means that the amplitude of the vibration has some bearing on the makeup of the universalgravity density and would mean that the density of the UGD would vary depending on wherewe stood within that energy rest. If our universe is riding within an energy wave through someunknown spae, then I ould imagine why we only see one-half of the gravitational distortion.To us this is a one-sided fore but to the universe it is merely one-half of one osillation wavein whih the onservation of energy still dominates. This means the speed of light is merely aloal phenomenon.This is the only way, so far, that I an see why gravity ats di�erently ompared to theother three fores. If the lowest string vibration aounts for gravity and the propagation rateof gravity is at the square of the speed of light or greater, then that low-frequeny osillation ofthe string would have a huge wavelength. Not only that, it is quite possible that the wavelengthof an osillation in the universal gravity density might vary in proportion to the density itselfvery muh like the veloity of an objet entering or leaving a gravitational distortion. This alsomeans that all bodies or partiles ontaining mass are indeed vibrating but these vibrationsare not observed in our referene frame. If this e�et would have anything to do with why theplanets in our solar system are spaed at proportional distanes from the sun I do not know.But there is a great deal we do not know and it is only our imagination and hard sienti� workthat may bring us that knowledge.It is hard to imagine how a small gravitational partile an e�et the entire universe butthe partile we think of as gravity is not little at all in the eyes of the universe. The universedoes not see these distortions that have been reated by the inrease of the UGD beause theuniverse always sees itself as �at. By the universe's referene frame energy is always a onstant.It is in our referene frame that there is a foal point of those distortions.Another thought here is that when partiles were reated by the shrinkage of the three basifores the fourth fore, or the gravity partile, also shrank in this proess. This implies thatgravity does not have full ontrol over the entire universe but does have limits. There is no proofthat gravity does e�et the entire universe as a whole.4.7 ConlusionThroughout the history of earth there have been thousands of theories about gravity, and if notthousands, hundreds of thousands of experiments reated by sientists and laymen alike. Andup until now no one has made the slightest dent in hanging gravity. No matter how intelligentyou are, how lever you are or just plain luky you might be, nothing has worked when it omesdown to manipulating gravity.My main reason for starting this projet in the �rst plae was beause of those simple fats.It was quite plain to me that we needed to look at gravity from some other prospetive in orderto gain insight into what we must know in order to make a muh better attempt at ontrollinggravity. If all the sientists in the world have not aomplished this task it beomes plain we'redoing something wrong. The whole purpose of this artile was to give myself some fresh thoughtson how to build some form of anti-gravity devie. But as you an see I have strayed quite a bitfrom my initial endeavor. If it wasn't for the fat that a lot of di�erent things started to make49



sense to me and have some basi logi to it I would not have ontinued beyond the searh forgravity.About half-way through my writings I disovered that gravity was the key to unloking manyother mysteries in the universe and presenting some basi logi to why so many things happen inosmology and in the small world of quantum mehanis. If one thinks that onneting gravityto the three fores will reate the theory of everything you will be quite wrong. It simply opensthe door to a whole host of more questions and is essentially the tip of the ieberg when it omesdown to understanding the nature of our being. Gravity will be essentially another minor toolused to do things like we use magnetism to do things.The real quest will be how to manipulate the uniform gravity density of the universe toexeed the speed of light and to atually travel to the stars. Understanding tunneling, wormholes and folded spae will be far more exiting than understanding the ommon everyday forewe all gravity.If you are inlined to build an anti-gravity devie this may give you some ideas. You'll �ndthat there is no mehanial or eletrial property that we know of today that an diretly e�etthe gravitational urvature. All mehanial devies work on the equal and opposite reationfores. All eletrial devies or magneti �elds are self-anelling as far as gravity is onerned.Whatever the devie we develop to manipulate gravity is, it more than likely will have to employsome form of motion or a hange of time. I have given you some ways on how to hange time butas of this moment I have thought of no way, myself, to reate the anti-gravity fore neessary tolift us o� the ground. We defy gravity in many ways today, just not in the way we want to.If you are lever, and I mean very lever, and you ould stabilize time or motion and then varythe other fores, you might in fat reate the desired e�et you're looking for. Maybe this artilewill give you some ideas that I have not thought of. It is quite possible that nature is alreadydoing this in some way and we have not yet reognized that fat, muh like not reognizing heatas a hange of time. It seems the universe never ends. The more you look at the osmos themore you see. No matter how big the sale of the universe is there never seems to be an end insight. The same is true with the miro-world for every time we disover a new partile it onlyleads us to something else even smaller. So it appears that both ends of our spetrum, from thesmall to the big, run to in�nity. Whoever designed this thing, the universe, just plain wants tokeep its serets seret.I am sure that somewhere in nature lies the answer we're looking for when it omes toontrolling gravity. So let's open our minds and �nd it.5 Finally · · ·I explain in the �rst four parts of Gravity Made Simple that gravity is simply the produt of theonservation of energy. It simply says that when you hange motion you hange time, or whenyou hange time you hange motion. All these ations take plae to keep energy onstant. Sinethe presene of mass hanges time, by doing something to the spae fabri in its viinity it willause other objets in the area to go into motion, therefore ensuring that the onservation ofenergy is maintained.I also mention that I did not know how the atual motion takes plae, but after muh thoughtand ontemplation it beame lear. Gravity has always been thought of as a one-sided forebeause it only draws things together, but the reality is gravity is a two-sided fore. On our sideof the earth you are pulled toward its enter and on the other side of the earth you are pulledtoward its enter. Two masses must be present before gravity an work to move them. It is wellknown that we fall very fast towards the earth, but we do not realize that the earth atuallymoves towards us at the same time; not by muh, but the earth does move. All objets respondin this way no matter how large or small they are.So when we speak of gravity there must be two objets with mass to be able to reate thegravitational motion as we know it. 50



In this Setion I am going to give you some new thoughts about gravity whih do not violatethe time, motion and energy rules whih I have talked about in the �rst four parts and whihare governed by the onservation of energy.These thoughts ame about while I was mulling over the dimensionality of spae. Superstringtheory uses dimensions for its explanation of how spae works and how partiles are formed, sowhile looking at these dimensions a very strange and weird idea popped into my head, althoughwith all of its weirdness it made some kind of sense. Over time this onept kept oming bakinto my thoughts and would not let go, therefore I sat down and began to put some reasoninginto what I was thinking.When you read what I am presenting your �rst thought will be that I have lost my marbles,and for a time I believed that myself for with all our present knowledge of physis this idea ouldnot be right. So I am now going to give you this new revolutionary way of thinking. But don'tget disouraged when reading this onept, for it does make some kind of sense even though itwill seemingly ontradit a vast amount of physis.If you will bear with me, I will try and explain this new idea about partiles, mass andgravity that will hallenge your imagination.5.1 EnergyTo start with, I am going to go bak and look at energy for a few moments. We are an energysystem. Energy is what drives all our fores whih auses mass whih auses motion whihreates gravity. Energy is the sum total of everything that happens in our universe. Nothingmoves, nothing gets hot, nothing gets old, and life would never have been reated if somethingin the past had not bound together basi partiles reating atoms and moleules that built allof the things we see in our universe today. All the energy we use today is from the taking apartof the matter whih was produt in our past.Superstring theory gives us a better understanding of what energy is. It states that theenergy in the vibration of a loop string (about the size of Plank's length, or 10-33 m) istremendous beause it takes vast amounts of energy for something the size of a string to vibrate.This means that the loop must be under extreme tension. In a string loop this tension an berelated to a vibrational energy whih an be translated to a partile's mass on the order of 10billion billion times the mass of a proton. Theory says that this partile's mass is way too largeand does not math the atual masses of our everyday partiles. As an example, the mass of aneletron is something like .00054 times that of a proton. If a string loop represents an eletron,then the mass of the string, when derived from its energy ontent, has nothing in ommon withthe eletron, for obviously an eletron does not have that kind of mass that the vibrating stringhas. Therefore, in string theory, the masses predited are obviously not in aordane with oureveryday partiles. This is a major �aw in string theory and most all theories.Here is where another theory, alled Quantum Mehanis, was used to solve this exessmass problem. Quantum Mehanis is based on the unertainty priniple and therefore usesprobabilities to explain many of the strange things happening in the world of the small. It alsoputs energy into quantitative disrete bundles. Under quantum theory there is something alledquantum jitter (whih is said to be negative energy), and it is this jitter that anels out ahuge portion of the vibrating string loop energy bringing the mass of the string partiles to areasonable level.So superstring theory and Quantum Mehanis ome together to solve the string exess massproblem. I have many problems with this notion that one vibration in free spae an anelout another vibration. You an see this type of anellation if you have two waves of identialamplitude and frequeny and phase them so the positive and negative anel out eah other.This works only if you are observing these waves at the exat time that the peaks and valleysare oiniding. It is here that you will observe an apparent zero energy state, but you know theenergy must still be there, for if you hange the frequeny slightly or shift the phase of yourvibration the waves will reappear. In free spae radiation waves simply oinide with eah other51



and go on their merry way. They reate energy nulls and peaks, but the waves are never stoppedin their foreword motion and their energies simply do not disappear.To ompliate this jitter anellation it is known that string loops do not always vibrate ata single frequeny. It would mean that the vibrations of the string and the quantum jitter mustbe perfetly mathed with eah other to ause this apparent energy anellation. So to makethis work the string loop vibration and the quantum jitter must be synhronized in some way.Whihever the ase, the two must work together in all ombinations of vibrations to reate theanellation e�et. Superstring theory predits an in�nite number of vibrational patterns, soquantum jitter would have to math eah and every one of these patterns. Now if the anellationis purely the e�et of the presene of negative energy, then again the amount of negative energyompared to the positive energy would have to be perfet. It beomes apparent that one mustreate the other.Is it possible that there is no need to anel out all this energy in order to derive the amountof mass we see in our partiles? Can energy really be aneled with quantum jitter in this wayor is energy always there no matter what we do to try and over up that fat? If this is true,why do partiles have so little mass when they have so muh energy? Beause energy is diretlyrelated to mass and mass is diretly related to gravity, why do we have so little gravity? Is therea form of energy that does not reate mass? Is it possible that this form of energy makes upthe majority of our partiles? If the energy that reates mass annot be aneled out no matterwhat we do, where does this leave us? Even string theory only touhes lightly on gravity andhas to use onstants, fudge fators, approximations or probabilities to anel out the enormousamount of energy stored in our partiles to something reasonable when that energy is related tomass. Can we explain this lak of mass without using the anellation theories? It is obvioussomething must be going on that we are overlooking.Gravity and its properties were determined from the rate of fall of an objet on the earth,the e�et the sun has on the earth, and the e�et earth has on the moon and all the otherplanets. This then is extended to the universe, overing stars and galaxies. It was determinedthat gravity is an unidiretional fore. It attrats in all diretions at the same time, and beauseof this its fore drops o� by an amount determined by the gravitational equations of Newtonand Einstein. This is true for all large masses.But when it omes to small masses our ability to measure extremely weak gravitational �eldsis severely limited for many reasons. The e�et of the other three fores is so strong ompared togravity that trying to measure a partile's individual gravity at the mirosopi level far exeedsour tehnial abilities. So we use these gravitational equations of gravity and translate them tothe mirosopi level believing that gravity ats the same at these levels as it does for the entireuniverse.Can we really use the larger measurements of gravity when working at the mirosopi levelof our partile's size? Do partiles have the same gravitational harateristis as our planets'String theory gets more ompliated as one digs into its details. It goes into vibrating stringswhih wrap themselves around urled up dimensions of spae and so forth. Is energy really soompliated, or is it simply the way we are thinking? Have we gotten o� the trak of ommonsense and have not yet developed a good visual representation of the string and how it may bereating the partiles we see today'As I have mentioned before, if a partile in�uenes all of spae, that in�uene is part of thatpartile and annot be separated from it. Gravity, in all due respet, is part of a partile thate�ets the entire universe, therefore the partile is as big as the universe. All the partile's foresare in the basi make-up of the partile and annot be detahed from it without destroying oraltering the partile itself.5.2 Partile SizeIt is extremely hard to visualize the size of a string partile to the size of the universe for if apartile is the size of Plank's length, or 10-33 m, how ould it possibly in�uene the entire52



universe? If you were omparing the size of a string to the size of us, it would be somethinglike omparing the size of the universe to the size of a house, but here you have the universeompared to a string. How ould suh a small thing like a string in�uene suh a large area?It strethes one's imagination beyond belief. But do not be deeived; size and distane are twodi�erent things. A string may be an inh away from us, but the edge of the universe to us isquite a di�erent matter. A string may see the universe as we see the string.If we now look at the other three fores that emanate from the string we see that they havea great in�uene on our own world. The strong, weak, and eletromagneti fores all play amajor role in our everyday life. It is these fores that hold the strings, atoms and our moleulestogether reating our very existene. Gravity only plays a very minor role in the building ofatoms, but maybe not, as you will see as you read on. Gravity may play a lot more of a rolethan you think.5.3 Mirosopi GravityBefore we start, I am going to ask you to put aside the traditional thought that gravity is anunidiretional fore. If you annot put that out of your mind, at least for a short time, whatI'm going to tell you will make little sense.We have determined gravity and its e�ets from the larger universe, but there is absolutelyno reason or proof that the same gravity equations used in the larger universe have meaning atthe mirosopi level. So let's assume they do not and see how the universe ould be onstruted.Using point partile analogy I sat down and drew a point on a piee of paper. I alled thispoint the �rst dimension. I will expand on this later, for I know that a one-dimensional point isin�nitely small and has no real bearing on our universe. So I drew this point. I then asked myselfwhat the seond dimension would be. Of ourse it is the paper or a plane, an in�nitely largeand in�nitely thin plane. Now I have a point on a plane whih is in�nitely thin. But I still hadnothing that ould really e�et our universe beause mass in our universe is three-dimensional,therefore there must be thikness to this system before it beomes mass.I then asked myself, what if I gave the point energy and aused it to vibrate at right anglesto the plane? By doing this, what would my system look like? What I got was a surprise. If thepoint was attahed to the plane and vibrating, it would produe a thikness, or a bulge, in theplane around the vibrating point and the bulge size would orrespond to the propagation andresistane properties of the plane, and sine the plane is in�nite in size it would e�et things ata huge distane. If we onsider the plane as large as the universe and the point the size of astring whih is attahed to the plane and is vibrating, you get a piture that looks somethinglike looking at the edge view of a spiral galaxy.Osillating point attahed to a two-dimensional plane.Now let's take the vibrations of the plane further and relate them to a vibrating string. Thereare two types of strings: an open string and a losed loop string. The losed loop vibrating stringontains the neessary ingredients to produe mass or warp spae reating gravity, while the openvibrating string ontains energy but no mass. But when vibrating, both strings ontain vastamounts of energy. Einstein learly says that mass and energy are related (E=M2 ). Thismeans that both types of strings should produe mass, but they do not.An open loop string in free spae (spae with a uniform density) that is vibrating will haveequal symmetry, or almost equal symmetry, between the plus and minus vibration of that energy.This type of string will have no mass and will be traveling at the speed of light, thus its timewill be zero. At the other end of the sale, suh as with the losed string, if you have in�nitemass with no motion you also get a time of zero. Time, motion and energy are all interrelated.If you drop a pebble into a quiet pond it reates ripples moving outward from the pebble. Ifthe surfae of the pond is onsidered a seond-dimensional plane the ripples ould be thoughtof as the energy or vibration of the plane. If you were at the surfae of the water and lookingtowards where the pebble was dropped and it was dark, you would not see the wave oming.Your observation would appear to be two-dimensional beause the only time you would know53



that the wave was oming was when it hit you. The same would be true for a light wave, foryou annot see the light oming until it strikes your eye or detetor, and one it had passedyou, you again would no longer be able to see it. You an only observe light rays if you arein their diret path. Light annot be observed from the side. You annot see light oming noran you see light going. This means that a light ray to you is two-dimensional energy, for youan only see it one piture frame at a time. If you added time, whih you need to do to makeyour observation, you ould all a light wave three-dimensional. Two-dimensional things do notprodue spatial distortions that would give you the ability to observe them from all diretions.Beause the open string has no mass, the entire string is traveling at the speed of light and it istraveling as if it is on a plane.5.4 Loop StringsA vibrating loop string is omposed of energy irulating around a losed loop or doughnutshaped two-dimensional struture. This type of energy vibration is on�ned. The loop strutureitself is not traveling at the speed of light. It is the vibrating energy that is ontained in theloop that is traveling at the speed of light. Loop strings generate mass and mass annot travelat the speed of light.Let's onsider the energy vibration of the loop string as its �rst dimension and the movementof energy around the loop as its seond dimension. We now have a vibration traveling arounda donut-shaped two-dimensional plane. But this still does not produe a three-dimensionalpartile. Or does it? Sine the energy whih is vibrating the loop is inherently tied to the loopas a swing point and is traveling at the speed of light, and if we onsider the speed of lighta onstant, the vibration beomes non-symmetrial beause the energy is moving around in airle. This means the energy's motion is onstantly urving in spae.As the energy wave travels away from the string loop it has to travel a greater distanethan the wave traveling on the inside of the loop. This produes an extreme imbalane ofenergy over time. To keep energy onstant time or motion has to hange, and sine motionannot hange, time does. This all happens beause of the on�ned energy density that the loopauses whih in e�et hanges the motion of the wave by delaying it, or in e�et onentratingit. (A greater energy density reates a slower time and a delay in motion, muh like whatI previously explained using my magi rystal.) This e�et reates an extremely dense areainside the loop and a diminishing density outside the loop along the plane. This maintains theneessary symmetry of energy and balanes out vibrational energy.These time di�erenes fore the plane to bulge reating a three-dimensional objet. It doesthis mostly inside the string loop and seondly outside the string loop along the plane. On theoutside of the loop the fattening of the plane dereases in thikness as it moves away from theloop. The inside of the loop now ontains a vast amount of energy in an extremely small spaereating the basi partile struture we see today.Now sine the energy traveling around the loop is traveling at the speed of light anotherondition exists, and that is the fore generated by this ation. Simply stated, beause thestring loop itself is so small, like 10-33 m, the energy is rotating about 1044 revolutions perseond around the loop.It is only beause the energy in the loop is massless that the entrifugal fore does not tearthe string loop to piees. But the energy of the loop is produing a spatial distortion, whihauses mass, so there must be some gyrosopi ation, and any aeleration or movement of thepartile will produe a resistane to that movement.Inside the loop there is an extreme gravitational distortion but outside the loop, or in theplane, that distortion diminishes rapidly as it expands outward. If we only look at the planeoutside the loop we see that it is very thin and extends out to the edge of the universe. This meansthat the plane is the gravitational distortion we observe in our world sine we are stipulatingthat gravity is not an unidiretional fore. In other words you an be very lose to the stringloop bulge itself and not experiene any gravitational pull until you ross the seond-dimensional54



plane of the string partile. It is in this plane that you experiene a spae-time distortion, ora gravity e�et, and in no other plae unless you atually get extremely lose to the vibratingloop itself. This of ourse is very di�ult to do beause of the rotational speed of the energyin the loop. This is why the gravitational �eld of a partile is so weak when there is so muhenergy stored in the loop string. There is no partiular reason why one must anel out energyin order to redue the Plank energy of the partile to bring it to a level of mass that is ommonto our universe.Now let's look at this a little loser.As I understand it, a string is onsidered a one-dimensional thing, but it is not a point. Itis more like an in�nitely long point, or basially it is just like a piee of string. The loop stringhas properties to produe mass while the open string does not. These strings an be very shortor very long and loops an be small or large and strings an vibrate at a multiple of frequenies.The lowest frequeny of vibration in a loop has to do with its mass. Strings an only vibratein multiples of their fundamental vibration. The fewer vibrations that are in the loop the lessmass the string has. You will get more mass with more vibrations or with a larger loop.The higher the frequeny of the vibration the more energy ontained in the loop, just asthe higher the frequeny of radiation the more energy that radiation ontains. (When I referto radiation I am referring to the full spetrum of eletromagneti radiation from the lowestfrequeny RF to light and gamma rays and so forth.) The string is also �exible; it an hangeits shape, its size, and even its length, giving it the quality to produe an in�nitely large numberof di�erent vibrational patterns. Even with all the ten-dimensional properties of string theoryit has not been able to explain the mass ontained in our everyday partiles. String theory justhas too many solutions.When something vibrates it usually vibrates around some base line giving it the propertiesof a plus and minus ondition (our referene of ourse), so when the string vibrates it has peaksand valleys in whih there is a enter, or zero point, of the vibration. In other words, the stringvibrates around some pereived referene. If the string was straight and in �at spae the positiveand negative vibration of the energy would be a perfet sine-wave and equal on both sides ofthe string reating a balaned energy system. But no open string is ever straight beause theenergy of the vibration will always ause it to have some urvature. So the open string doesreate an unbalaned energy vibration whih produes its propagational properties.This means that the loop string will have a far greater unbalaned energy beause the plusand minus of the vibration has to run around a on�ned loop. The loop size will ause thevibration to have a ertain frequeny beause of the loop's on�nement. This frequeny is alleda resonane in our everyday life and is used in the design of most all of our eletroni iruits.Any other vibrations will beome multiples of the fundamental frequeny.Now instead of a point of energy vibrating on a plane we plae the two-dimensional vibratingloop string on the plane. With this type of vibration we see that only the positive or the negativepeaks of the vibration an exist at the enter of the loop when we use the loop itself as thereferene enter of energy.It is well understood that positive's energy will anel out negative's energy. But as I saidbefore, an you really anel energy in this way when you are dealing with non-solid waves? Wean anel eletrial properties in this manner, but aneling out the eletrial properties doesnot anel out the energy that these properties have when dealing with waves in free spae. Twosolid objets olliding will anel out eah other's motion, but waves in free spae only do so atone instant of time along their path of travel providing the waves are perfetly mathed.The string loop, where the plus and minus energy vibrations enter on, now beomes thehorizon of the partile and produes the harateristi �elds assoiated with it. The string loop,or swing point, of the energy vibration now beomes the partile's surfae we see. Here the insideof the loop now resembles the gravitational �eld of the earth. At the enter of the string loopthere is a huge spaial density while the horizon of the string has the greatest spaial distortion.Gravity is aused by a spaial distortion. This distortion extends outward along the plane tothe edge of the universe. The distortion in the plane is very small and will produe an extremely55



weak gravitational e�et.In this ase the partile only exposes the seond-dimensional plane of the loop to the restof the world. If you do not oinide or interjet with the plane you will not experiene agravitational attration to the partile. You will of ourse ask yourself, how is it that thegravitational �eld of a large objet seems uniform in all diretions and not diretional like thepartile I am desribing'The reason for this is quite simple. Partiles are always in motion for they are rapidlyvibrating, jittering with Quantum motion, and spinning. This means that the plane is onstantlymoving and shifting position, and what we see and measure from this movement of the planeis an average of the plane's distortion rossing our position. We experiene gravity as a seriesof pulses rather than a onstant pull. Sine there are literally an in�nite number of the plane'sdistortions doing this simultaneously we measure a onsistent uniform gravitational �eld. It isfrom these larger measurements we have determined all our gravitational equations.5.5 Strong ForeYou should by now have grasped the impliation of the bulging plane's struture for it beomesthe strong fore whih is a gravitational distortion and that distortion resembles the gravitationaldistortion of the inside of a planet with no solid ore. The horizon of the string represents thesurfae of the planet in whih the greatest gravitational distortion exists, while at the string'senter there is only a gravitational density with no distortion. To move from the inside of thestring to the string's horizon is like limbing from the enter of the earth to its surfae. Hereyou will have to add energy to aomplish the feat and that energy amount will inrease untilyou reah the horizon of the partile. This is a simple reversal of what you get from the surfaeof the horizon outward along the plane where the distortion will diminish taking less energy tomove away from the partile. This is unlike the earth's gravity where if you were to move awayfrom the partile's horizon, other than the plane, you would almost immediately be free of thepartile's in�uene, or strong fore. This of ourse exludes the partile's eletrial properties.This states that you ould be very lose to the partile itself and not experiene a gravitationalpull unless you atually ross the plane reated by the partile.For all pratial purposes with the senario I have just explained, gravity has always beeninluded in all of our theories. It has just been misunderstood. It also means that there are onlythree major fores, not four. But wait, as I go forward here, there is a fourth fore, althoughit is not the one you may be thinking about. There is muh more to this loop string than youmight imagine.First, loop strings are not generally single vibrational entities. It is more than likely thatthe most fundamental vibration of a string represents a fundamental partile. Strings that havea fewer number of vibrations and lower frequenies will have less mass. In this ategory youould probably plae the eletron, but the majority of heavier partiles more than likely havemultiple vibrations onsisting of multiple frequenies and string loops of many sizes and spaialdistortions. It is also possible that the multiple frequeny strings are harboring multiple seond-dimensional planes ausing the omplexity of the string partile to grow dramatially. The moreplanes produed, the greater the mass of the partile.Sine the string is so small the energy density at the enter of the string, ompared to theoutside of the string, is huge. This brings us to the point of asking, what is the energy we aredealing with'Now that I have ombined the gravitational fore with the strong fore, what about the othertwo, the eletromagneti fore and the weak fore, or the eletro-weak fore? When energy isreleased it is released in the form of radiation, or another partile with less energy, but even theother partiles when broken up will release radiation or eletromagneti �elds traveling at thespeed of light. Everything that moves toward greater entropy eventually winds up as radiation.Here we now ask the question about the open and losed loop string, and that is, what is thenature of the energy of the vibration of the two-dimensional string'56



Up until now I have purposely left out the eletromagneti fore in this disussion, however Ibelieve it is a signi�ant fator in the energy vibration of the string. In fat it atually beomesan integral part of the vibration of the string. Here the eletromagneti fore is diretly relatedto the string's energy. The two fores, that is the strong fore and eletromagneti fore, annotbe separated but work in tandem to produe our partiles. In other words, the energy of theplus and minus wave that is traveling via the string or string loop is basially radiation. Youould look at this in two ways; either the string vibration reates an eletromagneti responseor the eletromagneti wave reates the string vibration.It is here that one really wonders what the string is. Thus far I have only been desribingit as a piee of string, but a piee of string is made up of something. String theory uses thestring analogy as a mathematial representation to desribe the harateristis and make-up ofpartiles. Its ten-dimensional harateristis are needed to desribe the string's ations and theproperties of partiles. This means that the string itself must interfae with all other propertiesof spae in order to manipulate energy to produe the world we see today. This gives the stringsubstane, onnetivity, polarities and other harateristis in order for it to produe partiles.Thus the string must have a spatial fore property of its own and you ould all this the fourthfore. It is the fore that holds the string together, for without this fore none of the other threefores ould happen. The string itself is what ties energy together.5.6 Why Radiation Travels In a Straight LineLet's start with the open string and tie it to a two-dimensional plane like the surfae of a pond.We then vibrate that surfae ausing it to �utuate. This �utuation auses the surfae of thepond to move up and down, but that movement has to follow the surfae of the pond beause themovement is tied to that surfae. We know that all energies have a desire to move in a straightline and any deviation from this line takes some external energy. When an eletromagneti wavetravels, it travels as if it is traveling on a two-dimensional plane and follows that plane. Sine theplane is a spatial distortion it will have a resistane to a hange of diretion beause a spatialdistortion is the partile's onnetion to the fabri of our universe. When radiation seeks totravel in other than a straight line it produes movement in its plane thus reating a resistanewhih ats as a feedbak loop to the radiation bringing it bak to its original ourse.The mass of the losed loop string ats in the same way for it has resistane to urving inspae and aeleration. When mass is moved other than in a straight line in spae, like thespinning of a weight, a fore is generated in the outward diretion. It is the plane of the partilethat ause a resistane to the diretion hange. When mass is aelerated, that same resistane ispresent. The plane now beomes a lagging indiator until the aeleration is stopped. You mustuse other fores or energies to reate these e�ets whih ounter-balanes all energies. Whensomething travels through a spatial distortion, suh as a gravitational �eld, that distortion isounter-balaned by whatever reated the �eld in the �rst plae. Gravitational �elds are timevarying and all energies in a gravitational �eld will seek to follow a zero time path.The e�et of the plane on the fabri now determines the propagation properties and thiknessof the plane's distortion as it emerges from the string's horizon. Sine the string partile's size isin the order of Plank's length, the plane beomes many orders of magnitude smaller, making themass to energy ratio of the string extremely large. When mass is moved the propagation of theplane's distortion must be high beause the resistane to movement stops as soon as the hangeof motion stops. Therefore, sine the distortion overs billions of light years, that propagationmust exeed that of light or a lingering e�et would take plae.Inside a loop string the amount of energy is enormous and it is this energy inside the loop andalong the plane that reates the spatial distortion ausing time to slow down, thus gravity. Butthis vibrational energy also has eletrial harateristis sine it arries with it an eletromagneti�eld. If all the positive peaks of the radiation are inside the loop, we will get a positive hargeassoiated with that loop. If the negative peaks are inside the loop we will get a negativeharge assoiated with the loop. Seondly, the like harges of the wave will repel eah other57



reating a ounter-fore within the string loop ausing the loop to stop ontrating at somepoint. This happens when loops are formed. I will elaborate on this later. This means that itis the eletromagneti radiation moving in urved spae in onentration that auses the spatialdistortion reating our three-dimensional system. In this senario the plane's vibration and theeletromagneti radiation are ating as one.Under these irumstanes we an reate a positively harged partile or a negatively hargedpartile. Sine the amount of the eletrial harge is tremendous it beomes readily observablein our world. But this is only one part of eletromagneti radiation, for this radiation ontainsa magneti �eld and a stati eletri �eld. Here the magneti �eld is subdued while the stati�eld beomes dominant.Mass is the produt of the eletromagneti radiation traveling in other than a straight linealong the string while gravity, or the spatial distortion that auses gravity, is the result of theenergy onentration distorting the two-dimensional plane.The string loop now beomes a poket of energy whih is no longer moving through spae atthe speed of light. What we see when we view a partile is the energy of the string's vibrationand the eletromagneti radiation in a lose loop ondition. Here the plane is no longer travelingat the speed of light. This is why the loop string has mass, for the string's mass is reated bythe plane's interation with the fabri. Radiation in loop form appears as a solid objet. It isthe only time you an really see what light looks like.5.7 Where Did Loops Come FromHow are loop strings formed? How an the loop hold eletromagneti radiation in suh a smallon�nement? We annot see the radiation at the loop frequeny, but only see it as radiationwhen it is released as an open string from the loop on�nement. When the string is formed, theradiation frequeny is not hanged, but it is delayed muh like in my magi rystal beause ofthe density of the string's energy. String partiles now beome solid matter beause we annotenter the energy realm of these partiles. Here I will give you some idea of what may be goingon. In this example I am going to start with an atom. We then bombard this atom until it releasesenergy. Let's all this energy a photon. The photon then travels from this atom through spaeto a detetor whih onverts the photon's energy bak to an energy state that releases anothereletron from my detetion devie. The proess is simple; onvert energy to a photon partile,or radiation, then apture the radiation and onvert it bak to its original form.I am assuming here that all partiles are some form of loop strings. But loop strings havean extreme variety of strengths. Many of these partiles have very weak vibrations, thereforevery weak loop-holding properties. These loop strings an be opened up with little externalfore. When a vibrating loop string opens, the mass that was reated by the loop vanishes andthe string expands rapidly in order to re-balane its plus and minus vibrations to a free spaeondition. The rapid expansion beomes obvious when you think of the size of the loop string,for here we are starting from the Plank-size doughnut with its interior ontaining enormousamounts of energy and releasing that energy. This energy, or radiation, now a photon, travelsthrough spae as an open string on its self-presribed plane. The open string then ollides withthe atom in my detetor thus gaining energy whih loses the string one more ausing it toloop. When the string's mass reappears the forward motion of the string stops and the partilereappears. This exess energy in my detetor atom knoks out an eletron indiating that Ireeived a photon of energy.This sequene of events makes you wonder about the struture of the loop string itself.For instane, let's say at the beginning, or the big bang, there was nothing but open stringswhih were vibrating with tremendous amounts of eletromagneti energy. To us, these stringvibrations are basially radiation. At the beginning of the bang the energy density was so greatthat the strings ould not loop, but in time, when the energy density dropped, a large numberof these strings losed themselves to loops. These loops were huge and overed a great deal of58



spae. But when the loop loses there is a di�erene of time inside the loop ompared to theoutside of the loop. The slower time inside reates a spaial distortion whih reates motion inthat diretion. The string now starts to take on mass by reating a new plane's struture fromthat of the open string. Thus the loop shrinks reating an even greater time distortion. Thisproess ontinues until the loop beomes about the size of Plank's length, at whih point theinside ounter-fores of the ontration are su�ient to stop the loop from ontrating furtherand a balane of energy is reated thus forming a stable partile.This means that loop strings are self-generating when su�ient energy is available. Theyare generated from the open vibrating string. When a loop string is opened the energy thatwas on�ned to the loop will expand rapidly towards its original ondition before the loop wasformed. You ould all this an in�ationary ondition and why radiation is the outome whenhigher energy soures are redued to lower energy soures.In essene, this says that radiation is the main driving fore whih reates all mass in the�rst plae. If there was no energy to vibrate a string into a radiation ondition no mass ouldbe reated. So it is possible that the initial energy of our universe was radiation whih was tiedto an open plane. The plane of the string is the glue that keeps the radiation oherent so itsfores do not just �y apart.Radiation is two-dimensional and expresses itself at right angles to the two-dimensionalplane, or the spatial distortion, of the partile. If the eletron's energy is released by openingthe eletron's loop, a vast amount of energy would be released as radiation. But we know thateletrons are not that easily destroyed, so where does this radiation ome from when we bombardour atoms? For the most part our atoms are made up of protons, neutrons and eletrons. Theprotons and neutrons are held together by the strong fore while the eletrons are held in orbitby the eletrial fore. The energy required to remove an eletron from orbit is small omparedto separating a neutron and proton, but when they do separate, energy is released in the formof radiation.So whih string loops are opened when a separation takes plae? Obviously it was not thebreakdown of the eletron, proton or neutron of the atom. So the breakdown and release ofenergy ame from the fores holding the two partiles together. But it takes the insertion ofenergy to get energy out. If I insert a photon of energy into an atom to release an eletron itsimply replaes or nulli�es the binding fore energy, therefore releasing the eletron. In this aseit is not neessary to have a binding partile beause you are simply driving the eletron awaywith another fore.Do we really need fore partiles? When we remove an eletron from an atom we remove itby giving the eletron more energy, or nullifying the harge between the eletron and the nuleusof the atom. But the removal may only be temporary, for the energy that released the eletronis not always aptured by the atom and held there. One the energy is dissipated the atom'sharge returns and it attaks another eletron. Was there a fore partile atually exhanged inthis proess or is it simply an energy exhange'Are fore partiles, the ones that ome out of our atom smashers, reated by the energy inthe partile's ollision and are not neessarily ingrained in the atoms themselves? It is quitepossible that the �eld struture of the atom an apture open strings and it is these strings thatwe see emerge from the ollision sine the plane and its eletrial properties are the part of thepartile that produes the binding fores. These aptured strings beome a part of those bindingfores, thus when they are added or removed from the �eld struture they enhane or weakenthe fores holding the atom together.The strong fore whih holds the nuleus together would emanate from a point lose into where the plane leaves the string's horizon. The weak fore would be derived from thestring's horizon other than along the plane. The eletrial properties would be derived from theonentration of harges inside the loop and outside where they are subsequently returned viathe plane. The gravitational distortion and its return I will speak of later. The strength of allof these �elds apparently an be in�uened by other strings. It is these strings that an hangethe binding fore's strength. 59



5.8 Quantum JitterQuantum jitter is a very interesting outome of Quantum Mehanis. The jitter is said to havenegative energy, and it is this energy that anels out the vibration of the string's energy leavingonly a tiny bit left over that produes mass, whih of ourse auses gravity. But what ausesthe jitter and why is it made up of negative energy? Jitter an be pereived as the vibration ofan objet. If this objet is a jittering string partile it means the whole string is vibrating andausing negative energy whih is in almost perfet synhronization with the string's vibration.How the jitter beomes negative I do not know, nor do I believe you an reate negative energyby simply wobbling something.To me this sounds like the jitter of the string is simply aused by an imbalane of energy,muh like a top will wobble when spinning if it is unbalaned. For example, the moon revolvesaround the earth ausing the earth to wobble in its path around the sun. But if the moonwas in an extreme elliptial orbit around the earth the earth would wobble a great deal moreompared to what it does now. This is simply due to the equal and opposite reations of massin free spae. If the energy rotating around a string loop is unbalaned it will ause the string towobble erratially. This wobble will depend on the nature of the energy vibration rotating withinthe loop. This beomes possible beause the loop itself is movable, bendable and strethable.Beause the string is onstantly in the state of motion the errati vibration, or jitter, ould begreat and thus the jitter and the vibration are, in a sense, synhronous with eah other. Thisjitter aused by the vibration auses the on�nement pressure whih is the pressure seen whentrying to on�ne a partile.This jitter an be extremely wild and if the partile that is jittering has an eletrial hargeor �eld these �elds an be introdued into nearby partiles. These extended �elds give theimpression that the partile is not where you think it is. This may have a lot to do with theunertainty priniples and why probabilities are needed to loate a partile.5.9 Quantum TunnelingQuantum tunneling is extremely interesting. Tunneling was predited, veri�ed, and is basedon probabilities. There is a probability that one ould pass through a solid wall and not bea�eted by the wall. But the probability is astronomial and far exeeds the life of the universe.Being more down to earth, semiondutor devies use this e�et quite e�iently as swithes andampli�ers. But these devies are only using eletrons to pass through very thin barriers. It isnot at all understood exatly how this happens or exatly the speed at whih the eletron istransferred from one side of the barrier to the other and why this e�et has to be determinedby probabilities.Beause a spatial distortion is aused by the partile plane's struture there might be anexplanation to this tunneling e�et. Sine the eletron has a small mass it therefore probablyhas a low vibration. Also this vibration has a high probability of passing through its zeroenergy point for an instant of time, or if it has more than one vibration it has a probability ofa anellation point at some point of time. Now if you plae the eletron under pressure by anexternal magneti or stati �eld against a barrier and the plane of the eletron faes through thebarrier, you ould get a probability that the vibrations ould all ross the zero energy point oftheir transition at the same time. This would mean that the eletron mass would simply vanishfor an instant. At this time the seond-dimensional energy loop of the string ould slide throughthe plane aross the barrier. The eletron then would re-emerge on the other side of the barrieras its vibrations ontinued on.This whole proess would be very ritial on timing, but in the proess no energy wouldbe lost or gained. The eletron would simply disappear at one point beause it was no longerthree-dimensional, then travel through the two-dimensional plane and re-emerge. There wouldof ourse be ritial distanes on how far this movement ould happen due to the length of timeof the zero rossing, providing of ourse that there are no time distortions within the plane. But60



due to the high onentration of energy in the plane it is possible that a time delay will our,thus keeping the vibrational energy in the rossing point for a longer period of time, thus thedistane of the tunneling would be lengthened.This means that you ould atually transfer partiles from one point in spae to anotherusing a very small amount of energy. But as partiles beome more ompliated by the additionof more vibrations or omplex vibrations, the probability of this transfer not happening beomeshigher and higher. So it does not appear to be, at this time, a pratial thing to do with moreomplex partiles.5.10 Open String PropagationRadiation travels at the speed of light and in a straight line but the string that holds radiationtogether is always urved. The more energy in the radiation the more urvature it has. Ifthe radiation intensity is high enough you an produe a partile. This means that the openstring will lose itself and produe a loop string when su�ient energy is present. Here it islear that the eletromagneti radiation auses an imbalane in the string itself produing theurvature. This imbalane auses the propagation. The straight line ation of the propagation,as mentioned before, is beause any deviation by the radiation from a straight line in spae willprodue a small amount of spatial resistane to a hange of diretion. This resistane keeps theradiation from hanging its ourse. It is a simple feedbak loop aused by the spae fabri tomaintain the onservation of energy. Radiation follows its two-dimensional plane.One more aspet of this is the e�et of aeleration. When you aelerate an objet you getan initial resistane to that aeleration. This resistane is aused by the momentary in-balanein the plane's struture when an objet is aelerated. Spae does not di�erentiate between anobjet urving in spae and an objet aelerating in spae. Straight line aeleration produesthe same e�et as an objet urving in spae. One is just alled a entrifugal fore.5.11 Matter and Anti-MatterAnti-matter is a mystery, at least to me. I have read no theory of why anti-matter exists and whyit is always reated when a partile is reated. There is no anti-wave when waves are formed; itseems that only partiles with mass have an anti-partile. What are these anti-matter partilesand where do they ome from? An eletron has a positron and virtually every partile has aorresponding anti-partile and that even inludes the fore partiles. Anti-partiles are saidto have the same mass as their orresponding regular partiles but have an opposite spin andpolarity. In fat there is very little that explains the spin of a partile other than the partile isrotating something like the earth is rotating.I am onfused when one tries to explain right-handed spin and left-handed spin for if I wereto look at something spinning and look at it from the top it would be rotating in one diretion,let's say lokwise, but if I were to look at the same objet from the bottom it would be goingounter-lokwise, so how ould one distinguish what diretion spin means? But when spinis measured in our aelerators or atom smashers it is measured in a �eld, therefore it has areferene in omparison to other partiles. But this is not the ase if you're thinking of twoindependent partiles in spae where there is no referene telling you whih one is spinningwhih way. This implies that there is some sort of global referene that tells eah partile thatone is di�erent from the other. String theory does mention loal and global harateristisof partiles implying that there is some form of spatial fabri or struture whih in�uenes ourbasi partile's struture. This has to do with the six urled up spatial dimensions in superstringtheory.In the senario that I have proposed, when an open string gathers enough energy it will loseby onneting its ends forming a loop string. Then the loop will ollapse forming the stringpartile. The energy in the string is moving at the speed of light so when the loop is formedthat energy must now move around the loop so it is rotating quite rapidly in a urved path in61



spae whih reates the mass we experiene.But there is a problem with this energy rotation and that is how this energy, when goingfrom an open string to this losed loop, an rotate in free spae. As you know the only wayto rotate something in free spae is by emitting some form of energy like a small retro-roketwould do. If you were an astronaut �oating outside your ship and you did not have some formof propulsion with you to move you around you would �nd it impossible to make yourself spin.To do so you need an equal and opposite reation fore. Sine we annot use this global spaereferene to push against we are simply dead in spae.Here is where the senario of string theory I propose might answer the anti-matter partilemystery.At the instant of time when an open vibrating string forms a loop the radiation that wasmoving forward at the speed of light is now fored to move in a ontinuous hange of diretion inspae or in a irle. To do this the energy must push against something. Without a ounter-forethe ontinued propagation of the wave in a loop annot happen. So to onserve the forwardmotion of energy the wave reates a ounter-loop with opposite polarity and with it spins inthe opposite diretion of the main loop. This divides the loop's energy but keeps the energy inmotion. Thus, in e�et, the loop dupliates itself reating its anti-matter partile. It does thisbeause the energy ontent of the string must be onserved.String energy rotation ounter-lokwise.String energy lokwise.The string's vibrating energy must produe a ounter-fore to ontinue its propagation. Thisounter-fore energy beomes the anti-matter partile.Anti-matter is simply the ounter-fore needed to ontinue the vibrating wave propagationin the loop string. Without this ounter-fore the energy in the loop would have nothing to pushagainst to ause it to propagate around the loop thus the loop ould not be formed.5.12 The Big BangThis onept of partile formation brings about a very interesting senario regarding the bigbang, if indeed the big bang did our. Let's take a quik look at it in this regard. First, ifradiation is the main ulprit in ausing mass it is possible that the big bang ourred in a littledi�erent fashion as one might have visualized. In this example the original big bang was nothingbut onentrated radiation. Beause radiation is made up of open strings it does not arry massso at the beginning of the big bang there was no gravity as we know it. This radiation wasextremely dense and had the properties of light and heat and was somewhat on�ned to ertainfrequenies. Whatever reated this initial burst of energy I do not know but it was intense andstarted to expand into the universe beause that is what open strings do. Sine strings havea desire to url at ertain energy levels they started to do so as soon as the radiation's energylevel dropped, thus string loops formed arrying the harateristis of that radiation with them.This means that the loop vibration represents the frequeny vibration of the radiation that theopen strings ontained at the time the loop was formed.So the string loop partiles that were formed were very muh idential in nature. Theyould have been eletrons, quarks, or any other number of partiles. In this proess the vastamount of partiles were formed in stages of the expansion and then mixed up later to form ouratoms. Eah stage of the expansion would have di�erent energy levels and frequeny of radiation,therefore would produe di�erent types of partiles as the expansion took plae. Quarks wouldbe produed at one stage while eletrons would be produed at another stage and so on.When a string loop is reated it then ollapses under its own self-ontration mode to a verysmall partile. When it does this it takes with it a very large amount of radiation energy and inthe proess reates mass. So on the outer edges of the big bang expansion we see radiation simplydisappearing beause that radiation was being gobbled up by the open strings reating losedstrings. When losed strings are made mass is reated and a gravitational distortion is formedand all this new mass is on the outside of the expanding big bang. This new mass starts to62



impede the progress of the expansion and eventually stops it. All this mass auses the expansionto implode but the amount of heat and energy inside is tremendous thus tearing apart some ofthe newly reated partiles and releasing their energy, one again bringing about a re-expansion.In this yling proess more and more mass is reated and thrown out into the universe withsuh veloity that they esape the in�uene of the big bang itself. In most ases the mass wasthrown far enough away from the initial blast that it ould not produe a gravitational foresu�ient to produe a blak hole whih, of ourse, would have stopped the initial expansionand the universe would never have been reated. This ould answer the question of why the bigbang was able to explode when it had so muh energy and mass in suh a small area. It simplyshould have reated a blak hole and the universe should not exist.5.13 The PlaneCan the plane atually extend out to the edge of the universe? And if it does, is its distortionsubjet to the speed of light? In this senario the only thing subjet to the speed of light isradiation whih, of ourse, now makes up everything we know about in our universe, inludingmass. Of ourse this learly states that if we are made up of radiation we of ourse annot travelfaster than radiation and that energy neessary to try and reah the speed of light beomesin�nite.But here the plane is an independent entity in itself although it and radiation work togetherand annot be separated therefore it is not neessarily subjet to the veloity we all the speed oflight. The plane has the ability to arry and transfer radiation muh like the air has the abilityto transfer and arry sound waves. The plane of the string apparently is part of the struturalontent of the fabri. The plane an onnet with other planes; it an loop and it an un-onnetalmost at will. Radiation and the plane is the outome of what the introdution into the fabriof energy reates. To the plane of the string the apparent size of our universe might only be afew inhes beause it is not restrained by the speed of light, therefore making it quite possiblethat the plane ontinuously senses the whole universe.5.14 The Ten DimensionsAre the ten dimensions in string theory really just ten harateristis of something instead ofa mythial or an un-omprehensible entity of spae time? I have always had a di�ult timeunderstanding dimensions, mainly beause everybody says that it is impossible for our mindsin this three-dimensional world to omprehend anything over three dimensions. I just ould notbelieve that the world is made up of a bunh of mythial harateristis that we will never be ableto understand. So I look at dimensions a little di�erently than others. I all them harateristisor properties instead of dimensions. A three-dimensional system has three basi harateristis,all of whih an be understood when we are talking about mass, therefore energy, other thanmass, does not appear to be three-dimensional whih leaves it to exist in other forms.String theory is built upon a ten-dimensional system with one of the ten dimensions beingthat of time. Time of ourse is always added on to our equations beause it is how we detetand measure things, therefore basially string theory is nine-dimensional.Out of the nine dimensions, three dominate and reate matter, but the other six annot beseparated from these dominate three therefore eah of the three must have three dimensionsof their own. When I talk about any one of the three basi dimensions I mean that theyeah atually have three harateristis whih de�ne them. This says that two of the threeharateristis of that one dimension are suppressed, or what today's physiists would all urledup. So my �rst dimension has three dimensions or harateristis with one dominate and twosuppressed. Now my seond dimension also has three harateristis with one dominant andtwo suppressed, but this seond dimension is diretly tied to my �rst dimension, therefore thesetwo dimensions are in fat working together to perform a funtion. Now I have six dimensions,four suppressed, and two dominant. Following this line of thought my third dimension also has63



three harateristis; again two are suppressed and one dominant and they are tied to the othertwo dimensions. This leaves us with nine total dimensions or harateristis; six are suppressedand three are dominant. It is the three dominants? harateristis that makes up the numeroustypes of partiles in our world.When we maneuver the three dominant harateristis we ause the sub-harateristis tohange. It takes three dimensions to make up mass but the energy that makes up this massomes from radiation whih is a two-dimensional part of our three-dimensional system. This iswhy radiation does not urve spae time, at least the spae time that auses gravity.To take this senario further we ould also say that eah of the nine dimensions or harater-istis must eah have three dimensions of their own, whih would mean a 27 dimensional state,or 28 dimensions when adding in time. String theory talks a lot about a 26 dimensional stateand, when re-normalized (ompated), omes down to three dimensions to �t the harateristisof the partiles in our world. These thoughts really make one wonder how far down does thestruture of our universe lie or is there really no end at all.5.15 Gravity and Anti-GravityDoes gravity or the spatial distortion that is reated from a loop string have a ounter-part? Isgravity really di�erent from all the other fores whih have an opposing side or polarity? Is thegravity �eld really as large as the universe? Is it possible that the plane's distortion ould extendoutward billions of light years and then loop around to the other side of itself, thus balaningthe gravitational pull with a push and making gravity onform to the onservation of energy'This question still haunts me, for I �nd no reason why the gravitational pull should not havea ounter-gravitational push. All other fores have a ounter-fore so is it possible that in thissenario of gravity whih I have given you we ould �nd this ounter-fore. With the plane'sstrutures whih I have desribed one an indeed �nd a ounter-balaning fore to make gravitya balaned system. This type of senario ould explain why the universe is not obeying thegravitational laws we have set forth.Using the plane's struture as our model, we �nd that the enter ore, or the bulge of theplane, is what we experiene as our partiles. The plane's struture whih now extends outwardthins as it moves away from the bulge and is the part of the partile whih onnets the partileto our universe. This onnetion of the plane produes the partile's mass we measure. But doesthis plane's struture thin outward to the edge of the universe? This is unlikely, for all partileshave a de�nite �eld size and in�uene. All �elds or fores have a return whih balanes out thatfore. So as the plane extends outward the plane should separate at some point reating a �eldloop whih extends bak around to the other side of the plane. A simple sketh may help youvisualize this better.Here the �eld struture of the plane extends outward from the bulge looking something likemy drawing above showing a loop for the top half of the plane and a loop for the bottom half.So let's trae this gravitational distortion from the bulge outward. At the bulge we have anextreme gravitational spatial distortion, however as we move out along the plane the distortiondiminishes in strength until at some point outward, let's say a few billion light-years outward,the plane's distortion beomes parallel with itself, or what I would all uniform in density,therefore it does not have a gravitational in�uene. But as we move further out on the planeit separates one more in order to reate the �eld loop whih it has generated. This separationnow reates a time distortion opposite that of whih the bulge reated, thus balaning out theinward attration with an outworked attration, beause of the distortion at the outer edge ofthe plane. The main di�erene is that at the bulge the spatial distortion is onentrated whileits ounter-part is diluted beause of the huge amount of spae that the plane now oupies.Mass in the outer portion of the plane will not be attrated to the partile reating the planebut will appear to be pushed away from the partile. The reality is the mass will be attratedaway from the partile. Beause the time in the outer portion like the time in the inner portionof the plane will be slower as one moves further away from the partile. Objets move toward64



slower time areas. This e�et is limited to the plane's expansion area whih is now de�ning thepartile's size.This means that the gravitational in�uene of a partile or mass does have a limitations anddoes not neessarily expand its in�uene to the entire universe. This brings the gravitational�eld of a partile in line with the other fore �elds assoiated with partiles, meaning thatthe gravitational properties of partiles or mass is not mythial in nature but an be trulyunderstood. Here the gravitational �elds do not have a one-sided attration but arry withthem an opposite attration whih ould be alled a push or an anti-gravitational fore. Sinea partile now has a size limit, there is no gravitational in�uene or mass onnetion to theuniverse outside the partile's plane distortion.What does this mean to our oneption of how the universe works? It says that the gravi-tational in�uene throughout spae is not uniform. There may be areas in spae that ontaina weaker or stronger gravitational spatial distortion than other areas of spae. There may beplane's alignments whih produe denser gravitational e�ets whih will ause objets or planetsto ongregate in these areas. This type of ation ould produe the spiral galaxies we observeand why spiral galaxies are shaped like they are. It also means that at some distane away fromthe partile along its plane, there will our a gravitational push rather than an attration. It isbelieved the universe at some point is aelerating outward faster than it should. This outwardpush ould be generated by the outer edge of the planes. Due to the size and omplexity of theuniverse it is di�ult to say where and how these outer edges of plane's �elds may start thispush, but it beomes lear that the reation of dark energy, or dark matter, is not neessary toexplain why the universe is ating the way it is.I have mentioned earlier that I believe the universe will eventually ollapse beause the totalamount of energy and mass present in the universe would ause it to do so. However in thissenario a ertain amount of mass in the universe would in fat ontinue to expand outwardone it has reahed the ritial distanes between masses. If this ritial distane lies in the areaof eight to ten billion light-years and the mass ontained enough motion energy to ontinue theseparation, the ounter-fore of the plane's �eld would then take over and the mass in this partof the universe would expand forever. This may be in fat what is now happening, although italso means that a portion of the mass in the universe will not reah this ritial distane andwould indeed re-ollapse leaving the outer portion to ontinue its expansion.5.16 Last ThoughtThese last thoughts may be reahing to an extreme, but I lose my mind to nothing when tryingto deal with the nature of gravity, for until we get a better understanding of it we must keepan open mind. There are many strange things happening in our world that are not explained.They are usually non-reproduible with experiments. They rop up unexpetedly and vanishjust as fast. I will only speak of one here. Many people have expressed the feeling that theyhave experiened some form of ommuniation with another person, usually in the time of stressor peril. They have experiened some event by someone else virtually on the other side of theworld. When these other people were ontated many indeed did experiene suh a happening.We ould all this mental telepathy. These types of things are usually rare and annot beexplained, nor an they be dupliated, but there have been many people who have experienedthem.With the above senario where gravity is expressed in the universe by a thin plane's dis-tortion, one might �nd an answer to this type of experiene. It is quite possible that morethan one partile exists on the same plane with other partiles, or the planes are linked reatinglarge sheets onneting partiles. It is also possible that many partile planes may be alignedwith other partile planes produing what one might all the universal string that ontains vastamounts of energy but is virtually non-detetable unless you ross that partiular point of spaethat the planes oupy. Here we might ask, if there are eletron planes onneted to the planes ofother eletrons what might happen? It might be possible that eletron movements in one plae65



ould in e�et ommuniate that movement to an eletron on the same plane with it where itould dupliate the movement. In this manner information ould be transferred from one plaeto another through the plane's struture of our partiles and the speed at whih this ould ourwould not neessarily be that of light. The planes would also have no physial barriers to stopthis information transfer.To prove this it would take some very sensitive detetors. Our biologial struture has someextremely sensitive systems we are unaware of. In this senario information ould be transferredfrom one being to another with very little energy being expended and there would be no barrier,inluding the earth, that ould stop or slow down the event.5.17 ConlusionsI have just taken you through a thought pattern based on an extremely simple-minded skethof nothing more than a dot drawn on a piee of paper. It does show you what a very ativeimagination an do. String theory has never been visualized, and until it is it will not be solved.The main thrust of this artile is that gravity may not be unidiretional in the mirosopeworld and there is no proof that it is. Sientists a long time ago believed that matter was solidto its ore but then learned later it was not solid at all but was made up of smaller partileswhih seemed solid. Still later they learned that even these partiles are not solid. There is amind set that gravity ats the same at all levels of matter and it may be that this belief is whyour theories at some point run into brik walls. Quantum theory and string theory ould beomeone if we break this mind set. Gravity is not one-sided and it is not mythial. Our universe ismade up in disreet steps and eah step follows a set of laws. Without these laws the universeould not hold itself together and the onservation of energy would not be valid.This whole exerise an show you how to open your mind and think out of the narrowon�nes of too many fats whih may or may not be orret, to visualize the real meaning ofwhat our math is telling us. You will �nd many inadequaies and holes in this senario butyou'll also �nd it very interesting and thought provoking. This senario does o�er many waysof veri�ation and the possibility of onentrating gravitational �elds by using the eletrialproperties of partiles. If you ould align the plane of eletrons you ould reate a onentratedspatial distortion, but mind you, eletrons have very little mass and it would take a vast quantityof them to produe a visible or measurable e�et. Unfortunately other partiles with more masswould not have the plane's struture or eletrial harateristis to reate suh an alignment.The problem only gets worse the more one thinks about it. The possibility of transferring massthrough the plane's struture is there and it immediately brings your mind to the transporterroom of the Enterprise, but for now the eletron is probably the only partile we ould possiblyin�uene in this senario.Keep your thoughts running and your vision open when it omes to gravity for only thenwill we indeed solve this problem. These are my ideas; please send me yours.
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